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Pope John Paul II Shot
In St. Peter's Square

HONOREES — Lola James (left photo)and Nola Yarbrough (tight photo) were among the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital employees honored Tuesday at the annual service awards dinner. Hospital administrator
Stuart Poston presented James with a 30-year award and Yarbrough with a 20-year award. Thirty-four employees were honored at the banquet.(See related photos on Page 1 5-A.)

VATICAN CITY,i AP — Pope John Romeo Panciroli confirmed the pope
Paul 11 was shot twice in the side had been hit twice in his side.
Wednesday as he rode into St. Peter's
Italian television reported two
Square for a general audience before women were also injured, but there
an estimated 10,000 people and was was no confirmation of that. The
rushed- to a Rome hospital,- the. television said it was not certain
Vatican said.
whether the women were injured by
His condition was not immediately pistol fire or hurtin the ensuing panic.
known.
Italian police sources said police in
A young man with a pistol reportedthe square apprehended a young man
ly was arrested. ,
The Italian news agency ANSA said who reportedly shot at the pontiff with
the pope had been hit by two bullets at a pistol. The sources said the man did
the level of his pancreas and that he not speak Italian. and that they did
was standing on his jeep near the not know his nationality.
Vatican post office bet)reen St. . Vatican Radio said the pontiff had
Peter's Basilica and the famous Ber- • been driven through St. Peter's
Square in his jeep and was about to
nini collonade.
Chief Vatican spokesman The Rev. leave the jeep to start a general audience when shots were heard at
about 5:25 p.m. — 11:25 a.m. EDT.

Hospital Honors Employees At Banquet
Lola James and Nola Yarbrough
were among 34 honorees recognized
at the third annual Murray-Calloway
County Hospital employee service
awards banquet Tuesday at the
University Center at Murray State.
MCCH's business office manager,
James received a 30-year award and
Yarbrough, dietary, was presented a
20-year award.
The hospital presents employees
with awards for every five years of
service.
Ihe service emblems were designed to honor the employees for their
years of service and to the hospital
and to the community.
The unique two-piece design is
formed from the hospital's official
"MCCH" symbol. The upper portion
is antique yellow gold and the lower
portion is white gold set with three
jewels.
The jewels serve two purposes.
They are visible symbols of three
characteristics of the hospital — service, compassion and dedication. The

gems also indicate the years of service to the hospital.
The years served and the jewels are
— five years, three emeralds; 10
years, three rubies; 15 years, two
rubies and one-six point diamond; 20
years, one ruby and two six-point
diamonds; 25 years, three six-point
diamonds; and 30 years, two six-point
diamonds and one 10-point diamond.
James joined the hospital staff Feb.
11, 1951. At that time, 36 people where
employed by the hospital and four
worked in the business office.
The hospital had 65 beds and only
four rooms had telephones. Daily
charge for a hospital room was $11.
Major surgery was $25. Employees
could eat in the cafeteria for 35 cents.
Originally from Hazel. James lived
in Detroit during the depression. She
worked at Michigan Bell Telephone
before returning to Murray.
She is married to Joe Pat James.
They have one son Ross and a foster
daughter Jan.
Yarbrough began March 29, 1961,

and made 60 cents an hour. She most- Charlotte Lamb, nursing LPN; Joy
ly worked as a vegetal* cook.
Ferguson, nursing LPN; William
Yarbrough was in the old hospital Ticknor, business office; Dr. Jorge
when she started and is,. the only Garrastazu, emergency room physiemployee left in dietary when the new cian; Annette Drew, nursing
RN; Ann
hospital opened in 1964.
Hays, respiratory therapy; Audrey
Other honorees included, for 15 Castille, nursing; Edie Eisenmann,
years, Bobbie Waters, nursing • administration secretary
Mary
secretary; Annette Smith, nursing;'\Cotirsey, nursing aide; Dana
Bazzell.
Willene Dunn, laundry; Donna Kirk, nsorsing
RN; Jeff
Waters,
nursing LPN; Charlene Hornbuckle, maintenance; and Diane Olive, nutsrespiratory therapy; Gertha Jones, mg
nursing LPN;
Ente irunent for the evening was
For10 years, Rita Starks, purchas- provided by the "Front Porch Swing; Ida Hargraves, respiratory ing." under the direction of Larry
therapy; Barbara,Potts, business of- Clark. The all-fealale group, along
fice; Margaret Boyd, purchasing; with a quartet from the group called
Rita Ford, medical records; Patricia the "Missing Links,'' performed
Swift, business office; Alice Roy, nur- several barber shop harmony-style
sing LPN; Jackie Winchester, nurs- numbers.
ing LPN; Dortha Eaker, housekeeping;
For five years. Ann Hulse Wolford,
nursing aide; Joanne Hatcher, nursing aide; Randy Williams,
respnikory therapy; Deborah Yates,
nursing RN; Jean Crawfork nursing; _
A spokesman for _Wal-Mart Discount- Stores Inc.,- said this morning
that the company plans to purchase
the Murray Roses store,located in the
Central Shopping Center.

Douglas community and rural
Calloway County as its two local
target areas.
"We view the parent as the primary
educator of the child," Mrs. Whitten
said in noting the involvement of
parents in the program. A total of
1,170 hours have been volunteered by
parents this year,she said.
Head Start not only provides educational advantages, it also provides
health services for the child and social
services for the child's family.
Mrs. Whitten said the local program
has requested an additional
classroom unit for 20 children for the
1981-82 school year based on a community needs assessment whibh „.
showed that the average income of
Head Start families has dropped from

•

wnlTTaker, boggess

Will Be Speakers
Dr. Bill Whittaker, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, will be the
speaker for baccalaureate services
for Murray High School,and Dr. Gary
Boggess, dean of the Murray State
University College of Environmental
Sciences, will speak at commencement ceremonies.
Dr. Whittaker's sermon for the baccalaureate service, which is set for 8
p.m. Sunday, May 17, is titled "What
Do You Seek?" The service will be at
the First Baptist Church.
Special music will include a

Atkins Will Decide
Validity Of Contract
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 4AP) -- The
validity of a personal servic-e-reatz,act
with a Bowling Green auditing firm-to
investigate Murray State University
President Constantine, Curris will be
up to state Finance Seeretary George
Atkins.
TheIiegislature's Personal Service
Contract Iieview Subcommittee rejected the contract on Tuesday and

Wal-Mart Company Plans To
Purchase Murray Roses Store

City School Board Hears Report
On Local Head Start Program
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Writer
The Murray .Head Start program
serves 80 children in the Murray and
Calloway County area according to a
report given by director Judy Whitten
to members of the Murray Independent Board of Education Tuesday
night.
Of that number, 20 children are
enrolled in the center-based program
which meets five days a week, 20 are
in the home-center program which
meets four days a week,and 40 are in
the home-based program.
Fifteen of the total Head Start
enrollees, or 18.7 percent, are handicapped. The federally-funlled program designed primarily for children
from low-income families has the

The pontiff collapsed into the arms
of his aides as the jeep returned inside
the Vatican at high speed, the radio

;5,104 to $4,089.
A highlight of this year's Head Start
program, according to Mrs. Whitten,
was notification of the awarding of
one of two national Head Start college
scholarships to Quintin Walls, a Murray High School senior who is a
graduate of the local Head Start.
Architect Pat Gingles told board
members that glans for the 499-seat
educational theare to be.constructed
at Murray High will be submitted to
the state fire marshal within the next
two weeks.
The theatre, which is estimated to
cost around _ ;750,000, will be constructed as a sepkate building on the
north side of the MHS gymnasium
with a covered walkway joining it to
the gym. The facility is expected to be
completed in time for use during the
1982-83 school year.
Board members approved sending
three members of the Murray High
speech team to the National Forensic
League national tournament to be
held June 14-19 in Salt Lake City. The
three MHS students are among 14
speech students in the state who will
participate in the tournament.
In addition, 32 foreign language
students from MHS will compete in
the state Foreign Language Festival
in Lexington on May 16.School will begin this fall on Monday, Aug. 17, and will close next year
on Tuesday, May 25, according to the
calendar for the 1981-82 school year
which was approved by the board.
The board accepted the resignation
of Collie Hill as custodian at Murray
High. J. B. Burkeen was hired to
replace Hill.
In other business, board members
approved next year's certified salary
schedule and classified salaries and
assignments.

Anna Firestone, corporate public
relations officer in the Wal-Mart
home office in Bentonville. Ark., said
Wal-Mart intends to buy the local
store,remodel and expand the facility
and reopen as Wal-Mart "in early October."
Firestone declined to comment on
specifics of the transaction. However,
she said Wal-Mart will release an official statement sometime in the near
future concerning the new store_

The new Wal-Mart discount department store will have 55,000 square feet
of floor space, Firestone said. It will
house 36 full departments and employ
90 people,she added.
A store manager also will be named
at a later date, Fireston said.
Wal-Mart currently operates eight
discount department stores in Kentucky and has 344 in an 11-state area,
Firestone said.
Tom Banks, vice president and
director of expansion for Roses Stores
in- its Henderson, N.C., home office, was unavailable for comment today. Other Rose's officials declined to
comment on the matter.

inside today
today's index

said.
Seconds later an ambulance followed by a car with Vatican dignitaries
carried the pope to the Gemelli
Policlinic, Rome's most modern
hospital.
A few minutes after the shooting the
loudspeaker which broadcasts over
St. Peter's Square announced that the
pope had been wounded.
The voice on the loudspeaker asked
the crowd to pray for the pope by
reciting the Our Father prayer and
the Ave Maria.
John Paul, the former Cardinal
Karol Wojtyla of Poland, became
pope in the fall of 1978 at the age of 58
— the first nonitalian pope in 455
years.
The pontiff quickly. became
history's most widely traveled_ pope.
His ninth and longest trip, in
February, took him to Pakistan,
Japan,Guam and the Philippines.
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asked Atkins to rule on its merits.
James Meany & Associates had
been hired in early March under a
;12,000 contract by the Murray Board
of„Ftegents to look into specific areas
of Curris' management.
The firm's findings were used during a controversial attempt by a faction of the'board to remove Curris as
president.
James Overby, the university's attorney, told the subcommittee Tuesday that specifics of,the contract
could not bes.revealed because the
Curris controversy is still involved in
litigation.
. Curris has refused to make.public
specifics of several charges filed
against.him by the board of regents.
OVerby Said any detailed discussion of
the contract might compromise Curris'due process rights.
it makes it hard for us to get a handle on the contract since we don't
know the details," -subcommittee
chairman Rep. Bob Jones, DSee ATKINS,
Page 15-A, Column 5

Chickasaw District
To Hold Spring
CamporeeMay 15

The Chickasaw District of the Boy
Scouts of America will hold a Boy
Scout Spring Cam poree and Cub Scout
Expo May 15-17 at the MurrayCalloway
County
Jaycee
Fairgrounds.
The public is invited to attend all
events from 1 p.m. to 5 Saturday. Boy
-Scout events include tug-of-war,
woodchopping contest, chariot race
and firebuilding.
Cub scoqt packs will have various
booths and displays highlighted by
Saturday's District Pinewood Derby,
featuring district pack winners._ The
cars will be_checked in at 2.p.m. The
race willstart at 2:30.
------The Medical Explorer Post 803,
from the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, will present a tonsillectomy
puppet show. Post 120 will present the
Fisher Price "Toys In Action."
The public is invited to attend.
here will be a charge of El per person
or $2-.1.*r
.45

# Jo
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Dr. Gary Boggess

Dr. Bill Whittaker

trumpet solo and a mixed quartet.
Commencement exercises for the
145 seniors will be at 8 p.m. Thursday,
May 21, at Lovett Auditorium. Dr.
Boggess' speech to the graduates will
be "Of Dreams And Realities."
Valedictorian Lewis Bossing and
salutatorian Claudia Billington will
also speak during the exercises.
The Murray High Band will play the
processional and recessional, and
special music will be by the Murray
High mixed ensemble.

City Council To Hear
Second Reading
Of Bond Ordinance
The Murray City Council will hold
its regularly scheduled meeting at
7:30 p.m. Thursday, May 14, in City
Hall.
•
Items on the agenda include the second reading of Ordinance 734, the issuance of $10 million in industrial
revenue bonds for the Quaker Oats
Company,and several bills.

REHEARSAL—Pat Morgan and Jim Watson are shown rehearsing a scene from "Impromptu", one of the
plays included in Community Theatre's "Second
Season.""Second Season," an evening of one-act plays, will
be presented Thurs., Fri., and Sat., May 14,
15, and 16 at 8:00 p.m. at the Old Freight Depot in the city-county
Park.
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OSPITAL NEWS
5-3-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Jameson, baby boy
( Sharon) Rt. 1, Box 46-A,
Almo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patricia Ann McClain and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Mrs. Elli Moore,
307 North 10th Street, Murray; C. D. Vinson, 2011
Gatesborough Street, Murray; Mrs. Ruth Ann Snyder,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Marie P.
Cavitt, 205 Spruce Street,
Murray; Mrs. Corrine D.
Foster, Box 124, Hazel.
Melvin R. Smith, Rt. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Anna M.
Komar, New Concord; D. Y.
Dunn, 1005 Fairlane Drive,
Murray; Kenneth Andrews,
Rt. 1, Springville, Term.;
Mrs. Eva E. Hjort, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Ruby Er-iampkins, Rt. 1, Hazel.

sesslo,04_

ray; Bobby Joe Carson, Rt. Roger Dale Wilson, Rt. 1,
2, Buchanan,Tenn.
Farmington; Joe Dale
Holland, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs.
5-5-81
Cynthia J. Sizemore, Rt. 1,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Sedalia; Mrs. Patricia G.
Miller, baby boy (Linda) Boren, Rt. 5, Cadiz; Mrs.
Rt. 1, Box C3, Hardin.
Linda Hancock,Rt. 3,Cadiz.
Carpenter, baby girl
Mrs. Doreen M. Scull, C5
(Shirley) Rt. 5, Box 2384, Southside Manor, Murray;
Murray.
Mrs. Susie Matheny, Rt. 1,
DISMISSALS
Murray; John R. Gadberry,
Mrs. Vicki L. Clark and 1301 Poplar, Murray; Mrs.
baby boy, Rt. 2, Wingo; Mertie Knight, 505 North
Farley C. Raspberry, Rt. 2, Fourth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Hazel; Milford L. Hicks, Rt. Elsie M. Bizzell, Almo; Mrs.
4, Murray; Mrs. Virgiline B. Ola M.Jones, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Jones, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Alberta J. 5-7-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Arnett, Rt. 7, Murray.
Mrs. Mary Ann West, Rt. Scott, baby girl (Tammy)
8, Murray; Tommy Wayne Rt. 7, Box 698, Murray.
Kilgore, Rt. 1, Almo; Jeffrey
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Deborah H. Smith
A. Bohannon, Rt. 2, Union City, Tenn.; Tina Marie Lane, and baby girl, Rt. 1, Farm313 South lOth Street, Mur- ington; Mrs. ,Dorothy R.
ray; Mrs. Sandra K. Culver, Greer, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.;
Rt. 1, Hazel; Cynthia Thur- Glynda S. Burnett, 419 South
man, 84 Shady Oaks, Mur- Eighth Street, Murray.
John Fellorse, Rt. 3, Paris,
ray.
Mrs. Florence J. King, Rt. Term.; Mrs. Murrelle H.
1, Mansfield, Term.; Mrs. Ryan, 1213 Dogwood, MurHallene Keith, 1502 Main, ray; Mrs. Wanda F. Todd,
Benton; Mrs. Thelma Rt. 6, Murray; Timmy L.
Burkeen, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Dunaway, Rt. 1, FarmMildred Cross, Rt. 1, Har- ington; Mrs. Mary L. Flynn,
din; Kerry G. Henson, Rt. 8, Rt.5, Murray.
Mrs. Vera Dean Kimbro,
Benton; Neil I. Power, 235
Golg Cart Drive, Mayfield. Rt. 4, Murray; Mitchell R.
Edith L. Lamm, Rt. 6, Hill, E5 Murray Manor,
Murray; Mrs. Cora Dumas, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy L.
300 Pine, Murray; Mrs. Brandon, Rt. 4, Murray;
Marie Marvin, Rt. 6, Mur- Mrs. Sarah N. Brown, Rt. 2,
ray; Mrs. Annie G. Heath, South Fulton, Tenn.; Mrs.
Rt. 1, Sedalia; Walter R. Erie 0. Ellis, 1606 Calloway,
Howard, 109 Williams, Mur- Murray.
ray.

5-4-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
girl
Smith,
baby
( Deborah) Rt. 1, Box 25,
Farmington.
Prusell, baby boy ( Elaine )
523 Broad, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lois V. Marsh, CR
Box 99, New Concord; Mrs.
Belinda G. Seavers, Rt. 1,
Water Valley; Mrs. Virginia
A. Tessling, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Term.; Mrs. Iva C. Alford,
Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Carolyn
K. Dillahunt, Rt. 3, Martin,
Tenn.
Claud Thorn, Rt. 1, Almo;
Loman Long, Rt. 5, Murray;
Doyle Dollins, Rt. 1, Almo;
James E. Hurt, 1004 Olive Adults 117
Street, Murray; Charles B. Nursery 9
Martin, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. 5-6-81
By Cecily Brownstone
Cora Hosford, Fern Terrace NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
BRUNCH FARE
Lodge, Murray.
girl
Jenkins, baby
Fresh Pineapple
Willie T. Everett, 1315 (Phyllis) Rt. 5, Box 694-6, Scrambled Eggs
with
Vine, Murray; Paul Murray.
Tornato-Curry Saude
Kunisch, Rt. 4, Murray; Newcomb, baby girl English Muffins Coffee
Aubrey G. Jones, Rt. 1, (Amnia)Rt.9, Benton.
TOMATO-CURRY
Hazel; Alvin P. Brandon,705 Shekel], baby girl (Debra)
SAUCE
South Fourth Street, Mur- 1712 Glendale Drive, ClanDelicious with poached or
ton, Ala.
baked fish as well as with
Beamer, baby girl eggs.
Ends Thurs.
(Cheryl) 2213 Edinborough, 17-ounce can peeled plum
;
Murray.
tomatoes, undrained
DISMISSALS
GENA
1 medium or '2 of a large
ROV/LANDS
Mrs. Sharon Jameson and green pepper, cut in 14 inch
4
04.40.,
baby boy, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. wide strips (about i2 cup )
-IVIarylan A. Sister and baby 1 small onion, quartered and
boy, Rt. 2, Murray; Mrs. cut in ta-inch wide strips
Castro, C'h • 753-3311
Mary L. Weaks, Rt. 5, Mur- ( about A4 cup)
ray.
1 teaspoon curry powder
Bobbie L. Bear,Rt. 5, Mur- 14 teaspoon ground allspice
ray; Jason S. McCormick, Salt and pepper to taste
Rt. 8, Benton; Mrs. Betty
In a l'-2 quart saucepan,
Sue Williams, 709 Sycamore, strirring several times, brMurray; Mrs. Doris S. ,irig the tomatoes, green pepShultz, Rt. 1, Mayfield; Mrs. per, onion, curry powder,
Carolyn M. Howard, Rt. 2, allspice and salt and pepper
Paris, Term.; Mrs. Maurine to simmering. Simmer, unThru Thurs.
H. Hendrix, 1102 Dunlap, covered, until tomato juice is
7 1111, 9 20
ifincr
Paris,Tenn.
reduced and mixture is Dir.ROBERT
Billy Randall Redden, 500 ly thick - about 20 minutes.
DE NIRO
South Ninth Street, Murray; Makes 4 servings.
RACING
BULL
CE WA.Artiste /-

Recipe Is Given

C

COMMUNITY
CA LENDAR

Wednesday,May 13
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet
as follows: Ruth Wilson with
Beth Broach at 6:30 p.m.;
Hannah with Mrs. George
Stockton and Wesleyan with
Doris Rowland, both at 7:30
p.m.
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30
p.m. at the Sirloin Stockade.

Thursday, May 14
Mothers Day Out will be
held at 9 a.m. at the First
Baptist Church.

Lydian Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Little League football
meeting will be held at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County
Ladies day events at MurSchool gym.
High
ray Country Club will include golf, tennis, bridge,
Friday, May 15
and luncheon.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Thursday, May 14
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
North Pleasant Grove p.m. for activities by the
Cumberland Presbyterian Senior Citizens with lunch at
Church Women will meet at Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
7 p.m. at the home of Douglas at 12 noon:
Kathryn Cain. A plant sale
will be held.
Shopping for senior
Gamma Gamma Chapter citizens will be held and call
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
at 7 p.m. at the home of Chris morning shopping and by
Loftis. Officers will be in- 11:30 a.m. for afternoon
stalled. Note change of time. shopping.

f)ERLSND
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Chestnut St •753-3311

,/The Catch
/of The Week Is

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
nTh7 Area
Alaskin
Gulf Red Snapper
King Crab
$6.95
$8.95
Breaded Oysters
Clam Strips
$4.75
$4.50
Scallops $6.25 Flounder $6.25
Peel'n Eat
Shrimp

Doz. $1.50
Bakers Dozen $3.00

f
of 4

e

% Lb. $2.75
'6 Lb. $4.95
1 Lb.$9.2V

Friday
Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

MAEMFEEMMINI
Chestnut & 16th
Murray, Ky.
759-4455
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Twilight golf will be held
Murray Chapter No. 92
at
the Murray Country Club
is
Royal Arch Masons
scheduled to meet at 7:30 with tee off times from 4 to 6
p.m. for the Nine Hole Best
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Ball Golf.
Mixed Tennis with George
Monthly campout of Twin
and Patsy Oakley as hosts
will be at 6 p.m. at the Mur- Lakers Good Sam Recreational Vehicle Chapter of
ray Country Club.
West Kentucky will be held
at Piney Campground at
Senior Citizens centers Land Between
the Lakes
will be open as follows: Ellis with Rudolph
and Opal
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with Howard
as wagonmasters. A
lunch at 12 noon; Hazel and potluck
supper will be servDouglas fom 10 a.m. to 2
ed Saturday at 5:30 p.m.
Hazel
at
p.m. with lunch at
with Jack Crook as special
11:45 a.m. and at Douglas at
guest for program.
12 noon.
Plant and bake sale will be
Progressive Homemakers held at 9 a.m. at the ColClub will meet at the home of dwater United Methodist
Lyilda Cooper at 7 p.m.
Church.

The Choir Room of the
'Murray State University
Fine Arts complex was the
site of the final recital of the
season presented by the
Murray Music Teachers
Association on Sunday afternoon, May 3.
Margaret Wilkins noted in
her opening remarks that
this marked the 12th year
that M.M.T.A. has sponsored
recitals such as this for :Murray's piano students. She introduced the participating
teachers who were, in addition to herself, Maxine

Clark, Amy Jarman, Shirley
Johnson, Dorothy Mason and
Carol Thompson. Other
M.M.T.A. teachers are
Suzanne Johnson, Susan
McKeever, and Karen
Greer.
Several of the students
performing in Sunday's
recital had also participated
in the Kentucky Music
Teachers
Association
Keyboard Festival the
previous week.
Playing one of the selections from their Festival programs were Jill Johnson,

Rt. 5, Murray; Joe H.
Allbritten, Rt. 1, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Jane Waters, 907
Johnny Robertson Road,
Murray; Mrs. Martha Faye
Hill, Almo; Mrs. Linda
Diane Wagner, 1010 County
Cork Drive, Murray; Mrs.
Sheila C. Ward, Rt. 1, Murray.
Mrs. Elsie J. Thurman,
Box 254, Murray; Mrs. 011ie
M. Smith, 903 Fairlane
Drive, Murray; Stanley J.
Johnson, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs.
Donna C. McWane, Rt. 3,

Calvert City; Mrs. Lois E.
Jones, 1005 Payne Street,
Murray; William E. Watson,
Rt. 7, Murray.
Mrs. Clara W. Marshall,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Cozie R.
Lawrence, 218 Ellis Drive,
Paris, Tenn.., Corlis Owen,
Rt. 1, Mayfield; Maurice P.
Christopher, 1504 Johnson
Boulevard, Murray; Tommy
D. Workman, Rt. 1, Murray;
John D. Gamlin, Rt. 1,
Puryear,Tenn.
Taz Youngblood, Box 403,
Murray; Mrs. Otis T. Byars,

Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray; Mrs. Inez Waggener,
209 South 16th Street, Murray; Audrey Vernon Young
(expired) Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray.

The 19th Amendment to
the United States Constitution was proclaimed on
Aug. 26, 1920, giving suffrage
to women. Wyoming, then a
territory, in 1869 was the
first state to give women the
vote.

ROTC Cadet David G. Derrick receives congratulations from Gen. E. C. Meyer,
Army Chief of Staff, during award ceremonies at the George C. Marshall Award
Conference, Lexington, Va.
U.S. Army Photo By lee Swain

ROTC Cadet David G. Derrick
Recognized For Award Winner
LEXINGTON, Va. ROTC Cadet David G. Derrick, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert J. Derrick, received
the congratulations of Army
Chief of Staff Geh. E. C.
Meyer here for being the
1981 George C. Marshall

Sherry Meadows, Leslie
Franklin, Mthael Wilkins,
Matthew Ferguson, Karen
Dowdy, Mark Fussung, and
Brenda Conley.
Others appearing on the
program were Angela
Logue, Teresa Ford, Christy
Moseley, Robert Perrin,
Stephanie. Treas, Michjel
Robinson,Shelli Owens,Eric
Easley, Nicole Anderson and
Kristy Hohman. Amanda
Batts performed in a duet
with her teacher.
Murray
Music
The
Teachers Association is an
affiliate of the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association
and the Music Teachers
National Association
Events that will be open to
area piano students next
season will be the three local
recitals, a Workshop for
Elementary Piano students,
All-State
Keyboard
Ensemble, a .state-level
piano contest for sophomore
and junior students who
received superior ratings in
the spring regional
Keyboard Festivals, and,
next spring, the 1982
Keyboard Festival for
students in 7th through 12th
grades.

Security issues and featured
distinguished leaders of tilt.
Derrick was one of 280 Army both past and present.
cadets nationwide to receive It gave the cadets a unique
the prestigious award. It is opportunity to be involved in
the highest honor a cadet can the pressing problems of national security and learn the
receive.
role Gen. Marshall played in
Each cadet was presented the service of his country.
an award certificate and an
authorized three volume
By assembling these
biography of Gen. Marshall. students from, all over the
is
best nation, the Marshall FounMarshall
remembered for his leader- dation gave nation-wide
ship as Army Chief of Staff recognition to their
in World War II and for hit. „preeminence among their
sponsorship of the European fellow cadets.
Recovery Act ( Marshall
Plan) while Secretary of
The 21-year-old holder of
State from 1947 to 1949. This the Distinguished Military
year also marks the 100th an- Award, has other awards
niversary of his birth.
and honors, which include,
In addition to the award, ROTC Cadet battalion comcadets were invited to attend mander for Murray State
the ROTC award conference University, a student
in Lexington, Va., held April member of the American
Society of Safety Engineers,
13-16.
a member of the Society of
The conference included Manufacturing Engineers.
seminars on U.S. National
Award winner from Murray
State University.

We are pleased to announce that Leslie Fur- j
ches, bride-elect of
David Robinson has
selected her pottery,
stainless, crystal, china
from our complete bridal
registry. David and Leslie
are to be married May
30, 1981.

Furches Jewelry
Court Square

ep
dob-

Member National Bridal Services
Registered Bridal Consultant
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to 46.00

Candies
For
Gals

Selected Group
Ladies Shoes
$2
49
Now
Entire Stock
So-Sweet

200/

Reg. 16.00 to 25.00
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Start With Ow

Oyster
Bar
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Mothers Morning Out will
Grove 6126 of Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6 p.m. be at 9 a.m. at the First
Christian Church.
at the Triangle Inn.

Patients At Local Hospital Are Listed

*All LIIS*lVS
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Ric

Murray Music Teachers Group
Holds Final Recital OfSeason

6

Adults 101
Nursery 4
5-2-81
NO NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Cheryl A. Walker and
baby girl, Rt. 3, Murray;
Hafford B. Robinson, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Term.; Cheri Y.
Rushing, Box 622, Murray;
Scott T. Paschall, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Polly L. Foy, 207
Palkrson Street, Paris,
Tenn." •
Mrs. Mabel A. Outland,

5-

Ladies
Casual
Sandals

Selected Styles
Some By Aigner
Some By Bass

Selected Styles
and Colors

Children
Dress and Casual
Shoes

2Q%

Re.. 18.00 to 28.00
Credit Cards Welcome

BURNETT'S SHOES
Downtown Paris

Buy One Et Get One
Just Like It Free

Ii

Eat In or Carry Out
Refills Are Free At DeVanti's

Price
Chestnut St.

i4k
IF-

•

01,=•••Is.

4,4?

753-1314
d
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"..-Trbit;
lDe
e
Hours
Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.to 11 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.11 a.m.to 12 p.m.
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Hospital Patients Are
Adults 1=
Nursery 6
5-1-61
NO NEWBORN
ADHESIONS
DISMLSSAIS
Mrs. Donna F. Scott, 95
Riviera Court, Murray;
Ricky Joe Rudolph, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Hal G. Underwood,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Term.; Mrs.
Shirley A. Smith, Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs. Christina F.
Adesanya,906 College Court,
Murray; Mrs. Regina S.
Reynolds,Rt. 1,Paris, Tenn.
Jeffery B. Clayton, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; John
Roberts, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.;
Brian T. Duncan, 1613
Catalina Drive, Murray;
Loyd F. Ratteree, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Audrey L. Canon, Rt.
8,Murray; James E. Wilson,
Rt.6,Paris,Tenn.
Mrs. M. Carlene Williams,
Rt. 3, Murray; Edwin B.
Knight, Box 73, Hazel; Mrs.

Tea Is Planned
For Jenny Grey

Eva 0. Hundley, 407 South
Ninth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Euple Thurman, 108 North
Ninth Street, Murray; Mrs.
Willie K. Guinn, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Jesse F.
West, Rt. 1,Farmington.
Mrs. Sadie Nell Jones, 707

Listed

.Mrs. Bowden Is
Named President
Of District PTA

Vine Street, Murray; Ralph
B. McCuiston, 206 North 10th
Street, Murray; Elmo Tyler,
741 Nash Drive, Murray;
John J. Roach expired) Box
67, Hazel; Junior Olive (expired 401 North First Street,
Murray.

Countryside Homemakers Club
Holds. Meet At Walston Home
Mrs. Monica Walston
opened her home for the
April meeting of the Countryside Homemakers with
Mrs. Wanda Barrett
presiding.

10 years ago the United
States hardly imported any
oil. Now, the U.S. imports
half their oil which amounts
to over $50 billion dollars a
year. It was pointed out that
inflation could be stopped
but each one is going to have
to take a part.
The mini-lesson on
"Budgeting My Time" was
given by Mrs. Henry. The
meeting was adjorned for
the noon meal.
The May meeting will be
held at Mrs. Carolyn Enoch
with Mrs. Faye Ward as cohostess. A potluck luncheon
will be prepared.
Members present were:
Mrs. Patricia Ward, Mrs.
Carolyn Enoch, Mrs. Monica
Walston, Mrs. Wanda
Henry, and -Mrs. Wanda
Barrett. Visitors were: Chad
and Stephanie Ward, and
Mrs. Gertrude Haack from
Germany, mother of Mrs.
Walston.

Mrs. Carolyn Enoch called
the roll with members
answering by naming their
favorite sign of spring. The
club donated money to spon;or a child for the E.F.M.
Camp in the summer.
One of the major lessons
was entitled "Life Saving
fechniques" presented by
Mrs. Walston. The universal
•gn for danger was shown
by her as was the Himlech
manuveur for saving choking victims. She also stated
that the best thing for snake
bites was to put ice on the
bite and then rush the person
to the doctor.

A tea for Jenny Grey,
bride-elect of Dr. Bryan
Thacker, will be held Saturday, May 23,from 2 to 4 p.m.
at the Chi Alpha, 200 North
15th Street, Murray.
For more information per- . "Inflation" was the lesson
sons may call Mary Holland prepared by Mrs. Wanda
at 753-9909.
Henry. She pointed out that

OPEN HOUSE — ShOwn at the annual open house held recently by the Murray
Preschool Corporation in the Early Childhood Center on the Murray State
University campus are, left to right, Sara Hussung, teacher, Dr. June Smith, and Jo
Gardone, Frankfort, guest speaker. Mrs. Gardone, founder of the preschool
which began in 1968, told about the beginnings of the school back in the late
1960's. Mrs. Hussung discussed the children's daily activities and some of the
school projects. The preschool is an independent, non-profit cooperative
preschool for children 3 and 4 years old and is run by the parents of the children
enrolled. The parents are thus allowed to share their child's frst experiences at
school. Sessions for 3 year olds are from 9 to 11:13 a.m. and for 4 year olds from
12:45 to 3 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. For information contact
Meredith Zehr at 753-9618.

We Announce With Pride
That Leslie Furches, bride-elect of
David Robinson has selected her
bathroom and kitchen linens and accessories as well as other items for her
new home from our vast collection of
gifts.
Leslie and David will
be married
May 30th

Dixieland Center

1

NEW MEMBERS — Candidates for the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi who had their pledge
rituals at the last meeting are, left to right, Patsy Orr,
Leah Hill and Marla Geib.
(Inl171(1

Gamma—

Chapter Hears Dr.
Devine At Meet
Dr. John W. Devine, professor of Accounting and
finance at Murray State
University, spoke on
"Economic Literacy" at the
Gamma Gamma chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi April 23 in
the home of Rhonda Felts.
He stressed how important
it was to teach children at an
early age, in school and
home, about the economy
since they would be making
major decisions as the next
generation. Following the
talk, he entertained questions by sorority members.
In absence of Brenda
Jones, president, Becky
Phillips, second vice president, presided and preceded
to have pledge r5uals for
three candidates — Marla
Geib, Leah Hill and Patsy
Orr.
Judy English, service,
reported the Beta Baby quilt •
and Earlene Futrell's
afghan were completed and
would be given to the first

Twin bikers To
Hold Campout
Pine V Campground

Miss Gilbert
Is Honored
Miss Marilyn Gilbert,
bride-elect of Billy Pritchard, was honored with a
bridal shower given by the
ladies of the University
Church of Christ on Tuesday,
May 12, at 7:30 p.m. at the
church building.
A period of fellowship was
held while the guest of honor
opened her gifts.
The guests were served
cake, mints, nuts, and punch
from a decorated table with
an arrangement of roses as
the centerpiece.
Hostesses for the event
were Mrs. Tommye D.
Taylor, Mrs. John Nanny,
Mrs. Bobby Grogan, and
Mrs. Jeff Duruunan.
Approximately 45 persons
were in attendance.

The Twin Lakes Good Sam
Recreational
Vehicle
Chapter of West Kentucky
will hold its monthly campout at Piney Campground
in the Land Between the
Lakes on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, May 15 to 17,
with Rudolph and Opal
Howard as wagonmasters
and Ned and Beth Wilson as
assistants.
• A potluck supper will be
served at 5:30 p.m. Saturday
at the Howard campsite. A
special program will be
presented by Jack Crook of
Nashville, Tenn., following
the supper.
Grover Burkett, president,
urges all members to attend.
The April campout was
held April 17 to 19 at Colurnbus Belmonte State Park
with till and Norette Hill as
wagonmasters. A potluck
supper was served on Saturday evening. Attending were
Grover and Doris Burkett, J.
B. and Jo Burkeen, Ned and
Beth Wilson, Rudolph and
Opal Howard,and the Hills.

Celebrate the
Grand Opening of
Minnens Paris,
Tennessee!

SALE...Good
Summer Fashion!

SHORTS
Originally $10 to $13
Fashion Shorts with pleats.
belts, cuffs, and trouser
pockets. Buy several to
wear all summer. Sizes 5-13.

SALE ENDS SUNDAY at BEL AIR CENTER & OLYMPIC PLAZA
Shop Daily 10-8,Sunday 1-5

baby born on April 30.
Marlene Waldrop, social,
said the Easter egg hunt had
been a great success for the
children of the chapter
members. It had been held
at the Murray City Park for
11 children.
Becky Phillips, social,
reported that the mother-

Dr. John W.Devine
daughter tea was planned
for May 9 at 2 p.m. at the
Ellis Center.
Judy English, convention,
told that the plans for the
state convention social
forum were complete. She
also had sent in an outline to
the state convention committee to tell them of the plans.
Her next meeting would be
May 26.
The chapter's next regular
meeting will be May 14 in the
home of Chris Loftis at 7
p.m. The chapter will install
new officers for 1981-82 at
this time.

A Mayfieldian, Mrs.
Elizabeth Chandler Bowden,
was elected to serve the
First District - Parent
Teacher Association as
president for the next two
years.
FIRST DISTRICT PTA — Pat Fades, right, immediate
Mrs. Bowden is a graduate
past
president of the Kentucky Parent Teacher
of Paducah Tilghman High
Association,
installs Elizabeth Bowden of Mayfield as
School, Paducah, and Mid
Continent Baptist Bible Col- president of the First District PTA. The installation was
lege, Mayfield. She has been part of the 53rd annual spring conference of the first
a member of the Parent District PTA.
Teacher Association for 21
years.
Elected to serve with Mrs.
Bowden were: Mrs. Betty
Stermon, first vice presi- -I
dent, Carlisle County, and III.•
'IV
Mrs. Sue McNeil, treasurer, •C
Melber.
Highlights of the evening
were life memberships in the
tit
Kentucky Congress of
'Parents and - Teachers
presented to Bobby McClain,
principal, East College
Elementary, Mayfield, and
gat+
Ron McAllister, superintendent, Fulton City Schools.
Mrs. Melvin Earles, Kentucky State PTA president,
brought greetings from the
state and told of the parenting and nutrition workshops
Yellow, Green,
that will be brought into the
Red, Hot Pink,
different schools in the fall.
Purple, and
Turquoise
Reg. 28.00

SPRING 19

Hazel Seniors To
Be Honor Guests
The annual Senior Citizens
luncheon for persons in the
Hazel area _ will be held
Saturday, May 16, at 12 noon
at the Community Center at
Hazel.
This annual event is sponsored by the Hazel Woman's
Club for the area senior
citizens who are invited and
urged Itiattend.

Shower Planned
For Tirnmermans
A shower for Kim and
Glenda Tirrunerman will be
held Friday night at the
home of Jerry and Sue
Vance. The Timrnermans
lost their home and belongings by fire.
Persons may leave their
items for the couple at the
Vance home at any time or
may call 436-5693 after 4 p.m.
for information.
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GET THE
WHOLE
STORY!

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR THURSDAY,MAY 14, 1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

social plans. You'll rediscover
what you share in common.
Watch vitality towards
nightfall.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19)
ARIM
This is a favorable time to
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) grA4
You'll have the chance to improve career interests.
solidify a romantic relation- Rapport with co-workers and
ship. Communicate your higher-ups leads to excellent
thoughts and feelings for teamwork.
AQUARIUS
enhanced togetherness.
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
TAURUS
Your efforts that stem from
(Apr.20 to May 20)
An old colleague proves a sense of duty will be greatly
helpful. Trust new work ideas appreciated. Make plans for
and you'll make progress. weekend travel and good
Success comes through self- times.
PISCES
discipline. No shortcuts!
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XQ'
GEMINI
A family member wants to
(May 21 toJune 20) 114611
PRomance grows serious. Be help out. Before parting with
forthright. Evasiveness will joint funds, consult with partweaken your cause. Dip'ens ners. The late evening is
your thoughts and others will slightly deceptive.
YOU BORN TODAY are
listen.
security-minded, yet also
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) ek:
)adventurous. More intellecWhat starts out as a social tual than the typical member
obligation turns into a good of your sign, you may have a
time. It's a good occasion for talent for science and researrenewing friendships and ch. Resist a tendency toward
opportunism. If you simply acfamily ties.
cept what chance throws your
LEO
way, you may fail to develop
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Show others your serious your potential to make a uniside. You'll be surprised at the que contribution to mankind's
It is
responsiveness of your au- overall betterment.
dience. Keep in touch with dis- essential that you discover —
and then do — your own thing.
tant friends.
Other fields which may appeal
VIRGO
to you include law, the stage,
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) np
Work done in the past now brokerage and business. Birbrings rewards. The books are thdate of: Bobby Darin,
balanced in your favor. singer; Otto Klemperer, conCapitalize on new work and ductor; and Gabriel
Fahrenheit, physicist.
money opportunities.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.72)
Meet with trusted advisers.
It's a time of major insights,
For information
but care is needed in current
Regarding
financial dealings. Sign no
papers.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov. 21) niAP
(Permanent
Behind-the-scenes backing
Removal of Hair
brings increased revenues,
but you're inclined to spend
Call
foolishly now. Hold on to
newly-acquired assets.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
Include old friends in your

via

--THREE ILLUSTRATIONS:
(1) In 1979-80 in Marshail County IS deferldants
charged with stealing over $100 received total
sentences of 2 years based on recommendations of the
Commonwealth's Attorney. The maximum sentences
possible? 75 years!
(2) In 1979 in Calloway County 4 people charged %sith
selling cocaine served combined total sentences of 4' ,
months after recommendations of the Commonwealths
Attorney. The total combined maximum sentences the%
could have received? 40 years!
(3) In 1979.80 in Marshall County 14 burglars %sere
sentenced to only a total of 4 years after receiving plea
bargains from the Commonweath•s Attorne% The
maximum sentence they could've received 100 Years'

412ifig?

Electrolysis

)0W

753-8856

THE POINT? You can prove anything
by taking a few isolated cases.

MIKE WARD wants you to get the
whole picture - over 65% of those
defendants who pled guilty in 1980
to committing crimes in Calloway
and Marshall Counties served not
even one day in the penitentiary.

MIKE WARD wants every case to
result in proper sentencing not just
a selected few.
Paid Ur by Treasurer
Harold Ellihrsom
Ill E. 111b, Ilembea, Ky.42823
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Space Shuttle
Flights To Aid
It *odd Ilunp,-er

Mr. and Mrs. Robert V.
Nance of Farmington Route
LAS CRUCES, N.M. AP 1 announce the engagements
— Astronaut John Young and approaching marriages
says space shuttle flights of their daughters, Lisa
will aid the fight against Carol to Robert Carlyle
world hunger by helping Lyons of Houston, Texas,
scientists conduct aerial and Shelia Faye to Danny
searches for arable land, Glenn Calhoon, son of Mr.
minerals and oil deposits.
and Mrs. Herbert Calhoun of
"I've heard people say, Murray.
'Why don't we spend the
Miss Lisa Nance is a 1979
money for the space shuttle graduate of Sedalia High
on fighting world hunger?" School and is a former stuYoung said Monday."That's dent at Murray State Univera real noble thing to say, but sity.
it's like a farmer when he
Mr. Lyons is self employed
eats his seed corn — he'll do at Spen-Co Water Works of
well this winter, but when it Houston, Texas.
comes time to plant again,
Miss Shelia Nance will be
he'll be in trouble."
a 1981 graduate of Sedalia
Young and Robert Crip- High School.
pen, who flew the shuttle ColMr. Calhoon is employed
umbia on its maiden trip at Ed's Used Cars and Cleanaround the earth, were in up Shop of Murray. He is the
New Mexico to visit workers grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
at the White Sands Missile Toy Grooms of Murray.
Range, whose Northrup
Grandparents of the
Strip served as the main brides-to-be are Mr. and
alternate landing site during Mrs. J. C. Nance of Farmthe shuttle flight last month. ington Route 1 and Vincent
The site wasn't used.
Mansfield of Dresden, Tenn.
The wedding vows for both
couples will be exchanged on
Saturday, June 6, at 7 p.m. at
the Bell City Missionary
Baptist Church, Bell City.
A plant and bake sale will The reception will follow in
be held in front of the Col- the fellowship hall of the
dwater United Methodist church.
No out of town invitations
Church on Friday, May 15,
are being sent. All friends
starting at 9 a.m.
This special fund raising and relatives are invited to
event will be sponsored by attend the wedding and the
reception.
the women of the church.

Plant. Bake Sale
To Be On Fridar

Miss Sheila hive _Nance and Miss Lisa Carol Nance
Are June Bride-elects

Twilight Golf Planned At Illurray Club
A Nine Hole Best Ball Golf team, and couples are asked
Event will be featured at the to make up their own teams.
Twilight Golf Play for
members on Friday, May 15,
The teams will be flighted
at the Murray Country Club. at the end of the nine holes. A
charge of $1 per couple will
Tee off times will be be made
and prizes will be
between 4 and 6 p.m. Three given
for winners in each
couples will make up each flight.

fr.. Makeup Bags &
Trove! Accessories

Persons should call the pro
shop, 753-9430, and give the
preferred tee off time and
the names of their teams.
This event will be held each
Friday in May,and if help is
needed to tnake up the
teams, members may call
the pro shop.

Homemakers At Kentucky Meet

$.• Luggage & Totes

Oriental-Furniture
Si Accessories

We believe Mothers
deserve more man
one day's recognition,
therefore we're offering
these values through
May 31st.

Seven homemakers are
representing clubs from
Calloway County at the Kentucky Homemakers Association annual meeting being
held May 11 to 15 in the
Center for the Arts, University of Kentucky, Lexington,
according to Jean Cloar,
county extension agent for
home economics. •
They are Judy Stahler,
Maxine Scott, Anna Lou

Jones, Jessie Key, Murrelle chairperson, will receive the
Madrey, Pawnee Bedwell, 4-H Award for the Purchase
and Helen Curd, along with Area. Calloway County will
Mrs. Cloar.
receive a membership cerThe Calloway group will tificate for a net gain of 25 or
be among nearly 1,000 Ken- more members during 1980.
tucky homemakers parThe participants are attenticipating in training ses- ding programs based on the
sions, hearing speakers, meeting's theme, "Explore
presenting scholarships and Possibilities, Experience
other awards, along with Opportunities, Encourage
entertainment and tours.
Growth." Featured speaker
Mrs. Scott, area 4-H is Dr. Violet Malone, professor of Extension Education at the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana,
whose talk on "Leadership
in Action" is scheduled at
10:30 a.m. Friday.
Workshops. to be conducted Thursday by Kentucky Extension Specialists
and UK faculty members include how to write news
features, cultural arts in
Kentucky, management —
what your parents never
taught you, health and
physical fitness — and 4-H
involvement.
The meeting's entertainment portion will focus on
music. Marti Williamson, a
folk harpist and singer from
Harrodsburg, will perform
tonight. The homemakers'
own state chorus composed
of 100 women from all over
Kentucky will sing at 7:30
p.m. on Thursday. At noon
on Friday "HCS and Company," a group from the
Hardin County School
System, will perform.

DEAR DR. LAMB — Will
you please explain why some
of us get cold so easily' Airconditioning has already
started here and I find many
buildings too cold. Others are
so hot-natured they complain
that buildings are too warm.
What is the difference? I don't
smoke
DEAR READER — This
happens winter and summer.
Some people are quite ithcom((linable in slightly warm
environments and others feel
cold at what most would consider comfortable temperatures. Sometimes it is psychological. That is why in some
buildings managers have
resorted to dummy thermostats that employees can play
with. But it is a real sensation.
We all feel hot or cold in
relation to the blood flow
through our skin. There are
many nerve fibers in the skin
that sense skin temperature.
It follows that even if your
inner body (core temperature)
is normal or even slightly
above normal and there is a
limited blood flow through the
skin, you will feel cold.
Likewise, if you are embarrassed and blush, the flushed
skin is associated with the
feeling of warmth. And you
may even sweat. Increasing
or decreasing blood flow
through the skin is a major
mechanism used by the body
to get rid of or conserve body
heat.
I have explained in detail
how the body controls heat
and the normal body temperature mechanism in The Health
Letter number 7-6, Body Temperature and Fever, which I
am sending you. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
to me, in'care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
If you feel cold and exercise
enough to stimulate the body
to eliminate heat there will be
an increased blood flow to the
skin and you will suddenly
feel warmer.

Others feel cold because of
nervous reactions that cause
constriction of small blood
vessels in the skin. Smoking
will do this in some cases. In
others, anxiety may release
chemicals that increase blood
flow through the skin causing
a sudden sensation of warmth.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
64 years old. About a year ago
I had a checkup and my Pap
smear came back abnormal. I
was sent to a gynecologist and
have seen him about every
three months.
After the first examination
he froze me and considered an
operation. Then he discussed
it with the doctors at the hospital and said he was not
going to operate. When he
examines me he says he does
not see anything that looks too
bad.
Now I have a report saying
To Pap smear is atypical. He

We are pleased to
announce that Carma Lisa Lovett,
bride-elect of Larry
Boren has selected
her pottery from
our complete bridal
registry.
Carma Lisa and
Larry
will
be
married June 27th.

Mixed Tennis Is
Planned At Club
Mixed Tennis is a new activity at the Murray Country
Club scheduled to start on
Thursday, May 14, at 6 p.m.,
according to Jim and Sandy
Brannon, generalLchairmen
for the event.
All members are encouraged to participate and
for information call the
Brannons at 753-3265.
The hosts for this
Thursday will be George and
Patsy Oakley. This event
will be every other week.

puts dysplastie on my insurance papers. What should I
do? Should I continue like this
or make some changes?
DEAR READER — Be glad
you have a good doctor. Dysplasia refers to some minor
changes in the cells from your
cervix. They are ne't malignant. In many cases these disappear ind the cervix may
become normal.
In other cases the cells
slowly change to carcinoma in
situ, a mild malignancy (hat is
very slow in growth. Obviously, your doctor doesn't want to
subject you to unnecessary
surgery. And he doesn't want
the minor changes to progress
without knowing it and taking
measures at that time. The
only reasonable approach is
careful follow-up. Stay with
him and be sure to keep your
appointments so he can treat
you properly.

Annual Strawberry
Season Sale
Storting May 12 one week only. All
Prevvorked Designs & Kits All Pointed'
Carodot Purses
c0/

Off
Bargain Table 50% or more 041
202 So. 4th St.
753-8373

LERMANS

St
CLEIRANCE

Tennis Group ..1
Plans For
FridaV Morning
Group A of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Friday,
May 15, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club.
The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Rainey Apperson, Peggy Billington,
Judy Carroll, and Patsy
Oakley.
Court Two — Geogianna
Moffitt, Patsy Miller,. Andrea Hogancamp, and Emmy Edwards.

BUY NOWA SAVE BIGI
CHARGE YOUR PURCHASE...
UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY!

Court Three — Jana
Hughes, Carol Boae, Brenda
Marquardt, and Joni Billington.
Court Four — Lynn Stout,
Jeanetta William's, Penny
Cappock,and Sharon Brown.

4_____41
3
19FOR EVERYONE

Choose Top Brands in
Dress and Casual Styles

Buy any pair of shoes
at our regular low
price. . . and choose
a second pair of equal
value or less and pay
only half price!
Mix or match men's,
women's styles
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Mrs. .1)nez
Mrs.
Edeth Hutchens are safe today after
spending 12 hours maroomed on an
island in the Cypress Creek Section of
Kentucky Lake. They were rescued
about 11:30 p.m. last night by the
Calloway County Rescue Squad after
having been there since about 12:30
p.m. yesterday. The two women were
fishing when they spotted a funnel
cloud and took shelter4on the island
and were waiting for the lake to calm
before attempting to leave. Neighbors
reported them missing and the search
for the two was started.
Deaths reported include Bob
Grogan, 96, and Mrs. Victoria Ham,
82.
Michael Joe Farley,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat Farley, has enlisted in
•.he Air Force and is now in training at
..ackland Air Force Base,Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Graham
fucker announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Laurie
Beth, to Joe Dean Tobey, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick L. Tobey.

Political Undermining
By OWEN ULLSIANN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — While
President Reagan is scoring political
victories in Congress, his economic
proposals are in danger of being
undermined by forces in the
marketplace, administration and
private economists warn.
Rising interest rates, deepseated
fears on Wall Street that high inflation
will persist indefinitely and problems
in controlling the nation money pool
threaten to neutralize The economic
benefits Reagan predicts will flow
from his budget and tax cuts.
"I'm very concerned about what is
happening," Beryl Sprinkel, an
undersecretary of the treasury for
monetary affairs, said of the recent
jump in interest rates that followed a
late April spurt in the money supply.
Unless the growth of the money supply — the currency and checking accounts Americans hold — is slowed to
levels sought by the Reagan administration, inflation will stay high
and "render our program ineffectual," asserted Sprinkel, one of the
principal architects of the president's
plan for reinvigorating the economy.
"The market disbelieves there is
going to be a successful fiscal policy
from this administration or any administration," adds Alan Greenspan,
chairman of former President Ford's
Council of Economic Advisers and
now a private Wall Street consultant.
"There is a deep-seated skepticism
(among investors)," said Greenspan,
who also serves as an adviser to
Reagan. "They are, in effect, saying
the president's program is not
enough, that significant cuts (beyond
those proposed by Reagan) are also
required."
Reagan
While
advisers
acknowledge they cannot produce
"instant success" in undoing inflation, some administration officials
clearly have been disappointed that
the financial markets have notk
reacted more positively to the president's program by lowering interest
rates.
There also is concern that Reagan's
budget and tax proposals will succeed
on a political front — reducing the size
of the federal government — without
producing the president's promised
economic recovery.
For example:
—Rising interest rates drive up
government payments on the national
debt, working against the spending
cuts Reagan is pushing through Congress.
—Persistently high interest rates
threaten to choke off business activity
and increase unemployment, leading
to higher government spending for
jobless benefits or welfare and lower
tax revenues. The result is an increasing budget deficit at a time when
Reagan is tryiN to bring the budget

into balance by 1984.
—Higher-than-expected inflation
pushes Americans into ever-higher
tax brackets, negating the intended
impact of Reagan's plan to encourage
saving and investment through personal tax cuts.
—Because of pessimism about inflation and the high cost of borrowing
money, businesses refrain from the
kinds of investments the administration says are necessary to stimulate
economic growth,create new jobs and
improve productivity.
Reagan's program was shaped on
the assumption that inflation and interest rates would recede rapidly in
the months and years ahead.
Budget director David A.Stockman
and other administration economic
advisers predicted the inflationary
psychology of Wall Street investors
and the general public would be
reversed soon after Reagan showed
he was serious about cutting the
federal budget and taxes.
The reasoning was that expectations of high inflation throughout the
1980s would be replaced by optimism
that inflation would come down,
lowering long-term interest rates and
ushering in more modest wage and
price policies.
Instead, interest rates on long-term
and short-term investments remain at
near record levels.
"The market is assuming 10 to 11
percent annual inflation throughout
the decade," Greenspan said, while
Reagan's budget plan assumes it will
drop to about 7 percent in 1982 and 4
percent by 1986.
The budget plan also anticipated an
average 11 percent interest rate this
year on three-month Treasury bills, a
barometer of interest payments on
the national debt. Instead, interest
rates have consistently run above 11
percent and now stand at 16.5 percent.
As a consequence, the federal deficit
for 1981 has grown ;5 billion larger
than estimated just two monft ago.
Reagan's program also is linked to
a pledge by the Federal Reserve
Board, the independent manager of
the U.S. banking system, to let new
money into the economy at a slow,
steady rate.
Reagan's economic advisers insist
that a rapid increase in the money
stock is the principal cause of inflation and that the Federal Reserve
Board's cooperation is critical for
Reagan's tax and budget cuts to work.
If the money pool expands faster
than the economy,the advisers argue,
there will be more dollars to bid up the
price for a less rapidly expanding pool
of goods and services. The result: inflation.
The Federal Reserve tries to control the money supply by selling
government securities or buying them
on the open market with newly
printed money.

CapitolIdeas
By JAY PERKINS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — House Majority Leader Jim Wright, who often
talks about America's need to be
energy independent again, is getting
some novel advice from unusual
sources.
The Texas Democrat told the National Press Club recently about
energy suggestions from several
children who wrote Sen. Alan
Cranston,D-Calif.
"One of those suggestions was that
kids ought to help out around filling
stations on weekends and free up the
other people to go look for more oil,"
Wright said.
"The second youngster opined that
it would be a good idea to require any
American who went to any country
that had any oil to bring back a bottle
full of it.
"And the third suggested find out if
oil is known by any other name and
look for it under that name."
--WASHINGTON (AP) — About 75
reporters and lobbyists thought they
were in for a treat at an earlymorning session of the House Small
Business Committee last week.
Rep.Parren J. Mitchell, D-Md.,told
the group: "I suggest you all now
have coffee and donuts."
But as everyone looked for a table
laden with goodies, Mitchell quickly
added: "You can buy your own in the
cafeteria downstairs."
--WASHINGTON (AP) — Everyone
knows you couldn't get the same
answer from two economists if you
had a room full of them.
But sometimes that's not all bad.
And an example of one benefit came
during a Senate Banking Committee
meeting during the usual argument
over whose economic projections
were the most valid.
Sen. Manse D'Amato, R-N.Y.,
finally broke up the dispute with an
unusually candid admission on why he
was advocating the Congressional
Budget Office's position.
"I'm using the CHO figures because
they're most favorable to my case,"

he said.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Edward M.Kennedy,he of the unfulfilled
presidential ambitions, isn't saying
anything bad about Secretary of State
Alexander M.Haig Jr. these days.
In an oblique reference to Haig
declaring himself in control at the
White House following the shooting of
President Reagan,the Massachusetts
Democrat told a group of education
lobbyists recently:
"I don't want to say anything rough
about Al Haig. He's drawing up
another order of succession to the
presidency and I'm trying to get my
lame on that last list."

Inside Report

Letter To The Editor

Alertness Of Authorities
Dear Editor:
On early Sunday morning April 26,
1981 the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church was burglarized: The main
doors were forced open; these and office doors and locks were heavily
damaged or destroyed; the contents
were ransacked with some items
removed from the building and attempted removal of other items.
Had it not been for the alertness of
our County Sherifrs Department and
in particularly Deputy Sheriff Larry
Nixon, perhaps the suspects would
have never been apprehended,nor the
stolen goods recovered. Deputy Nixon
was patroling our community at the
time and spotted the burglary in progress; he apprehended one suspect
and called for back-up,to which County and City Officers responded.
We, the members of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church want to express our thanks to and appreciation
for our County Law Enforcement Officers; to Sheriff Max Morris, who
came immediately to the scene, and
also to the Murray City Police, who
responded immediately to the call.
The word was that one suspect was
possibly still hi the church building
and armed with a sawed-off shotgun.

By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

20 Years 4go
The grocery store of Ed West at 16th
and Main Streets, Murray, was
entered the night of May 12 and over
$1,000 was taken from the safe.
By the end of 1960 more than 2,386
persons in Calloway County were
receiving old-age, survivors, and
disability insurance benefits. The
total benefits paid in December 1960
were $123,794, according to Charles
M. Whitaker, manager of the
Paducah Social Security office.
Margie Sue Winchester, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Winchester, and
Kelly Elliott Bennett, son of Mrs.
Helen Q. Bennett, are winners of the
Murray Rotary Club scholarships to
Murray State College.
John Darnall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Josiah Darnall,. was presented with
the Anon Foundation Award for
outstanding musical achievement at
the spring concert presented by the
Murray College High School Orchestra. Making the award on the
behalf of the Murray Lions Club was
James Clopton, vice president.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Curse of the Undead" starring Leslie
Caron and George Peppard.

Threat To Alliance
WASHINGTON — Deputy
Secretary of Defense Frank Carlucci
tthiched the sensitive nerve of U.S.West German relations when he
remarked at a closed-door session of
the Armed Forces Council May 4 that
the U.S. must never allow West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's
left wing to "dominate" NATO's
policy toward the Soviet Union.
Carlucci's comment in the Pentagon came as Secretary of State
Alexander Haig was struggling in
Rome to keep Schmidt fixed to U.S. insistence on deployment of modern,
medium-range nuclear missiles in
Europe during arms-control talks
with Moscow. Despite Haig's best efforts, West German political sensitivities forced deletion from the official communique of a flat warning
that Soviet interirention in Poland
would kill negotiations.
At issue here is what one Western
European diplomat described to us as
"the gravest threat" to the Western
alliance: a Washington-Bonn split.
Reaganite hard-liners in the White
House and Pentagon define it differently: Is the U.S. permitting
Schmidt, out of deference to his
precarious political position, too
much elbow room against President
Reagan's defense buildup in Europe
and his challenge to Soviet aggression?
The tentative answer approved by
Reagan is "no," representing a victory for Secretary of State Alexander
Haig's emphasis on strengthening the
Western alliance. But Carlucci's position at the May 4 Pentagon meeting
reflects simmering discontent within
the national security apparatus that
will erupt if Schmidt fudges on his
nuclear weapons commitments made
at Rome.
Carlucci's remark was personally
endorsed by Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger at the Pentagon
meeting. Behind this were weeks of
struggle inside the national security
bureaucracy with hard-liners fighting
a rearguard action against negotiations. When agreement could not be
reached at the working level, the problem was kicked upstairs to senior officials.
The struggle was continued there
and finally resolved in a defeat for the
hard-liners, which was sealed at the
April 30 National Security Council
(NSC) meeting. Haig was given in-

In spite of this great danger and
threat to life, County and City Officers
went into the darkened church
building to search out and to assure
the safety of the building.
These men are to be commended for
their courage and dedication in making our community a safer place to
live. Men of this caliber help to make
America great and we believe they
are deserving of the full support and
cooperation of every citizen.
Sincerely yours,
By unanimous vote of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church on May 6,
1981
Steve Smotherman,Clerk
Billy Turner,Pastor

Funny
Funny World
- A men's clothing salesman who had
recently gotten married left on a semiannual selling tour. In San Francisco,
he was getting dressed to go out for dinner and happened to reach into his
breast pocket and found this note from
his bride,"All right, so you're all dressed up tonight — why???"

structions to proceed with the nuclear
arms talks, (though senior Pentagon
civilians remained skeptical).
The president himself backed Haig
at the NSC meeting. Just before Haig
left for Rome, Reagan talked alone
with him. Those talks confirmed
Haig's strategy: Schmidt had to be
kept on the U.S. track, and nothing
less than talks with Moscow could do
that.
Reaganite hard-liners never have
forgiven Schmidt's presumption in
bargaining into a meeting with
President-elect Reagaxpk Blair
House last november, but their pre'sent concerns with the German
chancellor are more substantial. They
fear Schmidt, in order to protect
himself from the activist left wing of
his Social Democratic Party (SPD),
will hedge on commitments to install
the new medium-range nuclear
weapons in his country. The hardliners want a much stronger declaration of Reagan's aim to rearm
Europe, in hopes of shocking Schmidt
into reducing the impact of the SPD
left wing on Western defense strategy.
Schmidt's domestic problems are
mounting. On May 3, a regional SPD
conference in the state of BadenWurttemburg, voted overwhelmingly
to force the party to review its 1979 approval of new nuclear weapons for
NATQ. It demanded an "immediate
start" of arms talks with the Russians, vaguely set by the Rome NATO
meeting for late this year.
That promises more political trouble for Schmidt. Some diplomats in
Washington think he could not get a
new SPD national conference to reaffirm the 1979 nuclear green light.
Polls commissioned by the U.S. International Communications Agency
show opposition to nuclear arms rising to alarming peaks throughout
Europe. It is particularly high in West
Germany, with the latest poll showing

ao
and

ScarbroughYearsAg

60 percent against deployment of
modern nuclear weapons. The poll
questions did not point out the huge
Soviet superiority in European-based
nuclear weapons, but the answers
nevertheless diatrFli.J_J.S„.officials.
Also ominous for Schmidt are the
West Berlin elections next week. The
Christian Democratic Union { CDU ) is
close to gaining control. of the
legislature after decades of SPD rule,
possibly bringing in a CDU mayor for
the first time since the early days of
the Federal Republic. This rebuff to
Schmidt's party could stfengthen the
influence of its well-organized left
wing.
That is precisely what worries
Reagan's hard-liners. Even though
the president came down on Haig's
side April 30, the door is not closed on
U.S. policy. If the chancellor faiLs_fully to abide by the terms of the Rome
agreement, the U.S. officials who say
internal German party politics are
PFC Joe M. Knight related in a letundermining Reagan foreign policy ter to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
will have powerful_..animunition Knight of Murray,that he was
woundagainst .Haig.
ed on April 29 in Korea.
Dr. J. A. Outland with the Calloway
County Health Department, under the
.SittI Mc%gggg •1sel
supervision of the Calloway County
Medical Society, made a diabetes
survey. To date 1,542 school children
have been tested.
Mrs. Joe Pace, executive secretary
of the Calloway County Chapter of the
'American Red Cross, said Red Cross
Home Nursing certificates will be
issued to Murrayans who recently
passed the Red Cross Home Nursing
Churse.
The Murray Woman's Club sponsored six major projects during 'the
1950-51 club year,. according to Mrs.
E. C. Parker, president.
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest of East
Greenwich, R. 1., is the guest of her
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Rob M. Mason.
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EARTINE 6
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have
a question or a problem not answered
In these columns, write to Heartline,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. You will receive a prompt
reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope. The
most.useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I find myself in a
situation where I need an attorney.
However, I cannot afford one. I have
never had any dealings with an attorney, and am very hesitant about
contacting the Legal Aid Office here.
Can you give me some general information about Legal Aid that may give
me the confidence I need to contact
them? F.L.
ANSWER: Legal Aid and Legal Services offices help people who cannot
afford to hire private lawyers, and
who meet financial eligibility requirements. All offer free legal services to those who qualify.
These offices give legal assistance
with problems such as landlord/tenant, credit, utilities, and family
issues, such as divorce and adoption.
They also work on cases involving
social security, welfare, unemployment and workers compensation.
Each office sets its own eligibility
requirements based on income and
family size. Some are usually considered automatically eligible - those
on fixed incomes (recipients of social
security disability, Supplemental
Security Income, general welfare, aid
to families with dependent children,
unemployed persons and some retired
individuals). If you have any doubts

about your eligibility for free legal
assistance, it's worth contacting an
office to see if you are eligible, as
most eligibilities are usually determined as soon as you contact. the office. In our opinion, you have free
legal assistance to gain and nothing to
lose.
HEARTLINE: I am on Medicare
now because I have been drawing
Social Security disability benefits for
5 years. 1 am only 55 years old. If I go
back to work due to improvement in
my physical condition, and my social
security disability is cut off, will my
Medicare also be cut off? BT.
ANSWER: Yes. Your Medicare
eligibility ends one calendar month
after the month you receive notice
that. your disability benefits are no
longer payable.
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creature more than the Creator. —

Romans 1:25
How many people today worship
the things- God has created, rather
than worship God Himself!
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minister and five other cabinet
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Thought for today: The height of folly is to live poor so you can die rich.
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blation& Guard's Use
ectricity From VolcanirAOf
Hidden Valley

11y LINDY N'ASHBURN
energy development, sees
Associated Press Writer
the tapping of volcanoes as
HONOLULU AP) — Elec- the most promising source.
• yity generated from a tap
Already, permission has
the hellish bowels of been granted for commerthaea Volcano will surge cial developers to drill 24
to 3.000 homes next month, other geothermal wells at
.:a Hung hope that Hawaii Kilauea to produce steam to
•e day no longer will de- turn generators. At 676
,•• ,I.1 alprost entirely on im- degrees Fahrenheit, Shupe
says, the volcano is "one of
Oil for its energy.
'..,I.cano power is just one the hottest and most promistI e
a't
to oil, which ing in the world."
Other backyard sources of
the islands almost $1
•,.i).-)r a year, and sticks energy are seen in the trade
$Atents with the second winds, ocean waves, bright
griest household electric sunshine and lush vegetation
'ifs in the United S'tates.
that lure tourist dollars to
...agarcane tops are burned the islands.
produce power at most "Solar collectors and
-efinprii.a on Hawaii biomass. are already cost• -!.,)).1 and researchers are competitive with oil," said
krt)'. at the potential of Shupe, energy research
nut shells and coordinator at the Universi•
es-trim pineapples, two kariti,..:,57-rr7.ii's Natural
toe mairi- export crops. Tflergy' Institute. "And
_ :d at last count there were geothermal and wind power
.1r heaters on the rooftops soon will be."
15,000 homes and
By biomass he means
•inesses.
vegetation, such as the
'.iut John Shupe, chairman sugarcane tops and bagasse
the governor's advisory — a fibrous cane residue —
• umittee on alternate that are burned to produce 42

loilice Say Latest Death
it Atlanta Is Different
• , LAWRENCE K1LMAN
Associate„d Press Writer_
TA AP, — Police
the death of a 17-year-old
youth found strangled
o ti V* as a "different;.ase ' from a string of
of black youths,
the considered today
ther t assign the case to
spe,,,inT child-deaths task
youths killed
the series of slayings,
lina tahrett was small,
0 by nsphyxiation and api'{St;
itruggle with
ikeiaottic

But Deki-) County Public
ety Director Dick Hand
it 1 ot sdny there was not
tifficient proof" to connect
nil_ with the others,
have occurred oiier21! months. He said
ki!ling of Barrett, whose
IA as found early.TuesLi highway, was dif..)1s., hut refused to
t), ate. saying only that
). differences were
wry."
of the eight bodies
anti rizost recently in the
area
were
onta
i_evered nude or partially
n. or near rivers, and
the bodies had
P.Arrett, who had an arrest
that included
••--)
• otrelary and theft,- was
jmci fuily clothed and had
EvIssing less than a day.
State Crane Lab Director
Arry Howard said the conriori of Barrett's body
'mild make it "much
to find evidence —
)riy,--rs. hair, soil,- paint
glass fragments — the

possibilities are many."
Hand said a 24-hour
moratorium on releasing,
details on Barrett's death
would be lifted today, and
said he would decide today
whether to turn the case over
to Atlanta authorities. Barrett, like four of the victims
on the list, was found in
suburban DeKalb County
just east of Atlanta.
The information blackout
was imposed to allow investigators to "retrace (Barrett's) steps without people
having a chance to see it on
T'V or on the news," said
DeKalb Police Col. Jimmy.
Stanley.
Barrett was reported
missing by his mother before
dawn Tuesday at about the
same time a passerby
_discovered his_bodynext to a
suburban road, Hand said.
The passerby was questioned and released and is not
considered a suspect, police
said.
Hand refused to say
whether he had a suspect in
the case. A man whose car
had run out of gas nearby
was held for 15 hours on a
public drunkenness charge
but was released and was not
a suspect, Hand said.
Barrett reportedly was
last seen Monday afternoon,
when his mother sent him to
pay a bill for her. He had
been dead about three hours
when he was found,
authorities said.

percent of the electricity used on Hawaii Island.
Efforts also are under way
to produce ethanol from
sugar
molasses, a
byproduct, and cultivate oilproducing algae.

To Be Considered
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP/
— A plan is under consideration for the state to use the
Hidden Valley property in
Powell County as a training
ground and maneuvers site
for the Kentucky National
Guard.
The old resort has been the
most controversial piece of
state property in years.
Its purchase in 1977 from
Investors Trust Inc. of Indiana led to federal indictments of state Sen. Woodrow

Shupe estimates that by
1990, half of the state's electricity will come from
renewable sources. By the
year 2000, he predicts, the
state will produce 90 percent
of its electricity and half its
liquid fuel from local
sources.

Stamper, D-West Liberty,
and lexington real estate
man Robert Link and a 10week trial which ended last
month with a jury deadlock
on Stamper on most counts
and complete acquittal of
Link.

1
rr.t
HISTORY WINNER — Rebecca Jones, left, had the high score on the annual
American History Test given by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of thc
Daughters of the American Revolution. She is an eighth grade student at the
Calloway Middle School and is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gary E. Jones of
Murray Route 3. Presenting her with her medal is T. Patterson, teacher at the
Calloway Middle School.

Finance Secretary George
Atkins said Tuesday that the
state has been unable to sell
the 541 acres it bought and
later declared surplus.

4************
Duncan Hines

Cake INC:
Savo $1.20 On 3 Boxes
1110z. Box
Limit 3
Excluding Angel Food

SUPER MARKET
• too Overhead Means tow Prices

We Gladly
Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve Tin Right
To Limit Ovantitios

Nome Owned & Operated
Now Store Hours 7 a.m.3 p.m.

With $10.00 or Moro Porches' Excluding
Dairy iL Tobacco Products or Drinks On Special

Prices Good May 13 Thru May 19

********************************************44
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Tips Cotton

Swabs

Flav-O-Rich
Pure

Tablets Rog.

$166

99C

Sour Cream
Liquid

Doz.
Save 12c

16

Ivory

S.

• Eggs

2.70 Save 1.04

&palliest Save 20' 16 oz.

Save 40'

Lynn Grove
Grade'A'
Large

Say.77'

Sine-Aid Sinus

Orange
Juice

c

Ems grip. $1,76

Savo 19' 22 oz. 1

Van Camp Pork-N-

Beans '10' 16oz2179
Nabisco Chips Ahoy
Kleenex

Cookies

69
79
6

1902. Save 20'

s159

Savo 12' Jumbo Rolls

Towels
Hyde Park Potato
Twin Bag
ips

Ch

Nabisco Premium

Hefty Strong Foam Plastic White

Plates

25/9 in. Savo 24'

Not Shot Flying Irma

Killer

Crackers5"•10' Lb. Box

Savo 30' 11 oz.

909
$159

Tall Can
Save 441c

\Roman Meal

Bread Savo 24' 16 oz.

Savo 20'

17

Tido Laundry Savo 30'49 oz.

$

Detergent
Paramount Hamburger

A NEW OFFICIAL -

Dill slices 32oz. Savo 41'9

NEW YORK )AP) — Jennifer Russell has-been named assistant director of the
Whitney Museum of
American Art.

Swiftest Save 20' 24 oz.

Cottage Cheese

Please Us. Your influanco To improve The

Elect

JAMIE POTTS
MAGISTRATE
1><1 No.6 On
The Ballot

WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE
(Preferably Alive)

GROUP INSURANCE
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Bennett 8. Associates has an opening in
the Murray area for a Group Insurance
Representative. Candidate should meet
the following criteria:
1_ Feel comfortable dealing with
business owners and conducting
group meetings.
2. Be able to manage your own time.
3. Outgbing personality.
Above average academically.
This is a full-time position - we will
train and assist with licensing.
Send resume to
P 0 Box 946, Murray, KY 42071.

Meat Department

PRODUCE

4th District
Yellow Ripe

Bananas

$ 11 00
31b.

•

Red Ripe

Tomatoes

Chuck Roast

lb 39C
V.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless Arm

Fresh Green

Onions

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

• 4 bunches

$ 111 00

Roast
$ 69

Field's Pro-Loaguiir

Wieners

89C

12 ex. pkg.

lb.

Fresh Yellow

Squash

lb.

Family Pock
3 lb. or more

Pure Fresh Lean

Frosty Whip

Dessert Topping

Ground Beef
59C

89C
. 16 oz.

Frosty Acres

Brussel Sprouts

Motgzor Pork

Field's Smoked Pork

Sausage
$139

Chops
$159

211 beg

• lb.

Motzgzor

Braunsweigher
In Chunk

79c

.49
c
1.

Frosty Acres Cut

Corn

919

8 oz.

Frosty Acres Blackeye

Peas

Bologna
$ 29
1 lb. pkg.

39c

FROZEN FOODS

Field's Slim!

20 oz.

79c

* Field's Finest Sliced
*

Bacon

11(*********************************************************************************4
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At State Judicial Conference

a
•

Prison Psychiatric Care Probed

HOME CENTER PROGRAM GRADUATES — First row,from left, Davon
Ballard,
Rebecca Duncan, Donnie Thomas, Maurice Thomas, Elham Ghaffari.
Second
row,Kenneth Armstrong, Bonnie Payne, Gayle Allen, James Foster, Chris
Deboe.
Third row, Bradley Kelso, Tina Ballard, Anthony Duncan, Heather Myers,
Mingo
Fowler, Connie Met
visitors Yvonne Catlett, Careri Rainy zed
teacher Ann Perry:

,

4/
t

By DENISE FITZPATRICK conference continued today.
However, state Human
Associated Press Writer
Resources Secretary Grady
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — Stumbo told the judges that
Inadequate facilities for con- his department is doing its
ducting pre-trial psychiatric best within budget limitaexaminations are allowing tions, adding that recent impotentially dangerous provements in the quality of
criminals in Kentucky to psychiatric care at Central
"fall between the chinks" of State Hospital have "backed
the state's correctional things up somewhat."
system.
The session allowed a
That dilemma, called by
some judges the worst pro- group of nearly 200 state cirblem in the state's prison cuit and district judges to
system, was brought out in a grill a panel of five state corquestion-and-answer session rectional and human
on issues
Tuesday at the _Kentucky inseam'
Judicial Conference. The affecting Kentucky prisons.

Those fielding questions included Stumbo, Justice
Secretary Neil J. Welch, and
Corrections Commissioner
George Wilson.
Other panelists were Kentucky Jailers' Association
representative and formet-.
state corrections commissioner David H. Bland and
advocacy attorney Oliver H.
Barber,Jr.
Stumbo admitted there are
prisoners who "fall between
the chinks" because the
Human Resources Department and state Department
of Corrections are not equipped to handle them.

Brown Calls On Negotiators
To Resolve Coal Differences
..
IP11%

.

1116

sr
FIVE YEAR OLD GRADUATES — First row, from left, Ashkan Ghaffari, Robert
Hartsfield, Danyelle Perry, Margaret McKinney. Second row, Marquette Foster,
Chris Allen, Tracey Tefft, Demetria Martin, Larry Tharp. Third row, LaWarren
Todd, Renee Hornbuckle, Nissa Mjos, Scott Downey, Larry Williams, Amy
Maury. Back row, classroom aide James Payne, teacher Pam Rodgers, teacher
assistant Ida Pe

4

MULTI-AGE HOME ASE CLASS — First row, from left, Johnny Elliot, Matthew
Tucker, Joseph Ferguson, Victoria Kendall, Christina Kirks. Second row, Seth
Rollins, Mattea Mjos, Ruth Ann Ferguson, Brad Mahan Erica Long. Third row,
Noel Scarbrough, Chris Renfro, Benjamin Crawford, jimmy Lompe, Richard
Brown. Fourth row, home visitor, Sarah Bamett, teacher Renee Linn, teacher Ida
Perry.

-ESPMULTI-AGE HOME BASE CLASS — First row,from left, Stephanie Tharp, Darlene
Foster, Regina Ghan, April Hicks, Carrie Lee, Jennifer Toney. Second row, Lindsey Mozique, Reggie Sims, Nicola Ross, Eric Baker, Victoria Moore. Third row,
Bryon MclOnney, Michael Carroll, Dale Clayton, Timothy Rogers, Brett Harris,
David Hicks, Rose Ann Yaple. In back are teacher Renee Linn, home visitor Sarah
Barnett,teacher assistant Ida Perry.

Democrats, Republicans &
Independents
Can Vote For

David Buckingham
FOR

DISTRICT JUDGE
All registered voters,
Democrats, Republicans
and Independents can vote
in the District Judge
Primary Election on May
26. It is a non-partisan
election.

Elect An Experienced
Criminal Prosecutor As Your
District Judge
4 Paid for by Dr. Tim Miler, Tress. 821 N. 20tb St., blorroy, Ky.

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
has called on negotiators in
the nationwide coal strike to
resolve their differences.
The governor also spent
some time in Washington
Tuesday arguing the state's
case for synthetic fuels, he
said at an afternoon press
briefing.
Brown and Energy and
Agriculture Secretary
William B. Sturgill met with
Ed Noble, nominated by
President Reagan to chair
the Synthetic Fuels Corp.
They tried to "impress on
him the importance of the
work that's been done (on
synfuels) and to...sell the
whole program to the
Reagan administration,'
'Brown said.
Referring to plans for four
'synfuel projects in the state,
Brown said Kentucky has
more at stake in the program than any other state.
He expressed a similar
view about the 47-day-old
coal strike when speaking to
negotiators for the United
Mine Workers and the
Bituminous Coal Operators
Association,Brown said.
"In essence, I just laid out
that we don't have the luxury
of time to become the
greatest negotiators ever.
Kentucky has just as much
at stake in this negotiation as
either side."
He said both sides had
"finessed each other long
enough" and continued
failure to reach an agreement would be selfdestructive for both miners
and coal operators.
The state budgeted for a
twomonth coal strike,Brown
said, but going beyond that
will cost $8 million a month
in severance-tax revenues
alone.
Kentucky has signed a
trade agreement with the
Italian government to export
coal to that nation, and
Brown said he also referred
to that in his talk.
Italian business and
government representatives
are to arrive in Kentucky on
Sunday to work on short-and
long-term coal contracts.
"I said, 'Do you want me
to take them up to the
coalfields and show them the
great product we've got, or

do you want me to keep them
over at the house and give
them some Kentucky bourbon?"
The governor also expressed concern that an extended
coal strike could prompt investors in synfuel plants to
get "cold feet" and reconsider their commitment.
Brown said the two sides
"have to be dose" to an
agreement because they
have mutual interests. Both
sides also know what has to
be done, Brown said, but he
declined to elaborate.
"The longer the coal strike
goes on, the more potential
for violence, the more potential that more damage is go-

ing to be done to the image of
the whole industry."
Brown,along with 16 other
governors, also met with
Reagan to discuss the president's proposal to change the
way federal funds are forwarded to state governments.
Reagan advocates a block
grant program, under which
states would receive a chunk
of money and decide spending priorities locally.
Brown said the governors
encouraged Reagan to use
his popularity and influence
to make the proposal a reality, giving the states more
flexibility in spending
federal money.

11.-

t

%rt.

JIM D.
IRBY

'AcinclaN Thru Wednesday

Special

Magistrate
4th District

Fish Dinner
'Of

Seafood Platter

'49

No.
1
On The

• -"

s -

"
R es•aurari.

new psychiatric testing
facility immediately, adding
that a federal court ruling
issued last year contained a
provision for spending $25
million on such a facility'.
Welch said that the $25
million -doesn't exist," and
even if it did, it would be insufficient to solve the problem.
Pulaski District Judge
Walter McGuire warned the
panel that housing of
juveniles accused of status
offenses or crimes has
become an equally serious
problem.
Stumbo said a new state'
juvenile code expected to he
drafted by the summer of
1982 will do much to correct
that problem, but estimated
it will cost $2.6 million to implement the code the first
year.
"It's a day-to-day proposition on where were going to
be," said Wilson.
Also speaking • at the
judicial conference was National Center for State
Courts director Edward 13
McConnell, who said that increasing caseloads, inflation
and low public esteem for
the legal profession are
three of the biggest problems facing courts in the
1980s.

ELECT

-

For The F,nest
In Peak
ond Sea Oood
*

733-4141
HIGHWAY 641%

Ballot

j
,00

Paid Fsr By Caodklets

Please Vote Melvin B. Henley For Mayor

LOCAL BUS SERVICE
0+1

A $20,000 grant received last year for
administration of the local Transit System
allowed the upgrading of service for
Senior Citizens, handicapped, and others
needing local rides to the Doctor, work,
or shopping. This is a first-time grant for
Murray in the area of Mass Transit Administration.

Suit Filed Over
Appointment
HARDINSBURG, Ky.
(AP) — A suit has been filed
in Breckinridge Circuit
Court, asking the court to
determine whether County
Judge-Executive Earl Tabor
has the authority to appoint
a country treasurer without
the approval of fiscal court.
Lawyer Thomas Brite filed the suit because "someone had to" in an attempt
to clear the logjam that has
left the county without a
-treasurer since April 30 and
without paychecks since
May 1.
Tabor, backed a state attorney general's opinion,
contexts that he has the sole
power to appoint a
treasurer. He has been trying to replace Treasurer
Jewell Monarch, whose term
expired April 30, with Cleo
Lee.
But Fiseal Court contends
that it has the power to name
a treasurer, and passed an
order to that effect
reinstating Mrs. Monarch.
Because of the impasse, no
paychecks have been Jawed
this month. Tabor has refused to issue payroll checks to

"Our bureau's main
responsibility," noted Corrections
Commissioner
Wilson,"isfo those who have
already been committed...we're not in the mental
health business. Other appropriations will have to be
made before we can do
that."
Stumbo added that his
department "is not prepared
to handle dangerous people." He called the issue
"one of transition...not a one
of us are funded enough right
now to do a thing."
A half-dozen judges
argued that the lack of proper facilities to test the sanity of pre-trial prisoners is
forcing them to release
potentially dangerous
criminals back onto the
streets.
"As judges," Boyle Circuit
Judge Henry V. Pennington
told the panel, "we have a
constitutional mandate to
try them or release them.. if
we acted like the federal
courts we could order you to
build the needed facilities or
put you in jail."
"No capability to institutionalize them exists,"
countered Stumbo.
don't
have a solution."
Barber urged judges to
pressure the state to open a

AMBULANCE SERVICE

lurray- : .47.1) :1 Hospital

AMB LANCE

A $14,000 grant received last year
helped to buy new ambulances for
location of the Ambulance Service at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

YOUR CITY WORKS WHY TAKE A CHANCE

RE-ELECT MELVIN B. HENLEY, MAYOR
"NE GETS THE JOB DONE..."
Pahl for By Comaltlee To

The Mayer,David Newell, Treason,.
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Don't Worry
rray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Storey's
FI3C3113
GIANT
w

PRICES GOOD
WED. MAY 13TH Mu
THRU
TUES. MAY 19TH

enter

n

DIXIE FRESH

EGGS

Store
Hours
8 A.M. To I I P.M.
Every Day
Home Owned

a

Operated

BETTY CROCKER LAYER

JELL-0

GRADE 'A' LARGE

We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

CAKE MIXES

GELATIN

DOZ.
/1
29
60Z.

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY.

(WITH COUPON BELOW)

WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

ALL FLAVORS

KRAFT

NON-DAIRY

B.B.Q. SAUCE

FROSTY
ORANGEU
JUICE
ICE

LIQUID

ERA
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

18 OZ.

69'

89'

1 59
1202.
32 OZ

COOL
(bo1Whip

41

WHIP

WHIPPED TOPPING

794

8

GOOD GIANT WHOLE

MILK

ORAiNAJUICE

64 OZ.

SCOT'S WALDORF

DELTA

HEINZ

BATHROOM TISSUE

PAPER TOWELS
4

CATSUP

4 ROLL PKG.

894

JUMBO ROLL

59

32 OZ.

DAWN DISHWASHING

LIQUID
$1 19

$1 19

22 OZ.

13' OFF LABEL

CARNATION

COFFEE CREAMER
$1 69

PRINGLES

STARKIST

DIET OR REG. SHASTA

POTATO CHIP

EATWELL MACKEREL

SOFT DRINK
4

16 31.
TWIN PKG.

594

$1 9

NEW CANNISTER PKG.

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Country Time
Lemonade Mix

Open Pit
B.B.Q. Sauce

(01110N
Oh(

Pei

ly

F

Je11-0
Gelatin

3/$1 Z,9

11101.

Makes

Good Only At Storeys
E xy) 5 19 81

99
$‘11.

qt

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 5 19 81

2/$1 19
Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 5-19-81

COUPON

Iii

OriC POT

Family

1.ot,nit One Per Fornfly

Limit One Per Family

Soft Imperial

Log Cabin
Country Kitchen
Syrup

Post
40% Bran
Flakes

Margarine

2/I:::$

59

Otos

Good Only At Storey's
Exp 51981

$1

19

7505

Good Only At Storey's
Exp, 5-19-81

160I.

99'

Good Only Al Storey's
E
5 19 81

COLA-ROOT BEER

CRISCO

SHORTENING

FOLGERS
3 LB. $219

COFFEE

1 lb. $249

KRAFT

VELVETTA

KRAFT WRAPPED AMERICAN
2 LB. $239

BOUNTY
jumbo

89'

SUNFLOWER

COUPON

89

Compare Our Everyday Low Shelf Prices

PAPER TOWELS
COUPON

2 LITER BOTTLE

CORN MEAL

'
1

MGM INSTANT

COFFEE

•

$429

DIAPERS

$299

ENFAMIL
S LB. $1 19

KRAFT

MIRACLE WHIP

1201.

LUV DKPOSIBU
5 th. $1 49

GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR

SINGLES

BABY FORMULA

1301.

89'

OIARMIN BATNROOM
32.z. $1 35
•

TISSUE

PLUS MANY, MANY MORE

4 ROLL $1
"

MAMBA THE MURRAY,

LEDGER&TOMS,Hodoesday,May DI,nee

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Week! Coupons

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produ •

.r.

•

FAMILY PACK
SLICED SLAB

1•11•11..

BACON

,t

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

HUCK RO

•

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

PORilioAST

SWISS STEAK

119,.
WILLIAMS PORK

GROUND

Le.$169

CHUCK

PORK CHOPS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

STEW MEAT

"
1

LB. $

JUMBO PACK SIRLOIN

SMOKED

TIP STEAK

LB. $1 79

_

LB. $239

BONELESS GOLDEN SMOKED

JUMBO PACK

HAMS

PORK STEAK

14 LOIN

LB. $189

LB. $1 39

BACON

YELLOW ONIONS

LB.

1201.

99`

BOLOGNA

Le. $1 5

MRS. WEAVER PIMENTO

FRYERS

994

FRANKS
FIELD

LB $1 19

JUMBO PACK CUT-UP

CHICKASAW

PORK CHOPS

REELFOOT MEAT

LB. 594

SPREAD

1401. $1 39

Giant Produce
Savings
GREEN ONIONS
OR
6 OZ. RED RADISHES

$100

A

3 LB. BAG

FOR

1 LB. cARROTS
SUNKIST LEMONS

3/999
12/999

BELL PEPPER
OR
CUCUMBERS
2
$ 00
%. FOR

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN

Ii

$10000
LAST WEEK'S NAME
WILLIE TAYLOR, MURRAY
WINNER $400.00

•

GOLDEN APPLES
SUNKIST NAVEL ORANGES

II

GIANT DELI SAVINGS

Le. 599

10/$199

GIANT BAKERY SAVINGS

MACARONI SALAD LB.8 94 DINNER ROLLS
894
HAM SALAD
$109
PLATE LUNCH
$199 CREME HORNS 3/89'
HOMEMADE

Doi

LB

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR B.B.Q.
FOR YOUR MEMORIAL DAY PICNIC.

APPLE PIES

$199

Sports
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Records Set, MSU Track Team Helped In Meantime

,Manley Gone Almost
As Soon As She Came
Although her presence must have seemed as flickering
as the burning of a candle, Allison Manley left an indelible
mark on the Murray State women's track program before
•her return to England last week.
After arriving at Murray State with David. Warren in
1979, she has stayed with and now departed with the 1980
Olympic runner from England.
Along with wanting to remain close to Warren, Manley,
at 24-years-old, had spent a long time putting herself
through an inexhaustible grind. While she thrived on
preparing for competition, that need may have faded, according to MSU coach Margaret Simmons.
-After a while. I think she just got tired of beating
herself up," Simmons said about Manley. "She was
always doing two-a-day workouts or more.
She is such a competitor that she might have kept driv. was getting better and better, but she told
ing herself. Sh,
me she was just tired and that she wanted to be a wife and
mother."
The highest tribute Simmons could have paid Manley at
the end of her MSU career came on May 4 when three
former MSU sports figures were being inducted into the
school's Hall of Fame.
Almost as if the two were being simulcast in a rare twist
in time, Manley had her MSU uniform retired while Carla
Coffey became a member of the Hall of Fame for her ac. .
complishments from 1967-71.
The two of them were the two bet I ever had," Simmons, who began the MSU program in 1968, said about
Manley and Coffey. "Both demanded hard work and
would not say no to anything.
:They were just about the same kind of athlete."
Just before leaving, Manley talked about how much she
appreciated what Simmons had done, both that night. and
during her college career.
That was very nice of Mrs. Simmons," Manley said.
• It was funny because I had given the uniform back to her
on that same afternoon.
The best thing for me here has been the opportunity to
work under a system. We do not have the same kind of
training at home."
Whereas Coffey had completed her full career at Murray, Manley had to cut short what could have been an even
more illustrious record.
"She helped put Murray State on the Map,— Simmons
said about Manley. She felt so bad about leaving that she
was in tears. All I can say is that the other coaches are going to be glad she is not coming back."
What Manley did for Murray State glowed not just in her
record-setting performances, such as the third best finish
nationally this year in the heptathlon at the Memphis In-

vitational or her Ohio Valley Conference meet records in
the high jump and the long jump — she had an appeal of
frankness and assurance around everyone she met.
"She always knew why she was going to a meet," Simmons said, "while the others were going maybe to have
fun. After a while,she rubbed off on some of the others."
Before her record-setting finish in the high jump,
Manley's confidence helped bring Murray the top three
finishes at the OVC meet as Agnes Riley and Chris Hunt
took second and third.
"She helped take some of the pressure off the rest of the
team because they knew she was going to do well," Simmons said."Now the pressure is back."
Manley said that the assurance of the 1-2-3 finish made
it easier for her to clear the bar at the height of 5-10 for a
personal best outdoors.
Manley's continued determination in the long jump, in
which she set the OVC record of 20-4 3-4 on her first attempt, may have cost her better finishes in the 100 and 200
meter dashes the next day.
"She is a very intense competitor," Simmons said."She
was disappointed she did not do better in the 100 and in the
200.She said that she could have done better.
"Generally, nobody hits their besTjurrip uritil-the-fourth
or fifth attempt. But she justgoes all out."
Simmons talked more about what set Manley apart
from many of the athletes she has had on her team.
"She knew a lot of technique and drills," Simmons said.
"She was always willing to help the others with what she
knew.
"Otherwise,she was pretty withdrawn. English women
are quite shy and usually stay in the background. A lot of
people did not know Allison was so friendly until they met
her."
If Manley did not project her pergonality so quickly
around other people, it was because she was so preoccupied with her sport.
Her candor came forth when she was reminded of the
1500 meter run in the 1980 Olympics when Warren stayed
on the pace most of the way before fellow Englishman
Steve Ovett kicked down the stretch for the gold medal.
is ludicrous to believe that David was setting up the
race for Ovett," Manley said about some references to
Warren being the "rabbit" in the race.''Nbbody gets to an
Olympic final to set it up.
"In the Olympics,everybody is out for themselves."
Just before making her final departure, Manley summarized what has made her the athlete she has been.
"It is just mental toughness," she said. "When you are
competing on your own, you cannot afford to have distractions. In track, it takes more than just fitness."

Ohio
A RECORD-SETTER ALL AROUND — Allison Manley, shown going over the high jump bar, set a new
the
was
she
said
however,
long
Manley,
jump.
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well
Valley Conference record in that event as
year.
this
earlier
total
nationally
best
third
the
had
she
strongest in the heptathlon, in which
MSU Photo

CANDIDATES MAKE YOUR
SPACE RESERVATIONS NOW
FOR OUR ELECTION EDITION
SCHEDULED FOR THURSDAY MAY 21ST

Jones Shoots 81 To Tie For First
Round Lead In Girls State Golf
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
(AP, — Murray's Velvet
Jones has taken a share of
the first round lead in the
Kentucky girls state golf
tournament with Emily Dorning of Notre Dame heading
into today's final 18-hole
round at the Elizabethtown
Country Club.
Doming and Jones, a pair
of sophomores, each recorded scores of 81 which,
although eight over par, still
placed them six strokes
ahead of the field after Tuesday's opening 18 holes.
Jones, who splits her time

between golf and basketball,
said that she thought playing
basketball might have hurt
her a little.
"The season lasted so long
that I didn't have much time
to practice golf," Jones, who
was second after the first
round before finishing fourth
in the state last year,said.
Doming was a member of
- Notre Dame's championship
team last year, but her
scores were too high for her
to qualify for the 1980 state
tournament. But the graduation of three members of that

team was in jeopardy of losing its team title. Corbin and
host Elizabethtown led after
18 holes with scores of 383,
while Notre Dame was five
shots back at 388. Lone Oak,
at 390, and Sacred Heart, at
394, rounded out the top five.
of
Angie Anderson
Russellville was a distant
third in individual play with
an 87, one of only seven sub90 scores recorded Tuesday.
Cathy Edelen of Sacred
Heart was at 88 along with
Kelly Cline of Fort Thomas
Highlands and Michelle Hutchins of Laurel County.

team opened the door for
Doming, and she did the
rest.
"My improvement started
when I began playing a lot"
last summer, Doming said.
"Last year, I just hacked it
around."
With the - added experience, her scores have
been dropping.
"I've been shooting in the
low 80s this year," she said.
"My best score has been a
78."
While Doming was in the
running for individual
honors, her Notre Dame

Purcell Repeats As 011C Coach Of Year
249 wins in his 13 years at
Murray State with eight
seasons of 20 or more wins,
including the last four years.
Purcell also coached the
Racers to a conference title
in 1966 and directed Murray

State to a 27-5 record and the
OVC crown in 1980.
Murray State will be
among the favorites again in
1982 as Purcell loses only one
regular Mike Costigan at the
number four position.

State's Bennie
Purcell has been named the
Ohio Valley Conference tennis coach of the year for the
second consecutive season.
Purcell guided the Racers
to a 27-10 season and the

school's second straight conference championship. Murray State won its eighth
overall conference crown
with an eight-point final advantage over Austin Peay.
Purcell has accumulated

In the first round of the
region baseball tournament
at Murray State's Reagan
Field yesterday, Caldwell
defeated
County
Hopkinsville, 3-0, and Christian County got by Marshall,
4-3, in 12innings.
Caldwell, now 11-6, plays
Murray, 16-9, in a I p.m.
game today.
In yesterday's win over
Hopkinsville, Caldwell pitcher Bobby Brown struck
out 11 batters and allowed
only three hits while his
team waited until the sixth
inning to erupt for five of its
six pits and score all three
runs.

Marshall County pitcher
"I think they have strong day, Christian County pit10 Matt Sickling joined with
pitching," Murray coach cher David Joiner had
Cary Miller said about his strikeouts in going the Joiner in staging a brilliant
opponent today. "They have 'distance and tagged a game- pitching duel as he had nine
of
gone through .the year with tying home run in the bottom strikeouts in his 12 innings
work.
inning.
eighth
the
of
three pitchers and did not
even use Brown in the
•
district.
ally
'Whey are fundament
sound as well. If our pitching
can continue to improve, we
II yca bare ever considered subdividing your
will be very competitive.
"So far, we have been able
land, give us a call We can provide you with
to make contact with the ball
complete design. layout and construction to
most of the time."
meet all local and stale requirements.
Miller said he will start
a
David Milton, who has
record of 3-2 this year, in today's game.
In the second game yester-

Murray

ATTENTION LANDOWNERS

CALL TODAY 753-1919

This Section will give your campaign the added boost needed prior to the
primary. Deadline for advertising copy is noon May 15th

Murrayr

Ledger & Times

CALL .(502) 5542615 FOR INFORMATION
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
.• •,,,,,,,•.

Major Leagues Sports In Brief
At A Glance
By The Associated Press

Niekro Fires Two-Hitter With Blister
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
After a blistering power
mower accident at home,
Phil Niekro wasn't sure he
could pitch.
"I couldn't throw a
fastball," he said. "The
blister on my finger touched
the ball when I tried to throw
it. But it didn't affect my
lmuckleball."
Actually, that was just
about all Niekro needed
Tuesday night in pitching a
two-hitter to pace the Atlanta Braves to a 2-0 victory
over the Pittsburgh Pirates.
"I was just fortunate
enough to get the
knuckleball over and when I
do that, I can get them to swing at some bad pitches and they did," said Niekro,
who used about 90 per cent
knucklers in controlling the
Pirates.

TENNIS
HAMBURG,West Germany (
Ry The Ammeiled Piss
Harold Solomon beat Ferdi Taygan
AMERICAN LEAGUE
1,6-0 on the second day of the 75th GerEAST
man International tournament.
W L
Pd. GB
In other matches, Jimmy Canna.
Cleveland
14 8
beat Andrew Pattison 6-1, 6-1; Mel
New York
17 12 .516
Purcell topped Kim Warwick of
Baltimore
14 11 .56 Ps Australia 24,6-3, 6-2; Rolf Gehring of
Milwaukee
14 13 .519 2's West Genially downed Rod Frawley
Bolton
13 14
411 34 of Australia 4-6, 6-2, 6-1; Eliot
Detroit
13 16
441
Teltscher defeated Alejandro GanToronto
10 19 .96 7
Leber of Argentina 6-3, 6-2; and Marc
WEST
Edmondson of Australia topped Terry
Oaldand
?A 8
750 Moor 24,6-2,6-3.
Teas
16 12 .571 6
BOXING
Chicago
2
15 12 .556 6,
LOS ANGELES (API - Promoter
alhfIXTWI
16 16 .500 8
Ross Fields, accused in a lawsuit of a
Minnesota
11 17
393 11
$21.3 million fraud from Wells Fargo
Seattle
10 20
333 13
Bank, was found guilty of falsifying a
Kansas Qty
7 16
301 12
passport application.
laesday's Gimes
The verdict was rendered one day
Toronto 5, Baltimore 2
after Gerry Cooney knocked out Ken
New York 4, Oakland 1
Norton at 54 seconds of the first round
Detroit 6, Seattle 2
of a scheduled 10-round bout at New
Chicago 7, Cleveland 4
York's Madison Square Garden. That
California 4, Misnakee 0
fight was to have been part of a card
Kansas Qty 3. Texas 2
Fields had put together for Feb. 23 in
Mrinesota 4, Boston 3, 10 innings
the Garden, but was postponed after
Wednesday's Ganes
the story of the fraud broke.
Bakiniore (McGregor 2-11 at Toronto
Fields, who under the alias Harold J.
(Bombs& 34), (n)
Smith headed Muhammad Ali ProfesOaldand (Keough 6-0,1 at New York sional Sports Inc., was ordered to
(John 4-2), (n)
return to court June 1 for sentencing.
Seattle (Clark 30) at Detroit Petry 0- He faces up to five years in prison and
2i, In)
a $2,000 fine.
Cakfornia iRenko 1-2) at Miwaukee
YACHTING
I Caktwell 34), (n)
ATLANTA 1 AP - Ted Turner, a
By HERSCHEL NISSENCleveland (Denny 2-1) at Chicago (Ber- former America's Cup champion and
nal 1-2), (n)
board chairman of the company that SON
Boston (Darer 2-2) at kfrinesola (Ar- runs the Atlanta-based Cable News
AP Sports Writer
royo 24), (n/
Network, said that he is finished with
Tens (Mach 2-2) at Kansas Qty pro sailing.
Jim Palmer, a three-time
(Splittorff 0-21, In)
Turner, who skippered Tenacious to winner of the American
NATIONAL LEAGUE
the 1977 America's Cup. said he still
EAST
plans to do some recreational sailing League's Cy Young Award,
may be about to say
W L
this summer.
Pet. GB
St. Louis
16 7 $96 sayonara
to the Baltimore
Philadelphia
18 11
.621 1
Orioles'starting rotation.
Montreal
17 11
OW I%
Pitisargh
11 13 .458 S42
"I just don't think I should
New York
8 17 .320 9
start
any more," the 35-yearChicago
5 20 .200 12
By Tbe Associated Press
old right-hander said deWEST
BASEBALL
Los Angeles
71 9 .700 National League
jectedly Tuesday night after
Atlanta
17 13 .567 4
ATLANTA BRAVES - Signed Chris
Cincinnati
15 14 .517 542 Chambliss, first baseman, to a five- giving up four runs on five
San Frarxisco
16 17 .05 Po year contract.
hits in 41-3 innings as the
Houston
14 17 .452 7.,
PITTSBURGH PIRATES - Placed
Orioles
bowed to the Toronto
San Diego
11 20 .355 10,1 John Candelaria,pitcher, on the 21-day
Teesdaya Games
disabled list. Recalled Pascual Perez, Blue Jays 5-2.
Atlanta 2, Pitabirgh 0
pitcher, from Portland of the Pacific
"I just can't go long
Cmcinnati 2, Chicago 1
Coast League.
enough any more. I proved it
StLouis 3, Houatai 2, 10 innings
BASKETBALL
San Diego 3, New York 0
National Basketball Association
at the end of last season and
Len Angeles 5, Montreal 0
PHOENIX SUNS - Signed Joel
so
far this season. It just
San Francisco 4, Philadelphia 0
Kramer, forward, to.a multiyear conWednesday's Games
tract.
Philadelphia ffitystrom 2-1) at San
WASHINGTON BULLETS-Signed
Frnicisco (Ripley 24)
Jeff Roland, center, to a multiyear
Pittsburgh (Bibby 1-2) at Atlanta (Mon- contract.
tefusc) 1-2), (n)
FOOTBALL
Chicago (Kfulozw ,1-2) at Cincinnati
National Football League
(Seaver 3-1), (to
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS-Signed
Stialas (ShirleY 44) at Houston (Sut- Nate Wright, cornerback; Rob
ton 2-4), (n)
In a pair'of games this past
Preston, quarterback; Ervin Cobbs,
New Yort (Lynch 1-0) at San Diego safety; Sam Claphan,tackle; Richard
weekend
in the upper divi(Welsh 1-2), In/
Peot punter, and Kasper Blake, kick
sion of the girls soccer
Mordreal (Sanderson 4-1) at Los Ange- return specialist.
les (Reuss 3-1), (n)
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS - Signed league, the Aztecs beat the
Tternalay's Games
Jeff West,punter.
Cosmos, 2-1, while the
New WOE at San Diego
HOCKEY
Philadelphia at San Francisco
Kickers and the Chiefs
Natioaal Hockey League
Qicago at Cascirmati, (n)
COLORADO ROCKIES - Signed played to a 0-0 tie.
&Loris at Houston;Christer Kellgren and Peter
The Aztecs' goals were
Montreal at Lon Angeles, In)
Gustavsson, forwards, to multi-year
Only games scheduled
contracts.
scored by Leslie Thompson

The shutout, incidentally,
was the 40th of Niekro's
career and was also his 235th
lifetime victory.
In other NL action, it was
St. Louis 3, Houston 2in 10 innings; Cincinnati 2, Chicago

NI. Roundup
1; San Diego 3, New York 0;
San
Francisco
4,
Philadelphia 0 and Los
Angeles 5, Montreal 0.
Niekro, 2-1, never allowed
a runner past second base.
He walked three and struck
out five and yielded only
singles to Phil Garner in the
second inning and Tony
Pena in the fifth.

Tenace from third with the
winning run in the 10th inning as St. Louis edged
Houston. Tenace led off the
10th with a double off Joe
Sambito and Ken Oberkfell
bunted Tenace to third
before Herr's squeeze play
put the Cardinals on top.
Bruce Sutter pitched two
innings in relief of starter
Bob Forsch to get the victory. Jim Kaat pitched the
10th to get his second save.
The bunt by Herr was picture perfect. All the charging Sambito could do was
shovel the ball with his glove
towards catcher Alan Ashby,
far too late to tag Tenace.

Reds 2,Cubs 1
Cincinnati beat Chicago as
Ray Knight raced home
from first base with the winCardinals 3, Astros 2
Tommy Herr's suicide ning run in the ninth on right
squeeze bunt scored Gene fielder Leon Durham's wild

relay throw on Ron Oester's
base hit.
Knight had walked with
one out off Cubs reliever
Dick Tidrow and Oester
singled to right. Durham's
relay trying to nail Knight at
third bounced into the Cubs
dugout, letting in the winning run.
Mario Soto scattered five
hits and struck out 10 for his
second complete game of the
season. Randy Martz pitched seven innings for Chicago
before yielding to Tidrow in
the eighth.
Padres 3, Mets0
Juan Eichelberger scattered seven hits and
Broderick Perkins, the major leagues' leading hitter,
smashed a home run, double
and single and drove in three
runs as San Diego defeated
New York.
The shutout was the first of

Eichelberger's career and
Dodgers 5, Expos 0
the first for the Padres,this
Ron Cey knocked in four
year. Eichelberge,r didn't runs with two homers and a
walk a batter and struck out single and three Los Angeles
five.
Dodgers pitchers combined
Meanwhile, Perkins, now to shut out Montreal. Burt
batting .422,extended his hit- Hooton earned his fifth victing streak to 11 games. The tory without a loss, pitching
Padres scored twice in the the first 61-3 innings Bobby
first off Pat Zachry on Castillo and Steve Howe
Perkins' two-run single. followed Houton, with Howe
Perkins then gave the recording his fourth save.
Ray Burris took the loss
Padres a three-run cushion
Montreal, which has not
for
in the fourth with a homer.
won in Los Angeles slli( e
Giants 4, Phillies 0
1979.
Enos Cabell and Larry
Tim Raines, the major
Herndon had RBI doubles in league leader in stolen
the-first inning as San Fran- bases, notched his 29th uid
cisco beat Philadelphia 30th of the season for Monbehind the combined nine-hit treal. But he suffered an inpitching of Doyle Alexander jury to his right wrist w hen
and Greg Minton.
he was picked off base in thc
The Giants got four hits -fifth inning by Houton and
and three runs in the first in- was removed and taken to a
ning off Nino Espinosa for all hospital for precautionary
the runs they needed.
X-rays.

Palmer May Be Finished As Starter
seems ridiculous to keep going out there. There are just
too many other guys on this
club that can pitch longer
and probably do. a better
job.
Does that mean Palmer is
bullpen-bound after making

Transactions

AL Roundup
459 starts in his 487 big
league appearances, including 199 complete
games?
"That would probably be
the best thing for the sake of
the ballclub," he said.
Elsewhere, the New York
Yankees downed the

Aztecs Beat Cosmos,
Kickers, Chiefs Tie

109-80 Rout Best Since April 22

and Ann Harcourt while Kim
Greene scored for the
Cosmos.
Sabrina Smith and Debbie
Roos combined for the
Kickers' shutout while
Natasha Tubb and Michelle
Garland shared the goalie
spot for the Chiefs.

A's 4-1, the Kansas
City Royals nipped the
Texas Rangers 3-2, the
Chicago White Sox beat the
Cleveland Indians 7-4, the
California Angels blanked
the Milwaukee Brewers 4-0,
the Minnesota Twins edged
the Boston Red Sox 4-3 in 10
innings and the Detroit
Tigers trimmed the Seattle
Mariners 6-2.
The Orioles staked Palmer
to a 2-0 lead on Mark
Belanger's RBI double and
Eddie Murray's first home
run of the season but managed only two other hits off
Dave Stieb, who beat them
for the first time in his
career. And after breezing
through four innings,
Palmer collapsed in the fifth.
Yankees 4, A's I
New York collected only
five hits off Rick Langford
but four of them went for extra bases. Bobby Murcer
homered and Graig Nettles
rapped an RBI single in the
fourth inning. In the eighth,
Oakland

a

solid game with running and
rebounding spurts since
April 22, when it defeated
Philadelphia 118-99 in the second game of the Eastern
Conference finals. Even
when the Celtics won the last
three games of that series,
they had to battle back from
big deficits.
As in Saturday's easy 94-71
win in the third game with
Houston, there was no need
for a Celtic comeback Tuesday night. Their smallest
lead after the opening
quarter was 12 points.
The lanky Maxwell had his
best offensive game of the
playoffs. His 28 points set a
career playoff high and his
15 rebounds tied one.
Moses Malone led Houston
with 20 points but had only 11
rebounds, his lowest total of
the series.
Guard Tom Henderson
was the only starter to score
more than his series
average. The other starting
guard, Mike Dunleavy, fouled out with five points in 14
minutes after pouring in 28
points in Houston's 91-86 win
Sunday.
Between baskets by Calvin
Murphy with one minute
gone in the second period

"I want
to help you
save money on
homeowners
insurance."

And offer you
the outstanding
service
Slate Farm
Is famous for.

Applications are now
available for the Murray
State University Football
Camp featuring Murray
State football coach Frank
Beamer and his staff, and
special guest Jerry Butler,
an All-Pro wide receiver for
and-blocked a shot to set-up a the Buffalo Bills.
three-point play by Maxwell.
The camp is open to boys
The Rockets hit 36 percent ages 8-18 (excluding
high
of their shots, the third school graduates 1
and is
straight game in which they scherluled for Junc 28-July
3
have not reached 40 percent, at the MSU campus.
and had 17 turnovers that led
A first round draft choice
to 21 Boston points.
The Celtics, who had been from Clemson. Butler earnaveraging 18.5 turnovers a ed American Football Congame in the series, had 15
Tuesday night, only five of
them in the first half, which
ended with them on top 59-37.

Campo Does Not
Show Any Tension
BALTIMORE (AP) - If
there's any tension in chasing the elusive Triple Crown
of racing, it doesn't show on
Johnny Campo.
"I'm too old to get nervous," Campo said Tuesday
at Pimlico Race Course,
where on Saturday he will
saddle Kentucky Derby win-

ner Pleasant Colony in the
Preakness Stakes. "I'm 43,
going on 60."
Campo had the advantage
of not having a year to worry
about the Triple Crown,
since he didn't take over
Pleasant Colony until after
the son of His Majesty had
finished fifth in the Florida
Derby on March 6.

•

Ube•wed nolphlbor. *Ws Farm l• Own

homered for the Twins' first
two runs.
Angels 4, Brewers 0
Ken Forsch pitched a
seven-hitter . while Hick
Burleson scored once and
singled home another run.
Burleson's single, a
sacrifice, a two-out walk to
Brian Downing and a single
by Ed Ott gave the Angels a
1-0 lead in the fourth inning.
They added two runs in the
fifth on singles by Juan Beniquez, Larry Harlow,
Burleson and Rod Carew
Forsch was aided by fiv:
,
double plays and did nut
allow a runner to reach si oring position.
Tigers 6, Mariners 2
John Wockenfuss drove
three runs to back the f ehit _pdrhing_of-M-dt--Wdro-x-.Wockenfuss drove in a run
with a second -inning
grounder and added a runscoring double in the fourth
and an RBI single in the fifth. Richie Zisk drove in both
Seattle runs, one with his
eighth homer.

rooms. Grass practice fields
also adjoin the stadium.
Campers will be housed in
air-conditioned dorNtories
adjacent to the stadium
All campers will be expos- facilities and will be under
ed to the fundamentals of constant supervision.
football through game coin'petition, films and leciures
from coaches and players.

Additional intilrmation
and an application briichure
are available ro
5021-762-1229 F
riting
the Murray Stiit, tion,:nor
Youth Prograin
Hall oil the NISI .17npus

TPAGTIAI'S

Camp activities will center
around Murray's 10,800-seat
Roy Stewart Stadium during,
the week of camp. The
stadium houses dressing
facilities, a spacious training
room and numerous meeting

Italian
Spaghetti
Special

$1.09
with garlic bread

Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!

A

Conk.

Price

with

salad 40'
cora

tries

Avg' Special For kids
inside dining onl%

Free Refills on Drinks

For

Sheriff

inside dining onlv

Free Refills on Drinks

WEDNESDAY
4-9 P.M.

Vote For A
Concerned Candidate
Paid for by Patsy Woodall, Treasurer

. ,
Route 1, Mini:), Kentucky

You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price

ter

NOTICE!

MHS Splits Matches
In a pair of matches
against Paducah Tilghman
yesterday, the Murray girls
won by a score of 8-1 while
the boys lost by a 5-4 count.
The results left both teams
with records of 3-3 for the
season.
Murray 8, Tilghmas
Singles Results - Candy Jackson
def. Windy Whithorne,8-1; Starr Jones
def. Mary Kay Dyer, 8-1; Mel Kelly
def. Beth Sherman, 8-1; Mel Jackson
def. Shannon Cruse, 8-2; Elizabeth
Stout def. Kathy Walker, 8-6: Greer

For All Your Concrete Work
(Poured Basement Walls,
Floors, Foundations or
Driveways)

Houston lost to Sonya Sredl,9-i.
Doubles Results-C Jackson-Jones
def. Whithorne-Cruse, 8-1; Kelly•M
Jackson def. Dyer-Sherman, 2-6;
Stout-Houston def. Walker-Sredl,8-1
Tilghman S. Murray 4
Singles Results - Russ Edwards
lost to Robert Rudd, 8-1; Robert Stout
lost to Nathan Rowton, 8-1. Brad
McNutt lost to Jim Seaberry.8-3, 1 odd
Mills lost to Kevin Moran, 8-4. Shawn
Parker def Mark Menendem,
Walter Payne lost to Mitch Warren,8Doubles Results - Edwards-Stout
def Rowton-Seaberry, 8-5; McNuttParker def Wiley-Menendes, 8-0:
Payne-Mills def Whithorne-Dunn.8-1

Ronald Blakeley, a 1969
graduate of Murray State,
has been named head football coach at Iroquois High
School in Louisville.

STATE FARM
nr•as cis.av coop,
"
News was
arsaisess Oasis

ference Rookie of the Year
honors in 1979 and was
featured in the annual Pro
Bowl game at Honolulu in
February this year.

Vote
William "Bill"
Bailey

Pre-engineered Metal Buildings
or
Any Type Construction

Former MSU Student
Blakeley Takes.Head
Iroquois Coaching Job

JANE M. ROMS
201 S. Sixth Street
P.O. Box 1012
753-9627

and Billy Phulti 416 Into the
third, Malone was the only
Rocket to hit a field goal.
And Houston suffered
through a stretch of 12:06 at
the end of the second quarter
and beginning of the third
with only one field goal.
The Rockets' last lead was
14-13. Then Larry Bird's
jumper kicked off a 19-1
burst in which Boston center
Robert Parish, who finished
with 18 points, scored eight

and Carlton Fisk drove in
three runs with a pair of
singles and a sacrifice fly.
The White Sox jumped on
Rick Waits for five runs in
the first two innings and added another in the sixth to offset solo home runs by
Cleveland's' Dave Rosello
and Joe Charboneau. Bernazard tripled a run home in
the first inning and scored on
a single by Fisk and the
White Sox added three more
in the second on a single by
Jim Morrison, a walk, an error and RBI singles by Ron
Leflore and Fisk.
Twins 4, Red Sox 3
Mickey Hatcher and Roy
Smalley hit consecutive
home runs off Tom
Burgmeier with two out in
the bottom of the 10th inning
as Minnesota snapped
Boston's five-game winning
streak. The Red Sox had
taken a 3-2 lead in the top of
the 10th on singles by Jerry
Remy' and Dwight Evans
and Carl Yastrzemski's
sacrifice fly. Ron Jackson

-Applications Available To MSU Football Camp

Fast-Breaking Celtics Resurface
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) - After
posing for nearly three
weeks as a mistake-prone
group that struggled to
unleash its running game
and dominate the boards,the
real Celtics resurfaced Tuesday night.
In the first quarter, the
Celtics raced away from the
Houston Rockets 109-80 to
charge into a 3-2 lead in their
best-ofseven
National
Basketball
Association
championship series.
The Celtics can wrap up
their 14th NBA title in
Houston Thursday night. If
the Rockets bounce back
from their second decisive
defeat of the series and win.,
the seventh game would be
here Sunday.
Boston led 34-19 after the
first quarter, when five of
their 14 baskets came on fast
breaks and the Celtics outrebounded the Rockets 13-7.
The Celtics held a 54-41 rebounding advantage for the
game and snared a serieshigh 35 defensive rebounds
to prevent second shots by
Houston and kick off their
own transition game.
Boston had not played a

Johnny Oates and Dave Winfield doubled - the latter a
430-foot shot - around a triple by Willie Randolph.
Meanwhile, Ron Guidry and
Rich Gossage checked
Oakland on six hits in handing the A's their first road
loss of the season after 11
victories.
Royals 3, Rangers 2
Kansas City rallied for two
runs in the bottom of the
ninth to snap a four-game
losing streak and win for only the seventh time in 23
games. Amis Otis doubled
leading off the inning and
Lee May singled him to
third, chasing Texas starter
Jon Matlack. After reliever
Steve Comer walked Willie
Aikens to load the bases,
Frank White's sacrifice fly
tied the score. One out later.
Wilson delivered the gamewinning hit off John Henry
Johnson.
White Sox 7, Indians 4
- Tony Bernazard tripled
and singled, driving in one
run and scoring two others,

Mr. and Mrs. Jack White of
Murray and a 1967 MSU
graduate.
For the past four years,
Blakeley has been an assistant coach at Manual High
A native of Sturgis, Blake- School in Louisville. Before
ly is married to the former that, he was an assistant
at
Claudine White, daughter of Iroquois.

4
4

Contact

E..& P. Construction Co., Inc.
1068 Mineral Wells Aye.
Day Phone: 901-644-9840
Paris, Tem.

Joe Pat Stone

Hazel, Ky.
4914359 Nights
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Prices Good Thru May 17th

HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY,

Daisy Wind
Flower

Sale 79'
Dristan
Capsules
16 Capsules

No. M8500

$1 36

Sale

$3897

Sale

,
Colgate INFp,

Colgate
Toothpaste
5 Oz. Tube

Deeptan

89'

Sale

Wesson
Oil

For A Natural
Looking Tan
Suntan Oil 10 oz.
Suntan Cream 10 oz.

Pure Vegetable Oil

09

Sale Your Choice

24 oz. Sale

Arrild
Extra Dry
Anti-Perspirant
Regular, Unscented,
Light Powder, Regular
and Unscented, XX Dry

Sale Your Choice

Ftorocarbon
Gun

ARRID
DOM
DRY

$1 0

$12
• 88

Save $3.

Strapless
Bras

and Sale Price

By Exquisite Form
Reg. 6.50

Reg. 7.50
$550

Great Savings

Sale

Sale

Work Boot

Jeans
°°

Entire Stock Denim

Shirts

99

Reg. S16.99$1250

5°

-

Ladies

Sale

9

Large Choice

iz
"Oa

Sizes S-XL

`

88
$1 3
Reg. $19.99 Sale
Wrangler Sizes 141 2.18

Of Styles

Reg. 10.99 Sale

Reg. 14.99 Sale $1 1 99

5-10

Reg. 16.99 Sale $

Contour Rug, Lid Cover,
- Tank Top, Tank Cover
18" x 27" Rug
Reg. $7.99

$588

Sole Your Choice

etfet,TYIA

IIN116111.0,14

Reg. $16.99 Sole

Caramel Patties, Almond Brickle,
Mint Meltoways, Almond Clusters
2 Lb. Bag

Mrvnglh

Reduced
Levi's

$1288
Sandals
$879 5 Piece
Bath
1 359 Set

Chocolate
Laxative
18 Tablets

Sale
Denture cleanser
Tablets
Denture Cleanser

B60, B40, B35,
B32, B30, B20

- Special Group
Boy's Short Sleeve

Sale Your Choice

Vidal Sassoon
Shampoo or
Finishing Rinse

Pullover Shirts
By Action & Wrangler

$488

Regular or Extra Gentle
8 oz.
Regular, Menthol,
Lemon Lime, Tropical
Sole Your Choice

Mylanta
Effective Antacid
Anti Gas
kinAhlTA

Fast Action, Low Sodium
12 oz. Liquid
100 Tablets

$166

Cricket
Disposable Butane
Lighter
Adjustable Flame

69
Selo Tow Choke

1••••
1111 11 s- WOI NIM•MIN=MUsii
11
111_11_11_11
ril II •• IN ••• SALM a,.• II

A

$45°

Men's Wolverine
Durable Leather

Large Group of
Ladies

Reg.-514.99$1I

Heath
Miniature
Candy Bars

Oral B
Tooth Brush

Sale

Sale Price

Ex-Lax

$148

(\
r ,

Regular Fit
Boot Jean
Reg. 16.99

By St. Mary's
Cannon & Dun Dee

Reg. S19.99$14

For relief of
minor skin
irritations,
itching, skin rashes.
Cream '1 oz. - Ointment '7 oz.

No 34898

Wrangler
Jeans

Towels

$150
Bath
$100
H
Wash Cloth Sale Price 504

?1;4

Sale
Regular, Extra Hold,
Unscented, Ultimate Hold,
7.5 oz. Aerosol Can

Cubes Pop Out With A Easy Twist

Men's

Wrangler, Viscount
and Viceroy

White Rain
Hair Spray

Cortaid

Sale Your Choice

Large Group
Of

Rugged heavy duty, 4" full
range speaker, AC'DC power

DRISTAN

For Relief Of Colds,
Sinus, Hayfever

orne items not exactl as •ictured

Sanyo AM/FM
Radio/Cassette
Recorder

Fully assembled,
weather resistant plastic,
yellow petals with brown center.

Prices Good Thru May 17th

Reduced To
Save Up To $5.11

Large Group
Ladies

Panties

Men's

Terry
Cloth
Shirts.
Reg. $9.99
49
$
7

25%

Off Regular Price
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Perry Trails By Two Votes
In UMW Presidential Race

RETIRING TEENS WHO CARE OFFICERS — Installing the new officers for the
Murray High School Teens Who Care were last year's officers, from left, Gina
Shipley, reporter; Teresa Suiter, treasurer, Leta Pace, President; Kim Edmonds,
vice president; Teresa Wood,secretary.

NEW OFFICERS — Murray High School Teens Who Care installed officers for
the 1981-82 school year at a dinner meeting held at DeVanti's Restaurant recently. The new officers will be, from left, Valerie Curry, reporter; Tern Wells,
secretary; Teresa Suiter, president, Gina Shipley, vice president; Paulette Kelly,
treasurer.

another term on the UMW's
By The Associated Press
Executive
International
of
president
Jack Perry,
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Final Civil Trial
On Supper Club
Fire Scheduled

SPECIAL RECOGNITION — The outstanding members of the Murray High Teens
Who Care who were chosen by the club membership are, from left, Susan Hutchens, freshman; Valerie Curry, sophomore; Karen Green, junior; Karlesta
Catlett, senior; and club sponsor Judy Muehleman.

NEWPORT, Ky. .(AP) —
Judge John A. Dislcin in
Campbell Circuit Court
Tuesday set Jan. 19 for the
final civil trial in connection
with the Beverly Hills Supper Club disaster, in which
165 died.
Defendants include about
30 makers or distributors of
materials used in the club
when it burned May 28, 1977.
Diskin also said some
restrictions on pretrial activities by lawyers for both
defendants and victims'
families had been removed.
The estates have collected
more than $20 million in
damages.

DO YOU
FAVOR HIGHER
TAXES?
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remember that many of our
members live as far as 50 to
100 miles from where they
work."
Daniel easily defeated
Lindsey Whited for another
term. In the District 17 IEB
race, incumbent Vernon
Massey won by a 2-1 margin
over John E. Mendez, his
closest challenger in a fourman field.
In the District 31 race
Rogers held a 2-1 lead over
Earl McCardle with all but a
few of the district's 70 locals
counted. Rogers, a 49-yearold Marion County miner,
currently is the district vice
president, a post he was appointed to last year.
Cecil Roberts, District 17's
vice president, was unopposed. In the District 31 vice
presidential race, Jerry
Miller held a narrow lead
over Leonol Root, while
Dutch Morris appeared to be •
a sure loser.
In the District 31 IEB race
Steve Webber appeared to be
the winner. He Id Crowe by
more than 200 votes, wide
three other candidates, including incumbent Dick
Weaver,trailed badly.
In the District 31
secretarytreasurer's election, incumbent John Darcus
was elected for another
term, defeating two opponents.
District 30 vice president
Corneliu Owens was unopposed, as was Bobby Roy
Justice, the district's •
secretary-treasurer.

My record on "HOLDING THE LINE" on expenditures speaks for itself.
I opposed the gasoline tax, the huge pay increases for Court of Appeals
and Supreme Court Judges, and the increases in legislature's pay.
All .these votes reflected the pledge I made to the people when I ran in
1979 that I would not vote any additional taxes on the peoole. I make the
same pledge in 1981.
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The Honest Way!
ANY GOLD STAMPED,) We are not -Fly -By-Nighters101(-14K-18K-22K only in town overnight to take
.
.AA
...LE:
(ovic..,,,,i
your money. We've been trusted
),...A. . ,
in Paducah for 69 years.
We'll

e

Pay You

DIAMONDS
WANTED

CASH
NOW'
()PI\ I 'All 1

I do not believe the only answer to the problems and concerns of my friends is HIGHER TAXES. Common sense and good conservative judgement is
our answer.

VOTE...FREED CURD
Paid for by Freed Curd Campaign Fund,ferry Key, Treasurer
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Licensed For
Commercial 8, Residential

Coil 436-2372

Bei Air Stioppmq(Sr

Murrov Ky

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can
Say We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

DISCOUNT
I FOODS

art

n The Uncle Jeff Shopping Centei
Red

Lynn Grove
Grade A Large

Potatoes

EGGS

10 lb.

$189

Sweet Peas

Cranberry Juice

27'
”or 99'
17., 99'
$149

Bologna

Sc

89'
47'

Prune Juice
Vienna Sausage

BREAD

1 Doz.

Prairie Farm

BUTTERMILK

65'

Prairie Form Milk
Potted Meat
Sweet Relish
Chunk lite Tuna
Spam
Corn

Cash & Food Stamps
Sorry No Checks Accepted

1 9.1

'225
27'
69'
89'
$1 39

6 a/

27'

Pro.,,

4

Gal.99

1 lb.

Evaporated Milk
Cake Wives
Beennie Wennies
Choc. Flavored Chips

Green Beans

494
59'
2/89'
„, 85'
93'
is •• 25'
11.1

RDAiMonte
iINS

29

$1 39

Al Steak Sauce
Tomato ketchup
Paper Towels
Bleach
Trash Bogs
Avnonia

83`
53'
69'
$1.39
55,,71'
12 or

Bush's White
HOMINY

4/994

3/$109

Lima Beans

'So

Blackeye Peas
Pork & Beans
Fruit CocktailFrench Style Green Beans
Doable 0 Pink Salmon

3/89'
3/89'
59'
2/69'
$199

Williams
SAUSAGE

MARGA
Gd RINE

3/$1 494
Corn Flakes

My opponent is ready to add MORE TAXES.

o
i

' S, • %

Are you AWARE of what RECINCING HOUSE BILL 44 means?
It means that the ceiling placed on property taxes by House Bill 44 would
be removed, in other words, HIGHER PROPERTY TAXES without a voice of
the people.

1\nntot

t:." ...
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'
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Danny M.Dunn's
Electric

Lemon Juice

My opponent Mr. Harvey Ellis made the following statements on April 30,
1981 at the joint meeting of the Calloway County and Murray City Boards__
concerning House Bill 44. His opening statement was, "It's unfortunate that
thing happened in the special session of the legislature." He closed by
saying, "I would certainly be supportive of Recinding it."

..

1 49

1 lb

Pine Liquid Cleaner

25

Sandwich Bags

80

Heavy Duty Foil
Aspirins
Paper Plates
'7111!Det;

100,

79

•.1
89'
43`
99"
$i 49

kely
TOMATO
SAUCE
5
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Mine District's New Boss To Take Union Forward In Strike
By The Associated Press
United Mute Workers in
east Kentucky's District 30
have elected a new president. Ernie Justice, who
says he sees the victory as a
mandate for him to take
this union forward.'•
Justice was declared the
winner Tuesday night ta a
reported 2-1 margin over incumbent Robert Carter.
UMW officials did not
„release the vote totals, saying it would be sometime today before votes from all
locals were tallied. The
district office said that
between 3,000 and 4,000 votes
were cast in that election.
.I.B. Trout won re-election
to the International Executive Board. by a margin
of almost 2-1 over 1A.iins
Burke, the UMW announced.
- "I think the membership
voted for the man they felt
could do them the best job,said Justice. w ho added that
he was not reatl surprised by the 2-1 vic,r or, margin.
-.If the mines had been
orking. Iw ould have been
larger than that:' he said.
Justice felt that miners
ging tor him - wanted so7
meorit. who would take this
union forward. I've worked
ii this District 30 office for
eight years...I've never sat
in the office and sent someone out .to find out what
was going on..I went myself,
because that's the was you
find out
Justice said the first order

of business is "getting a con"The pickets were ordered
One transformer was hit coal firm, 12 miles from Inez
tract we can live with for the to vacate the area and they by two slugs and the other by on Kentucky 1714, lost its
next three years, and then go did," said Riley, "but later thre, causing a total oil power but there was no
forward." He thinks there is pickets appeared
outage to homes in the area.
at drainage from both units.
a chance of gaininika pact in Brookside in Harlan County
Loving said the non-union
The Southern Labor
the near future because, he and began throwing spikes
feels, mine operators realize onto the highway."
that the union will stay out
Riley said that Jack
until its contract demands Brock,35,of Wallins, was arare met.
rested on a charge of
-We're asking for a con- criminal littering.
tract we can survive with
The second arrest occurand live with," he said.
red near Evarts where coal
While votes were being trucks were damaged by
cast on the 47th day of the rocks. Riley said that Lloyd
UMW strike, two pickets Polsen Jr., 27, of
were arrested in • the Cumberland, was charged
southeastern
Kentucky with criminal mischief.
coalfields. State police also
He was using a slreported
that
two ingshot," Riley said.
transformers feeding a nonNails were scattered along
union mine had been damag- several roads in Lawrence
ed by gunshots.
County, including Kentucky
As contract talks resumed 644 and heavily traveled U.S.
in Washington, Gov. John Y. 23.
Brown Jr. appeared before .The largest concentration
negotiators and urged them was around a mine on Kento end the strike as quickly tucky 1760 where five to
as possible.
eight pounds of nails were
Brown told both sides that found. Several vehicles, inKentucky is now working out cluding a school bus, had flat
a coal-export deal with Italy tires.
that could be worth billions
Damage to the bulletof dollars, and he said coal
was important to the nation riddled transformers in Martin County was estimated at
as an energy source.
And in another develop- $30,000 by state police who
ment,the union lost a collec- termed the shooting "a
tive bargaining election in strike-related incident."
Kentucky for the second
KSP Sgt. Tommy Loing
time in less than a week.
said the transformers, ownKSP Trooper Bill Riley ed by the Martiki Coal Co.
reported that at least. 50 apparently were hit Monday
pickets tried unsuccessfully evening but the damage
to dump a coal truck on U.S. wasn't 'discovered until
119 near Totz.
Tuesday.
Power Streak...

Union, meantime, maintain- an organizing campaign.
ed its collective bargaining
The miners voted 163-53
Fights at the Chapperal Coal
Co. at Pikeville, where the Monday in favor of retaining
UMW had been conducting the SLU at Cbapperal, a sub-

GO0111•11PEAR
ore Managers

CLEARANCESALE
Come
our
on
clearance
celebration! I'm
Norman
Hagedorn, Murray's Goodyear
Service Store Manager and I've
personally selected our best
money-saving buys on tires.
And lots more!

LOW SALE PRICES!
Drive It With

'2995

Confidence

kr

50

$

STEEL RADIAL SALE

Slackest plus
Size F78-15
needed
52 20 F ET No trade

plus
Size 078-14 Bi.CkWSht.
needed.
i77 FET No trade

95

ot
F78-15 tits some models
COLIN
Impala. Caprice. C,hevelle.
La
Riviera. La Sabre. Cordoba.
Diplomat,
Urfa New Yorker,
Fury.
Delta 88,Toronado,Omega,
Firebird, Catalina

oi
D78-14 tits some models
Century. Regal. Malibu. Nova.
Grand
Ware, Cutlass, Le Mans.
Gremlin.
Prix Pacer, Hornet.
MonAspen, Challenger, Zephyr.
Comet
arch.
Tool
Save On Whitewalls,

P155/80R13
WHITEWALL.
plus $t 52 FET.
no trade needed

Teo!
Save On Whitewalls,

CUM.Polystsal
Radial
That Keeps
Tiro
its Feet Even-The
In The Rain
FITS SOME
MODELS OF:

$3620
POSTER WINNERS - Five Carter Elementary School students were the winners
in the First District Parent Teacher Association "Reflections" Project. Front row,
left to right, are Pat Earles, immediate past president of the Kentucky PTA;
Rebecca Freeze; Kristin Armstrong; Cheryl Herndon; Beth Vandegrift; Shannon
Wilkins; Vicki Shell, Carter PTA president; Elizabeth Bowden, First District PTA
president. Back row, Mary Ryan, Carter principal; parent Marilyn Herndon;
parent Sue Vandegrift; and parent Tommy Wilkins.

PLEASE SUPPORT
AND VOTE FOR

MAURICE WILSON
SHERIFF
A Sheriff's No 1 Priority should be that of
peace officer "I will do my best to eliminate
any disturbances in your neighborhood."
or By The Candidate
-

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)Actor Burt Reynolds has applied for an owner's license
in Kentucky, according to
Carl Larsen, deputy commissioner of the Kentucky
Harness Racing Commission.
Larsen said Tuesday that
Reynolds listed his occupation as actor and identified
himself as president of Burt
Reynolds Productions Inc.
The application papers
showed that Reynolds holds
an interest in a horse named
Wigwam Eden, the deputy
commissioner said.
He identified the other
owners as Hans G. Enggren,
Tom Ellingwood and Antonio
Peter Liakakis.
Larsen said Reynolds' application would be ruled on
later.

-

RADIAL SALE
:41
:
44,M4

• 'Ave
:
!
4,
7
%

$49.30

-

STORE MANAGER'S FEATURES,

$1.61
-

Size 6 Me

SALE
PRICE

Pius FET.

878x1 4 Cruiser Polyester White

$24.95

$1.69

$1.61

C78x14 Cruiser Polyester White

$34.00

$1.69

$52.70

$1.66 '.

P20575R1 5 Viva Radial White

$49.95

$2.44

ER78-14 Custom Tread Whitewall

$59.00

$2.22

P19575R15 VivarRadial White

$39.95

52.23

549.95

$1 91

$52.95

S1.88

557.00

S2.07

$66.00

52.26

$63.00

S2.50

FR78-14 Custom Tread Whitewall

$62.00

$2.36

FR78-15 Custom Tread Whitewall

$63.00

$2.44

GR78-15 Custom Tread Whitewall

$69.00

$2.61

HR78-15 Custoni Tread Whitewall

$75.00

$2.80

LR78-15 Custom Tread Whitewall

$82.00

$3.05

18580R13 Custom Polyesteel
Radial
1 7575R14 Custom Polysteel
Radial
CR78x T4 Custom Polysteel
Radial
P1957,R14 Custom Polysteet
Radial
P20,75R15 Custom Polysteel
Radial Blems

Act Now!Sale Ends Saturday!
WHEEL SALE!

supgmog European
CALIFORNIA WIRE
look at an

all-American price
Classic design in

$
4fo199
Size T4116 Model 4074

Model 4075 05601 15*6

Group 221
$
49
85
Ask for our tree battery check
Tiede-in applies to all
group sizes Sample Buy
560 85 221' reg price
S11 00 Minus Trade
$4985

c
trhirploempelastteedel
puts you out in
front Comes
complete with
hardware Wheel
nuts extra

SAVE
$1095
AUTOMOTIVE STEREO
BY

KRACO

4 for$139

I BMW,

Our 12-Month Tune-Up
Saves Thu Gas
All Year Long
• Check charging and starting
• Install new rotor, new spark
plugs
• Set timing to recommended
8-cylinder
specs
cars. $49.
• Lubricate and adjust choke
4-cyl Electronic Ignition
• Adjust carburetor
6 cylinder
cars. $47.

12-Month Service Agreement
YOUR CHOICE

GOODYEAR me tune your car electrorecally
and present you with a FREE ENGINE
ANALYSIS certificate good for one_year
from the date of the tune-up ANYTIME
WITHIN ONE YEAR ot your tune-up, take
your invoice and certificate back to the
Store that performed the tune-up and
Goodyear will provide FREE OF CHARGE

up to thee separate anatyses
If any of these check-ups indicates
the need for any athustments or part
replacements that were part of the original tune-tik GOODYEAR WILL MAKE
THE ADJUSTMENT OR REPLACEMENT
FREE OF CHARGE'

RIG
$7995

Lube, Oil Change & Filter

A top-of the-line
battery that s nearly
maintenance free
rarely ever needs
wafer dump es long
Service Me

Offer Ends
Saturday

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES ON SERVICE!

STANDARD IGNITION Add $8 00 for required points. condenser.
and additional labor

Size 15x 7
Models 4047 4048
Model 4049 158421 1518
Model 405() 158521 1516

In/under-dash AM/FM radio
& tape player-8-track or
cassette
11003-10041

I

FREE
INSTALLATION I

Just Say'Charge If
IMO=

No trade
needed.

$51.85

POWER HOUSE BATTERY

Have no conflicting interest in county.
Have time to check all roadwork in District 3
Have made no promises to any person or
group
Have 30 years experience in handling groups
of employees
v• Have record of being a conscientious sober,
cost wise and efficient manager.

•

No
e
oeTdra
ed
de
.

$1100 TRADE•IN:

Magistrate.

sidewallmyfing vary with size not
tires look
at
exactly like tee shcrivn

165/75R13 Tiempo Whitewall
-lc- 155/80R15 Tiempo Blackwall

Sale Ends Sat.

*

-Subaru
Triumph
more

%count and

Plus FET.

SALE
PRICE

165/75R13 Tiempo Blackwall

also available Mounting Balancing.
Alignment

Paul W. Redden

VW

Honda
Mazda

••••, "%v.v.-

SUPERSTAWI

Please
Elect

Audi
Fiat

•

_SIZE 6 TYPE

Actor Reynolds
Applies For
Ownership Papers

Toyota
Datsun

F711-15
sr Streak 78 Size needed
plus $2.20 PET No tide

Streak 78 Size 07844
needed
plus $1 77 F E T Not,ode

Expert wheel service

For A FULL TIME
3rd District

sidiary of Industrial Fuels.
One miner voted against any
representation and another
had his vote disqualified
because he wrote his name
on the ballot.

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
Use any of Vase other ways to buy Our Own Customer
Credit Plan • MasterCard • Visa • American Express Card
• Cane Blancte • Donors Club • Cash

Save 83.95 a pair on speakers,
6x9"or 55 round coaxial speakers
Rep S32.95...129
0012-1013-10141

Includes up
to live Quarts
maim (8888
motor of Plus

13

Oil filter

Includes most imports
ma light trucks

MCLUOES OUR 9POINT MAINTENANCE
CHECK:
• Transmission fluid • Power steering fluid •
Differential fluid • Brake fluid • Air filter • Batter/
cables and water level • Belts • Hoses • Tire
pressure and conditions
Meese call lor appointment.

SALE ENDS SAT.

orGo011iy•sevEAN

Hours:
7:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat•

SERVICE STORES S. 12th -Murray
753-0595

BEST COPY
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Atkin S•••

(Continued Froin Page 11

Crestwood said.
Jones said he understood the need
for keeping the details confidential at
this time, but added "I've got some
real problems with the contract."
"I think a committee of this
legislature should go down, and investigate what is going on," said Rep.
Harold 'DeMarcus, R-Stanford "We
are not in session, but I think the
Legislative Research Commission
has the authority.
"We are costing the taxpayers of
the state of Kentucky a tremendous
amount of money," DeMarcus said.
If it gets into the courts, it is going to
get worse."
The issue already is in the state

Court of Appeals, where the Board of
Regents is appealing a lower court
order that barred four regents from
hearing ouster charges against Curris.
Special Calloway Circuit Judge J.
Paul Keith had ruled that the four
board members, who had joined with
two other board members to bring the
charges against Curris, were too biased.
The six remaining regents, during a
two-day hearing in late March, voted
4-2 to dismiss three charges against
Curris and drop several others
without hearing them.
The charges had been brought by a
6-4 vote in February, at the same time

that the board stripped Curris of
much of his presidential authority.
Curris had his full authority restored
after the March hearing.
Meany & Associates earlier had
conducted the regular yearly audit of
the university for a $24,800 fee.
Overby said the information obtained in the second audit went beyond the
original audit and was not a duplica=
tion of work.
Atkins will be asked to rule if the
contract was needed and if its cost
was excessive. The subcommittee,
which had deferred the contract at its
last meeting, said it would abide by
whatever recommendations Atkins
makes.

Economic Plan Has Another Win
HONOREES — Ten-year honorees of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital were
(left photo, seated) Dortha
Eaker, Rita Ford,(standing) Ida Hargraves, Barbara Potts, Rita Starks, and Margaret
Boyd. Those receiving 1 5year pins were (right photo, seated) Gertha Jones and Willene Dunn,(standing) Donna
Kirk, Charlene Hornbuckle, Bobbie Waters and Annette Smith.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan, exulting in "bipartisan
cooperation -,and representative
democracy at its best," has another
victory for his economic program and
a prediction that the Senate will live
up to its $7130.8 billion budget ceiling in
perhaps tougher skirmishes to follow.
With little suspense, the Senate
swept aside virtually all opposition

Investigation On Food
Stamp, Medicaid
Fraud Not Complete
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
— Food stamps can be used
to purchase sex and used
cars, according to the findings of a special investigative unit that is trying
to flush out fraud in food
1\t,
stamp and Medicaid pro-•, --grams.
AWARD WINNERS — Among the Murray-Calloway County Hospital employee
Attorney General Steven
honorees were (seated, from left), for five years, Charlotte Lamb, Jeff Waters and Beshear's office, apparently
Dana Raz7eU.(Standing) Audrey CastiUe, Joanne Hatcher, Jean Crawford, Edie Eisen- relying on undercover
agents, has been probing the
mann, Ann Hays,Jorge Garrastazu and William Ticknor.
prostitution operation for
some time. But because the
investigation isn't complete,
--Beshear and Raymond Larson wouldn't say where the
house of prostitution is
located or how the probe has
been handled.
Larson, who runs the
special unit, said "we just
bought a couple of used cars
for food stamps."
He said used cars are a
popular object of exchange
along with guns, jewelry,
drugs and alcoholic
beverages.
Most common of all is the
exchange for cash, with the
illegal buyer of stamps paying only one-half of their face
value.
The person or operation
that purchases the stamps —
'FRONT PORCH SWING' — The "Front Porch Swing" provided
entertainment say, $100 worth
for $50 —
during the Murray-Calloway County Hospital employee awards banquet.
The all- either resells them at a
femateltoup, under the* direction of Larry Clark, performed several
barber shop higher but still less 'than
harmony-style selections.
face-value rate, or uses them
to actually buy food.
Illegal trafficking in food
stamps "is a very lucrative
business," Larson said. He
and Beshear agreed that
"it's big, it's very
widespread."
Stamps involved in illegal
trafficking are obtained
-under false pretenses, stolen
Top quality, sugar-cured ham, lightly
from legal recipients or sold
grilled with Swiss cheese. Served on
by legal recipients.
a sesame roll with lettuce, tomato and
The food-stamp operation
our tasty sauce. Golden French fries
is one of several transferred
from the Department for
and fresh cole slaw make it a great
Human Resources to the atmeal, anytime.
torney general's office shortly after Beshear took over in
late 1979.
One new investigative unit
was created and aimed not
at Medicaid recipients but at
hospitals, nursing homes,
doctors, dentists and other
thru May 30, 1981
professionals.
In January, after a state
investigation, the Barren
River Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board Inc., in
Bowling Green admitted
that it had fraudulently billed the state for $5,567 in
Medicaid payments. The
money was repaid.
Beshear said another 27
cases are under investigation and that more indictments may be sought early
this summer.
Recently,the investigative
unit obtained indictments in
Frankfort against two physicians and a dentist, each be-

One of Jerry's Best... for less

CHHITIF MITE

Senate Okays
Tabling Of Motion

RESTAURANTS
South 12th Street
Murray, Ky.

COPY AVAILABLE

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The U.S. Senate voted 56-42
on Tuesday to accept a motion by Sen. Walter Huddleston, D-Ky., to table an
attempt to trim by one-third
the proposed $199 million
tobacco price support appropriation in the 1981-82
budget.
The motion to cut the subsidy allocation by $79 million
was presented by Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum, DOhio.

and voted 78-20 Tuesday night for a its best,"
came less than a week after
spending plan which embraces the
Democrat-dominated House handmulti billiondollar cuts sought by ed the
president an almost-identical
Reagan and makes room in the package
of 1982 budget guidelines.
budget for his proposals for accelerated defense spending and aTwenty-eight Senate Democrats
three-year,30 percent tax cut.
and all but two Republicans — Lowell
The vote, which Reagan said Weicker of Connecticut and
Gordon
demonstrated "bipartisan coopera- Humphrey of New Hampshire
tion and representative democracy at voted with the president.

Nursing Class Slated
Kaye Glover, acting manager for
Department for Human Resources,
Bureau for Manpower Services, has
announced the funding and approval
of a class for Licensed Practical
Nurses under the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act
(CETA) with the recommendation
and endorsement of the PADD Council:

ing charged with falsifying
dozens of Medicaid reimbursement claims.
Officials said that the state
was billed monthly for
followup office visits, tooth
extractions and X-rays that
never took place.
-Anybody who shoots up
above the I reimbursement)
norm immediately becomes
a suspect," said Larson.
"That doesn't necessarily
mead he's thieving."
After investigators
develop what they think is a
good case against a -doctor,
they often have difficulty finding someone to testify.
Patients are often reluctant to do it. "They're going
to have to end up testifying
against their doctor," Larson explained. He said it's extremely difficult in small communities
where there may be only one
doctor. After the allegations
and possible trial and
,penalties, patients "generally have to go back to the
same doctor or dentist,"
Larson said. "In many
cases, you end up with people who change their
stories."
Beshear and Larson said
hospitals and nursing homes
are among the most dfficult
to check out. -It's a much
more sophisticated kind of
fraud," said Beshear, "with
all the different ways you
can hide money."
Larson said no hospitals
are being investigated at
present but several nursing
homes are.

The class will be conducted at the
Murray Area Vocational Center for 48
weeks, 35 hours per week. The tentative starting date is Aug. 3. Training
allowances are paid in accordance
with CETA guidelines.
All interested persons are urged to
contact the local Manpower Office as
soon as possible at 319 S. 7th St.
Mayfield,(502)247-3857.
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Reagan Wants 10 Percent Slash

Funerals

Social Security Cuts Set Up Test

Funeral Thursday
At Local Chapel
For Mr. McDaniel
I ic funeral for J. C.
NI(.1)aniel of Murray Route 3
will be held Thursday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. John
hurthwefl.aud the Rev. FU
.1'....iston officiating.
Presenting the music will
b. a quartet composed of
Karl Hussung, Bob .Malone,
ilf,s Robertson, Jr., and
filLhard Jones with the lat1,.r as organist.
Pallbearers. will be Blake
.f, tInston, Larry Roberts,
1.i,1101) Durwood Lovett, Jim
,:sq.atim, Lynn Fly, and DayHarrison. Burial will
in the Murray City
(..,weter
f..'nerids may call at the
eral home._
Nir N1cDaniel, 64, died
7i.1,iiday at 1 p.m. at Lourdes
I /.• ,spitol, Paducah.
He is survived by his wife,
MI- s. Clarice Grogan
M. Daniel: one son, Robert
McDaniel and wife, Debbie,
"three grandchildren,
Timothy, and
-\111:4,41 :McDaniel, Murray
B it 3; brother, Charles
,Inas McDaniel, Murray:
.•tep sister, Mrs.. Lucille
!(-er. Ocala. Fla.: step
lief.. I. W. Barnett, Ha r-

ANNUAL AWARDS PRESENTATION — Western Kentucky University honored
about 200 students who have achieved excellence in academics, service and
athletics during the 1980-81 school year. President Donald W. Zacharias (center)
recognized recipients at the 11th annual event held in the Garrett Conference Center Ballroom. John Parsons (right), a theatre major, received the Mrs. T. C. Cherry
Award for Excellence in Acting from Dr. William Leonard of the Department of
Communication and Theatre. Parson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Parsons of
Murray.

Various churches in the ciappointments in Tennessee,
Martin's Chapel
ty and county have-announc17, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland,
Sunday,
May
ed meetings and services at homecoming will be held at and surburban Washington,
their churches:
Martin's Chapel United D. C.
Rev. Farless is married to
Methodist Church with the
Episcopal
Rev. Robert E. Farless as Willie Belle Waldrop Farless
St. John's Episcopal
and they reside in Murray.
Church will reach the half
way point in its two weeks inJehovah's
Jehovah's Witnesses from
tensive "greet the candidates.' program on
Murray attended a two-day
Christian Assembly in
Thursday night.
The candidates are from a
Madisonville this past
national computer print out
weekend which included 21
congregation from Western
of the most qualified
Kentucky and Southern Inministers to serve the local
diana, according to Garvin
Episcopal congregation and
-R.-Doran, a minister with
-the-Murray-State campus, a
spokesman said.
the local congregation.
church
for
Tom
Funeral services
Rev. David Robinson
About 1,493 persons were
The
It+ wlett of 307 Oakdale
present to hear Joseph
Oneonta, N. Y., and a
of
Drive. Murray, will be held
graduate of Nashotah House
Scaglione, district superat p in. at the chapel
visor of The Watchtower Biin Wisconsin, will be a guest
o! the J
H. Churchill
ble and Tract Society of New
at a potluck supper on
:Ineral "Home with John
Thursday. During his two
York, discuss the subject,
Robert E. Farless
1a1e. Brad Brumley, Bill
days in Murray he will meet the speaker
"!acing the Future With
11
a.m.
-the
Rowlett, and John Allen
with various groups and tour services. A basket
Courage:' BapClialk as speakers. Jerry
tism
was
the city and the campus.
held
Saturday for
followed
be served at noon,
Boll, will direct the singers
14 persons.
with
the
singing
gospel
a
by
rom the Seventh and Poplar
Meetings will resume this •
Sinking Spring
Union Airs Quartet, along
• iurch t. Christ.
w
on the regular schedule
A youth led revival will be with other quartets, choirs, week
1cti‘e pallbearers will be
held at the Sinking Spring and congregational singing. at the local Kingdom Hall,
FrenLart-, ie.,(ler„lames
Baptist Church,starting FriRev. Farless was ap- North 16th Street, Murray,
Hii Biward, Stan
day, May 15,at 7:30 p.m. and pointed by action of the and the public is invited,
.
E. Wilburn, and
--continuing-- through Sunday lYfemphigAntialltonterence—DeW-sald-111.pkins. Honorary
_
evening.
of the Methodist Church to
Bethel Chapel
boarers will be Mancil
_
The Rev....Randy Shelton, serve--as- pastor--of-the -Mar-A -Young Peoples -Rally
son. 13n,:ston HOrlantr,pastor of the North Side Bap- tin's Chapel, New Hope, and will be held
Russell. Joe Pat Ward,
Friday, May 15,
tist Church, will be the Sulphur Spring charge 31 at 7:30 p.m. at
•
1.utrier—lan Garrison, L.
the Bethel
speaker. A graduate of years ago this June. .
Chapel Pentecostal Church.
I Hortin. R. W. Nix, H. M.
Calloway County High
He is now serving as Highway 94,east of Murray.
Jrbrough, Robert Glin JefSchool, he is married to the chaplain-director of the
Six churches will be parti . lii Alexander. Carter
former Cillia Compton and United Campus Ministry at
• Rex Galloway, Pat
ticipating in the- rally and
daughter-.
His
have one
Murray State University. He any other interested persons
;L,a, Harry Conley, Joe they
parents are Mr. and Mrs. previously
served as are invited, according to the
+,•\
Harry Sparks, and
James H.Shelton, Jr.
associate minister at Mur- church pastor, the Rev.
tillS Stone.
Tommy Scott will direct ray First Church, and
other Lloyd Underhill.
Burial will follow in the
the Youth Choir with the
lirra:, Cemetery.
7:,10
assemble
at
_choir to
-Mr 4-frrivlett died -Monday
p.m.each night-.
p.m. at the Baptist
The public is invited and
Hospital, Memurged to attend, said the
pin Tenn
church pastor, the Rev. Billy BENTON, ILL. — The 7,000 .girls and 1,800 adult
survivors include his wife,
Turner.
Shagbark Girl Scout Council, volunteers.
Dewdrop Brumley
Benton, Ill., named Nancy
Hickman resides in Benton
lett; olle daughter, Miss
Hickman its new executive with her husband Steve, an
Kathy Rowlett. Louisville:
director, effective April 20.
attorney, and one daughter,
nephew. Dr. Bill
The daughter of Mrs. Mur- Julie.
I • wlett. Hopkinsville.
Federal-State Market News Service - retie Ryan, 1213 Dogwood
- May 13.1981
Keptucky Purchase Area Hog Market Dr., Murray, and the late
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Maurice Ryan, Hickman
Receipts Act 0i50 Est. 650 Barrows &
Gilts fully Sted,i‘l SOW7S uneven steady previously has served as the
ork day will be held I. 50.lower
assistant executive director
US 1-2 210-240 lbs .
$411.50-11.00
May 16, at the US 2210-2311 I trs . .
. A40.(*)-10..50 and, most recently, as inA free diabetes testing
$39 01-40.00 terim executive director for
Br k. Chapel Cemetery, US 2-.1 240-24111
US 2-4 250-270 lbs.
sponsored by the Norclinic,
Dexter off. Highway Sows
Shagbark Council.
Tennessee Chapter of
thwest
$32 011-34.00
US 1-2270.35(1 lbs
A graduate of Murray
833.00-35.50
Us 1-3:iosolt,.
the American Diabetes
r'er:-, !is are asked to bring IS
State
University,
Hickman
435(10 lbs
$35.50-36.50
836.50-38.00 has been a member of the Association and the Paris
'0..tr-own toots for the work US 1-1 5004;50 lbs
US 2.3:100-300 lbs
832 00-33.00
•
start. at 8 a.m.
Shagbark staff since 1966. Landing Kiwanis Club, will
Boars 30 00-32 Oil
She also has been responsi- be held at Paris Landing Inn
ble for community develop- on Saturday, May 16, from 9
Elect
ment, fund raising and a,m..to 12 noon.
Persons known to have
membership increases while
diabetes
and persons under
supervising field services for
18 will rjot be tested, a
the
paSiliVe
years.
Your
The Shagbark Council spokesman said. This test is
Calloway County
-Serves 25 counties in south Il- intended for screening purlinois and Knox County,Ind., poses only, not as a
and has a membership of substitute for a doctor's
visit. If a person's test shows
an
elevated blood sugar, the
Democratic Primary-May 26th
person
will be referred to the
"The Man For The Office"
\
1.S1.21:
Paid For By Friends To
calves doctor.
Estimated receipt,: 2a111e
Number 2 On The Ballot
Elect Max E Morris
410(1. cerripared la 1111,11ivs close
Registered ..nurses will be
slaughter steers a ri•1 heifer s untested;
clinic and no appointment
cows 1.110 high,r. trade largely 3.00 at
higher for week bulls Mtn to 1.00 is necessary.
higher. calves and s ea ler. steady:
For information persons
-,4-14se4er-trade vers dull. hirgtsrd offerings steady to weak . sl:iughter heifers may call Carol Boyd at 1-901few sr...I arid r hay I. 96111b 60 10.(AIM - 642-2814.

Final Rites Are
Being Held Today
for Torn Rowlett

By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
was breaking campaign.pledges and
Associated Press Writer
tearing a hole in the safety net that the
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
administration claims to have strung
Reagan's call for an unprecedented 10
together for the poor and the elderly.
percent cut in Social Security benefits
Rep. Claude Pepper, D-Fla., the 801986 sets up a major test in Conyear-old chairmwrof the House Select
gress amid charges that he is making
Committee on Aging, deplored the
a "wholesale assault on the economic
proposal as -nothing short of a
security of America's elderly."
wholesale assault on the economic
Reagan wants to couple the benefits
security of America's elderly populareduction with penalties for early
tion."
retirement and — eventually — lower
"The presided has betrayed his
payroll taxes to save the Social
own campaign promises and has
Security system from going bankrupt
broken faith with current and future
inside two years. Benefits for those
retirees by proposing massive reducnow in the system would be preservtions in Social Security benefits which
ed,although the administration wants
older people have counted on and
to postpone next year's scheduled
earned by their contributions to the
cost-ofliving increase.
system," he said.
Senate Finance Committee ChairReagan proposed an acrosstheman Bob Dole, R-Kan., promised to
board 10 percent cut in the way future
hold early hearings on the Reagan
benefits are figured by reducing the
package, and Rep. J.J. Pickle, Dreplacement ratio or how much of a
Texas, chairman of the House Ways
worker's last paycheck is replaced by
and Means subcommittee on Social
his first benefits check.
Security,.pledged bipartisan cooperaThe low-income worker would
tion.
receive 50 percent of his final earnThe plan outlined Tuesday proposes
ings, compared with 55 percent now.
to save nearly $53 billion by 1986 by
For the average worker, the replacecutting disability checks, early retirement rate would drop from 41 percent
ment and other benefits. At the same
to 37 percent or 38 percent. And, for
time, restrictions that penalize people
the worker paying the maximum
over 65 for working would be eased, at Social Security tax, the replacement
a cost of $6.5 billion.
rate would decrease from 28 percent
About $24 billion of the cuts would
to 25 percent.
come in 1986 alone by slicing benefits
The administration also envisions
paid to retirees and the disabled. Such
rebating the long-term savings to
cuts would grow in succeeding years.
workers and their employers in the
No American president has tried -form of lower payroll taxes in 1990 and
that before, and Reagan's proposal
beyond.
immediately elicited charges that he
Health and Human Services

Rescue Squad Puts Out Second Fire
Members of the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad
made a second trip in less
than 24 hours Tuesday to a
Dexter residence to extinguish a house fire, a squad
spokesman said.
The squad returned to the
Walter Smith house about
8:30 a.m. to fight a blaze that
had started again from a
"possible _electrical_ fire"
that resulted in severe
damage to the structure
about 2 a.m., the spokesman
said.

A-41

Special Day Planned At Dexter
A special supper and can
didate speaking will be held
Saturday, May 16, at the
Dexter Community Center,
sponsored by the Dexter
Senior Citizens.
Stafford Curd, president of
the Dexter Group, said a
smorgasbord supper at a
cost of $3 per person will be

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1971 Chev. 4 Door Caprice

$475:06 1425:00

0 $35000
'75
'

served starting at 6:30 p.m.
All candidates in the coming election are invited to
speak following the supper,
according to Curd who said a
fee will be charged each candidate speaking at the event.
Foi information persons
may call Curd or Orbie
Culver,Sr.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

1Q1

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

[6;11

GINERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

Ron
Christopher

Ex-Murrayan Named
To Girl Scout Position

Hog Market

Brooks Chapel To
Hold Work Day

The second fire totalled
the house, the spokesman
said.
Cause and origin of the second fire have not yet been
determined, the spokesman
said.
The first fire had started in
a back bedroom, the
spokesman added.
No family members were
hurt in either fire but two'
firemen were treated for
first-degree burns after the
first blaze, the spokesman
said.

Secretary Richard S. Schweiker
aintained that the Reagan ad'stration's plan could save Social
Security from going broke.
"Everybody keeps asking questions
as if we had a fund that went through
the ceiling and could pay everybody
everything," he said."We're trying to
stop the old lady from having no check
at all."
Social Security faces twin fiscal
crises: a shortfall in its old age and
survivors' trust fund, which could be
depleted as early as the fall of 1982,
and a far more serious imbalance 30
to 40 years from now when the postWorld War II "baby boom" generation hits retirement age.
Dole described Reagan's overall approach as "an important alternative
to the options currently before Congress," including raising the
minimum age for full benefits from 65
to 68.
Sen. Bill Armstrong, R-Colo, chairman of the Senate Finance subcommittee . on Social Security, said:
"President Reagan has shown the
political wisdom to tackle the longrange problem."
Pickle said the Reagan plan may be
neither enough nor the final solution.
If Reagan's program were adopted,
he said, Social Security may "be on
thin ice and.. we may still need an infusion of money into the fund."
"But I don't think either the subcommittee or the administration is
locked into any one approach," he added.

For
Commonwealth's Attorney
Calloway &Marshall Counties

Diabetes Clinic
Planned Saturday

Max E. Morris
Circuit Court
Clerk

Livestock Market

WHAT
DO I SAY
AT THE
FUNERAL?

Dori worry about what to say. Just make
It 9i-nuine simple, sincere. And be
a good listener.-By your very
presence you tell the bereaved
-they are not alone in
their grief..
T.)*
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AtIrlys

Home is hocked by 95 yeors of reluible
• ilolp y(A) In vrror timP
n(-0,1

J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd

Tommy Welker-Owner

753-2411

cows 42 50-15 ;5. utility 4300-47.01. ses er al high dressing 477349311, cutter 42.0445 50..canner 31.004200. slaughter bulb grade 1-2 11001745 lb 5'.1 23-3900: grade 2-:i 1055-1620
lb 53 94-56.25. choice 240-320 lb sealers
25(*R15 Ou: few high choice 87.00-88.00;
4u'1 4.4 . 25-7J.00; choice 320-450 lb
calves 60.011-65.00; few good 5500184110. feeder steer's medium frame 1-2
3001-500 lb 63 25-71.25; 500-665 lb 38.00110, 50, including 25 head 600 lb 64.70:
inediuni frame 1-2 bulls 350-525 lh
oi_rio-o.on; 625-760 lb 47.25-5125; large
frame 2 including HoLsteins 350-500 lb
55.00.60.00: 840-1035 lb 51.50-51.75.
heifers medium frame 1 300-500 IL
3800.413 30: 500-4100 lb including fleshy
"Herrings 54.00-59.25; medium frame 2
3011.500 lb 50.00-5800: 500;715 lb 48.00Si f10.
Hogs 1900 including 900 feeder pigs;
compared to Tuesday's close barrows
and gilLs 25-50 lower; 1-2 220-250 lb
41 65-41.70; 2'200-250 lb 41.50-41 70, 2-3
230-2f13 -lb 41.00-4350; 265-275 It, 40.5041.00; 3 290-330 lb 37.75-3803 sows
steady; 1-2 300-350 lb 36.00-37.00: 3504°17lb 37.00-38.00; 400-450 lb 3800-39 00;
• 450-500 lb 3000-40.00; 500.670 115-40.0041 23; Mors over 300 lb 37 75-38 73..
is'der 300 lb 28.00-33.25.
Sheep untested.

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local irterest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp.,of Murray,are as follows:
Industrial Average .
Air Products;
American Motors
Ashlanil
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor .
G AF. General Dynaniic
I leneral Motors
1/eneral Tire
I ioodrich
(loodyear•
Gulf Oil
Hetiblien
I WM

Jerre° .

Kmart
Kuhns Big K
Penwalt
Quaker OaLs
Texaco
12.5 Tobacco
Wends
F Fund

-1,71
. 45's

+

..31 -'s
56',
..6". + I.
217.unc
. 14'x -4-5t
.32.4 I- N.
34', 4-',
24', 11',,
... 20 -.4
17's -.41
, 32", -5,
30'. + .
--565, -'.
24'.11 24"•A
.21'. .1-'re
. 3'. + ..
. 31',
.3334 4- 1.4
16'. one
.... API Wit171.11 I7'4A
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Handlebar Mustache, Paint-Splattered Tennis Shoes

Artist Looks Every Bit Of Work
By SCOTT KRAFT
history. At age 53, he's still
Associated Press Writer
working at breakneck speed.
NEW YORK (AP) — A His following is growing. But
handlebar mustache hugs his detractors remain.
his thin, tanned cheeks,
"He makes modern art for
framing a dark-skinned people who hate art," says
cigar, sometimes lit, New York Times art critic
sometimes not.
John Russell. Critics have
His paint-splattered tennis called his woTk "cheezy"
shoes, toes up, rest easily on and "tacky."
the coffee table. L(ing
Part of the reason for this
streaks of white — or is it dislike is the type of people
paint? — glitter from his Neiman paints and calls his
black head of hair, neatly friends — boxers, athletes,
combed.
gamblers and entertainers.
Looking every bit like a Another is his commercial
LeRoy Neiman painting is savvy. His work appears on
LeRoy Neiman, one of the posters, magazine covers
most widely distributed liv- and every month in Playboy
ing American artists, and Magazine.
one of the most disdained by
You'll get no apologies
the art world. He's loved and from Neiman.
hated for the same reason:
"Sure I'll do a poster or a
he's a mass producer.
magazine cover, but only if
His brushes and pencils I'm interested in doing it and
have captured Muhammed they use it exactly as I give it
Ali in the boxing ring and to them," he says. And he
Leonard Bernstein in the turns down $1 million a year
symphony hall. Louis Arm- in offers to design belt
strong with his trumpet and buckles, T-shirts and other
Steve Garvey with his bric-a-brac,he says.
baseball bat.
Interviewed recently in
He chronicled the Winter one of four apartments that
Olympics last year for ABC- serve as his studio and home
TV and carted a sketch pad on Manhattan's Upper West
into the playgrounds of the Side, Neiman talks and talks
rich and famous to study the — about his work, his critics
world at play.
and his friends.
He thrives on commotion. Drying on an easel is
At an inaugural party, at the Wayne Gretzky, of the EdCamp David Peace Treaty monton Oilers hockey club.
signing, on a couch amid the Just a painting. A group of
hubub of a Hollywood party, Canadian businessmen comin a Las Vegas showgirls' missioned it.
dressing room.
On another wall: gambler's
Neiman seems to be at a baccarat table, in dark
everywhere, more like a red hue. "Baccarat Rouge,"
photographer than a painter, Neiman calls it. No one asktomorrow's ed him to paint it. He just
capturing

did. He'll probably sell it
eventually. But he'd like to
keep it around.
Other Neiman originals
are stacked in drawers in his
studios. One day maybe
they'll fetch from.$20,000 to
$100,000 apiece, as have
many of his other paintings.
But it's getting more difficult for Neiman to let go.
"After all these years, I've
never had a house to hang
my paintings in so I've just
kept'em around for six months or so and then sold 'em.
"Some I really regret selling."
He bought back a few as
reminders of his accomplishments. But the
others hang in some 40
museums, countless
business offices and private
homes.
"I just feel an obligation to
release my paintings and
sketches," he says. Not
modest. But not boastful.
"To keep them would be like
hoarding money. Paintings

By MIKE ROBINSON
Assoetated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Sam Spade and Phillip
Marlowe, move over.
There's a new private eye in
town — and she's the wife of
a congressman.
Arlene Crane, wife of Rep.
Philip M. Crane, R-Ill., insists she won't be an arm-
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St. Paul, Minn., studied at
the Art Institute of Chicago
and taught there for 10
years.
While in Chicago he met
Hugh Hefner, then just a
man with an idea. When
Playboy was launched,
Neiman began drawing
"Femlin," the mostly =dressed woman who frolics
on the joke page of the
magazine. It was his first national forum.
He went all over the world;
hobnobing with the rich at
their yacht clubs, casinos
and watering holes. And he
produced en masse. Sketch
after sketch. Painting after
painting.
Whether in watercolor,-etching, pencil or oil,
Neiman's subjects, almost
always,are people.
"It's a nice feeling to go
in the world and look for
excellence — the best in
man," he says. "My subject
is very valid. It's about people,and about life."

- ADVANCED STUDY SCHOLARSHIPS — Patricia Ann Bateman, left, of(larksville
Tenn., and Leonel W. Zuniga, right, of Wickliffe, both dietetic _majors at Murray
State University, have been awarded scholarships for advanced studs. Miss
Bateman will serve an internship at Vanderbilt University Medical Center beginning
in August. Zuniga will intern at Case Western Reserve University. Cies eland, Ohio,
also starting in August. Dietetic majors in the department of home economics at
Murray State apply for internships after graduation to receive additional training
before being accepted by the American Dietetic Association as members.
Congratulating the recipients is Alta V. Presson, professor of nutrition.

Your discount parts superman

the

-

should be for others' eyes.
And when people love what
you do, you have a special
feeling all the time."
Thirty-five years of his
work is on display in New
York City's Hammer
Gallery until Saturday. But
earlier this month,the morning after openiag night,
Neiman was in Los Angeles.
Sylvester Stallone, a favorite
subject, wanted a painting
for "Rocky III."
Athletes fascinate him
because "they affect people
in a positive way," boxerS'
because "boxing reflects
man's fight in life."
Neiman .himself donned
boxing gloves in his younger
days. But, he confesses, "I
wasn't that good or
anything." Now work is his
favorite play. "I don't do
sports much. I'm injuryprone."
He has lived in New York
with his wife, Janet, for 20
years. But his roots are in
the Midwest. He grew up in

404.

.chair. detective. "I -want to
dig it out!" she says. "I want
a challenge. Solving puzzles
is my bag."
But it is unlikely that the
busy Capitol Hill socializer,
who refuses to reveal her
age, will have many of the
nation's lawmakers sitting
at her desk, chain-smoking
and nervously stammering
their tales of woe.
Mrs. Crane says she won't
take any clients she knows
socially. But she says she
won't hesitate to take a case
just because a congressman
or senator is a target of the
investigation.
Mrs. Crane says she
always wanted to be a
private eye. "I like solving
puzzles," she says. "I like
helping people. I feel like a
doctor."
So, at the urging of a
neighbor, she enrolled in a
private detective training
course. After graduation,
she was hired by International Investigations Inc. of

Gov. John Y. Brown has
proclaimed May 10-16 as
Home Health Week in the
commonwealth of Kentucky.
The local home health agency is Calloway-Marshall
Home Health Agency which
provides medical care to the
homebound in both counties.
The agency is located in the
Calloway County Health
Department and has been in
operation since June 1975.
Home health candidates
are referred to the agency by
their physicians since all
services are peformed under
orders from the patient's
doctor. The purpose behind
the establishment of home
health is to keep patients in
their homes longer under the
skilled care of home health
personnel. This in turn would
lessen hospital and nursing
home stays which would
decrease health care costs.

C8

NWC—
AFE Robust Flavor that won theWorid.

The program provides
skilled nursing services,
physical therapy, speech
therapy, ana aiae services
for personal care. These ser-

McLean, Va., where the
neighbor, Dick Bast, is chief
sleuth.
Mrs. Crane,concedes that
her husband, a conservative
congressman who made an
unsuccessful run for the 1980
Republican presidential
nomination, at first had mixed reactions to her new
career. But she says he is
happy now that she is fulfilling her ambition.
Among other things, Mrs.
Crane says her women's intuition will help her crack
cases.
."A woman can size up a
man without even talking to
him," she says. "Men are
always looking for the good
— not creeps, of course, but
most men. Most women are
protecting their bets by lookint.; r-_•r the good but seeing
the bad.
"Women are not going to
be suckered by a con," she
continues. "They have an innate capacity to see through
people."

vices can include: catheter
care, colostomy care, wound
care, diet and medication instruction,and injections.
The effectiveness of the
program depends on the
cooperation of the patient's
family. The patient and his
family must be willing to
work with the staff to improve the individual's
health.
Although most patients
receiving home health care
are the elderly, the program
is by no means limited to
older people. The agency has
accepted high risk infants
and young adults that have
been injured in accidents.
The fees for the services
are covered by both
Medicare and Medicaid and
by some insurance companies. For those not
covered by insurance, the
fees are on a sliding scale
based on ability to pay.
For more information
regarding home health services, one can call 753-3388 or
come by the Calloway County Health Department.

Foreign
alternators
nemanoactwed tor most

Brake Shoes

Motor mounts

Japandse import,. Pnce with
warrant)

e.ch.hige

Ouafity motor mounts be LAS at
Auto Shack discount pnces
9
,
r,acr no.: Jha

Ace air niter
Peg 299 and 349 For
most domestic cars
bin,'2

Tun•-up kits
Reg 299
torthgn and
domestic cars Reg 399
On sale 299

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

rtint.

Gabriel road stars
Gabriel economical corn
puler tuned shock tor
most domestic cars

Janson spaakars
Super sounding 5,9 to
ax speakers by Jensen
with a 1 year warranty

Dunk engine ciaanar
Quickly removes grease
and grime_ 14.0z can
Limit 2

Running boards
2a,abre d^C,
0,Mal 5PC,
ty. .00A

Aya,abieri twc s,ses

Open every Sunday

Starbrita car care
products
6'
, ,0y1 S040
,
000 f,ni Onle
oar wash in a tame
C,rnit 2 each

CD-2 gas Westmont
Just add to yOut gas to,
Defter mileage 17-0?
2
can

J-vrair kit
Pre-so/te
,
eo paste ma
to, Met
'
,env car shoe
12-or
2 please

ValvonsafIc
transmission fluid

Open: Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. till 8 p.m.

•d pret.. not pod Nor semocial ord..• - Ad Arks* food ,On.
Moors Non Ala, • 1.1, A, CIA•A .....

SOUTHSIDE
SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY

753-8971
712 LOCUST STREET
PARIS, TN

644-9588

RALLY- JUDGE MILLER

RALLY

GSLY FARM CENTER
HAZEL HIGHWAY-- 641 SOUTH

FRIDAY MAY 15TH -7:00 P.M.

Y AVAILABLE

Everybody Invited
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CORN

BIG JOHN'S GARDEN
FRESH PRODUCE
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FRUIT DRINKS
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SAUCE
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DEODORANT
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CUTLETS
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NAM SALAD
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FREE PRIZES
BONUS BANKROLL
101 LUCKY NAMES DRAWN:
*20 - 2liter Pepsi Cola
*20- 5lb. bags Sugar
*20 - 10 lb. bags Red Potatoes *20 - 12oz. Reelfoot Hot Dogs
*10 - 5qt. Turner's Ice Milk
*10 - Farviily Bibles
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED Pun— One drawing for our regular bankroll cash pot of
0
0 $500.00 NORTHSIDE
oI
Kr0"
SOUTHSIDE
rojilash Ba"
FREE CASH.
Firstfo
pr free
101 names will be drawn Saturday. May 16 - 4 p m from our
bankroll drum.
2. Names drawn, must have their bankroll card punched for
week. in order to win
3. Names drawn will be posted in each store
4. Only the regular cash bankroll name will be contacted by the
store. Please check our posted "Names Drawn and present
1.

5

your valid bankroll card in order to claim your prize
Contestants will have I week. until Saturday. May 23
p.m to claim their prize.

Iset
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st4/1/7.
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upitze
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OD
(ES

DZ

WALDORF 4 ROLL PACK
BATHROOM 794
TISSUE
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Ag Department Sees Increase In World's Grain Production
IS) DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Early indications point to a
significant increase in world
grain production in the corning year, including gains in

both the United States and rebounding sharply from
the Soviet Union.
poor harvests the past two
years.
The Agriculture DepartBut the report, the first of
ment said Monday that the the season on Soviet grain
Soviet Union is expected to prospects, held out little proproduce about 210 million mise- that the harvest would
metric tons of grain in 1981, match the 236 million tons

Moscow has set as this
year's planned goal.
"Ideal conditions for the
balance of the season could
result in a harvest of some 15
million tons higher, while
sustained periods of unfavorable weather could
reduce the crop by as much
as 25 million," the report
said.
A metric ton is about 2,205
pounds and is equal, for example, to 36.7 bushels of
wheat or 39.4 bushels of corn.
The analysis of Soviet
grain prospects was accompanied by a report by the
department's Crop Reporting Board showing U.S. production of winter wheat — a
mainstay in the overall grain

supply — will increase again
this year to another record
level.
In a third report, the
department said good prospects in the Soviet Union,
the United States, Canada
and some other countries
point to record grain production in the world in 1981-82.
cautioned,
Officials
however, that the projected
global forecast of 1.64 billion
metric tons — compared
with 1.56 billion harvested in
1980-81 — was -highly tentative" and is based mostly
on "historical trends in area
and yield" of crops.
Looking at the Soviet
Union's crop, analysts said
the average crop yield would

1

PRICES GOOD
THRU MAY 17th

BEST OVER-All PROJECTS — Murray Middle School industrial arts students
were awarded 13 first-place ribbons, 17 second-place winners and 9 third-place
ribbons in addition to three best over-all projects at the Industry and Technology
Exhibit sponsored by Murray State University recently. In photo are, from left,
Joel Latto, fastest car in the LSRAV category and first, second, and third in best
times; Mitchell Fain, Best Oyer-All Plastic Project; Dan Blankenship, instructor;
Mark Whitaker, Best Over-All Leather Project.

have to equal the record set
in 1978 to attain the goal of
236 million tons.
"This would require a 24
percent increase in yield
from the 1980 level and an increase of 15 percent from the
1976-80 average," the report
said.
Last year's harvest was
189.2 million metric tons,far
below the 1980 goal of 235
million. It also was only 10
million tons larger than the
1979 harvest, which also suffered from weather losses
and forced Moscow to seek
large shipments of U.S.
grain.
Most of those shipments,
however, were blocked on
Jan. 4, 1980, by former Presi-

dent Carter's partial embargo in response to the
Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan.
President Reagan, under
intense pressure from farm
groups to keep his campaign
promise, lifted the embargo
nearly 16 months later on
Apri
Thl
ts
vi
were allowed
to buy 8 million metric tons
of wheat and corn annually
as provided by a 1975 agreement, however. The agreement runs out this Sept. 30
and no official move has
been made to renew it.
The Soviet Union paid
premium prices for grain
from Argentina and other
sources to offset the lid on

3
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G
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Rush To Finish Corn Planting S
ro 0I
May Lead To Future Trouble
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. 'plowed or chiseled fields the weekend. That compares
AP — A rush to finish corn were worked before the with 65 percent last year and
planting after the rain may rains.
35 percent for average.
lead to troubre in the long
Considering switching to
About 15 percent of the
run, says a Purdue Universi- sidedress application rather corn planted has emerged,
ty extension agronomist.
•than causing further delay in which is a few days ahead of
Yield potential decreases planting if nitrogen has not both last year and average..
for corn planted after May yet been applied for corn.
Two percent of the soy10, and by May 20, average
He also says for most beans have been planted,
yield potential drops about varieties of soybeans there is with virtually all of the protwo bushels per acre per day little loss in yield potential gress to date confined to the
for each day planting is unless planting is delayed southwest where a few fields
delayed.
beyond May 20 and he say,F„ had emerged. Last year at
But Don Griffith -warns major yield reductions don') this time, 10 percent had
been planted. Five percent is
when the soil surface is dry occur until after June 1.
Despite wet soil that average.
but the 2 to 8 inch zone remains wet, an ideal situation hampers plowing and planTwenty percent of the
exists to cause compaction ting operations, plowing is wheat has headed, which is
still
ahead
of
the
average
from tractor wheels and
below the 35 percent average
schedule, says Earl L. Park,
tillage implements.
but an improvement over
an
agricultural
statistician
This will show up later in
last year at this time when
restricted rooting, poor fer- for the U.S.D.A. and Purdue. none had headed.
Five percent of the land intilizer utilization and reducOats are unusually tall,
tended for spring planted
ed yield.
averaging
7 inches, comcrops remains to be plowed,
Griffith suggests:
a one percent drop from a pared with 3 inches last year
Waiting a day after the week earlier, according to at this time and 4 inches for
average.
soil surface is dry before Park.
Alfalfa hay is 5 percent
-starting tillage.
Still, that is ahead of the 10
• Avoiding_ disking, which percent remaining to be cut, varying from 20 percent
causes greater compaction plowed last year and the 15 in the southwest to none in
the northeast. This is a little
than using other tools such percent for average.
ahead
of last year and
as field cultivators, spring
Corn planting is ahead of
tooth harrows or rotary average in southwestern average.
tillers
counties but lags well behind
Topsoil moisture averaged
Trying not to till deeper average in all other areas. adequate to surplus on Frithan two or three inches.
Planting advanced to 15 per- day while subsoil moisture
• Using a contact herbicide cent complete before fields was adequate. Pasture confor pre-plant tillage where again became muddy over dition was rated as good.

Compensation To Actress
Reduced By Court Judge
curiosity," he said.
The Enquirer's misdeed,
he said, was compounded by
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — A its failure to print an adejudge ruled Tuesday that the quate retraction of the item,
$1.6 million awarded by a which
described
Miss
jury to comedian- Carol Burnett as being boisterous
Burnett in her libel- suit in a Washington D.C.
against the National - En- restaurant.
quirer was "clearly exThe judge said it was clear
cessive" and reduced the
to him that the item porcompensation to $800,000.
trayed her as drunk.
Superior Court Judge
But the Enquirer insisted
Peter Smith, however, said
on its earlier arguments that
he believed the weekly
it was being singled out untabloid was guilty of "a form
fairly.
of legalized pandering."
"If the defendant in this
In a strongly worded opicase had been a publication
nion approving Miss
other than the National EnBurnett's position, the judge
quirer, the result would have
said it was -more realistic"
been different," said Ento give her $50,000 in general
quirer attorney William
damages for emotional sufMasterson.
fering and $750,000 in
-There's something askew
punitive damages.
Smith said the latter about the award made in this
amount might be sufficient case," he said, noting that
to deter the Enquirer from Miss Burnett, one of the naprinting similar libelous 'tion's most popular entermaterial in the future but tainers was pitted against a
would not put them out of publication with a reputation
for sensationalism.
business.
"This court has the
He said it was not the
distinct impression that the jury's duty to make
defendant has absolutely no judgments according to
remorse for its misdeeds," taste or popularity and
the judge said.
argued that the evidence'
He noted that the tipster presented in the trial did not
"who started this travesty" support a damage award of
was promoted to gossip col- any kind.
umnist on the Enquirer, a
Miss Burnett's attorney,
position he maintains today. Barry Langberg,
argued
"This defendant engage.; that the jury had the
right to
in a form of legalized judge the overall
conduct of
pandering intended" to ap- the National Enquirer
in
peal to the readers' morbid making its decision.
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer

Langberg noted the
award,if paid, would not put
the Enquirer out of business
but might discourage them
from printing similar items
in future.
In his argument, Master.
son assailed entertainer.
Johnny Carson and California Gov, Edmund Brown Jr.
for injecting themselves into
the case — Carson by attacking the Enquirer on his TV
show and Brown by calling
to wish Miss Burnett good
luck.
The Enquirer also said
Miss Burnett had failed to
prove damages which would
support such a large award
as $300,000 general and $1.3
million punitive damages.
Miss Burnett sued the Enquirer over the 1976 gossip
column item. The Enquirer
ultimately retracted the
item, but Miss Burnett pursued her suit.
At the trial, she told jurors
from the witness stand that
she became upset over the
Enquirer item because she
felt it implied she was drunk.
She noted that both her
parents had been alcoholics
and said she has worked to
combat alcoholism. The article, she said, undermined
her credibility.
The jury founa in her favor
on March 26.
Burnett's
Miss
spokesman, Rick Ingersoll,
said she is rehearsing a TV
special and could not attend
the court heaping.

US.supplies.
The department's report
said the Soviet grain harvest
may be limited by the
delayed planting last fall of
winter grains. Only 34
million acres were planted
out of 37 million that Moscow
appeared to have wanted.
"In addition to the area
shortfall, there were reports
that winter grains were sown
hastily and without proper
soil preparation, thus increasing the risk of reduced
yields," it said.
Planting this spring has
lagged and could result in
reduced yields if lateplanted grains are hit by a
hot, dry summer, the report
said.
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lifluirts riRIN
ANALGESIC

•OUICK DRY ROLL-ON
ANTI PERSPIRANT
DEODORANT

TWICE AS FAST AS ASPIRIN

93
BUFFERIN® 100's
LIMIT 2

47

188

YOUR,
CHOICE:

2.5-0Z. BAN® ROLL-ON
DEODORANT OR 11-0Z.
BODY ON TAP® SHAMPOO
LIMIT 2 EACH

TICKLE®
ROLL-ON
2-0Z.

8-0Z. VITALIS®
PUMP HAIRSPRAY
Regular or Super Hold.
LIMIT 2

LIMIT 2
.011,11.111.
•

Atvedal
111,

STAYFREE®
MAXI PADS
12's

(t

Regular, Super or
Deodorant.
REG. 1.53 UAW 2

25 SQ. FT.
HEAVY DUTY
REYNOLDS WRAP
REG. 1.07 LIMIT 2

988

Photographic scenes are enlarged
from original negatives by computerized process. Lovely wood
frames. REG. 12.11

49
99k
6.00

SAVE
1.22

WEBBED
LAWN CHAIR
Lightweight tubular metal frame;
web seat and
back. Assorted
colors. REG. 7.56

SAVE
3.00

16" x 20"
LASER PHOTO ART

4

184

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
STUDENT MATH KIT
Great gift for the graduate. Kit has
Slimline T1.35 scientific calculator
and a Texas Instruments Student
Calculator Math book. LIMIT 1

PRESTO®
HOT AIR
CORN POPPER
Hot air, not hot oil,
"explodes" kernels into crisp, plump puffs
of corn. Model PN1.
REG. 25.99

3-Tier-Shelf
F°R

KODAK C110-24
COLOR FILM
LIMIT 3 REG. 2.27

96t

30-02. PLASTIC
TUMBLERS
REG. 36' EA.

No tools needed to
assemble this easycare, wip•-clean
etagere. Many uses.

ICE CUBE TRAYS

3/
1
2-0Z. ORLON®
YARN

RN.SC

REG. 14,

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
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IRA Hunger Striker
Francis Hughes Dies
In 59th Day Of Fast

Even Though They're 'Unsafe At Any Speed'

Corvair Nuts Revive The Little Chevys

FRANKFORT,Ill.(AP)- lined with trophies he won in
It was a funny-looking com- Corvair cult races. Claypool
pact car with the engine in owns seven Corvairs.
the rear, condemned by
Nader, the consumer adRalph Nader as "unsafe at vocate, denounced the Corany speed." General Motors vair as "unsafe at any
quit making them a dozen speed" in his 1965 book of the
years ago!
same name. Chevrolet
The Corvair, like Ford's reacted by gradually iShasEdsel, fell victim to a ing out production.
throwaway society.
Claypool says Corvair enBut thousands of the little thusiasts were undaunted
Chevrolets have survived, and business at his repair
pampered and polished by shop, The Vair Shop, known
members of a Corvair cult by Corvair drivers all over
who say it's really the only the Midwest, has improved
way to go.
every year since he started
One of them is Larry in 1972.
Claypool, who was only 5
in the beginning, people
years old when the first Cor- tried to
tell me, 'Oh they
vair rolled off the assembly don't make
them any more,
line in 1960 and too young to what are you
gonna do in two
get a driver's license when years?" he
said. 'Well,the
they went out of production number
of Corvairs on the
in 1969.
road falls with every passing
At Clay pool's auto repair year, but
at the game time
shop in this rural Will County fewer and
fewer places are
community near Chicago, fixing
them,so I keep a good
there are Corvairs in various business.
I'm backed up two
states of disrepair scattered months in
orders."
all over the lot and two ramNader said the Corvair
shackle sheds stuffed with oversteered
in sharp turns
rare Corvair parts.
and its rear wheels tucked
In his home there are Cor- inward when
the car slid
vair movie reels, Corvair sideways,
increasing the
photo albums, Corvair danger of
a roll at high
postcards and two shelves speeds.

THE ACES®IRA
"If you walk with your
head held high. you will never find lost coins in the
street.- - Philip Lazarus.

Today's interesting diamond game was played
twice in a recent team
contest. It offers an example of how one declarer can
look for small coins, while
another has his eye on bigger things.
The first declarer ruffed
the spade king and plunked
down the diamond queen.
West ducked without a
flinch and declarer played
dummy's ace. Declarer now
switched to hearts, hoping
to discard two of dummy's
club losers. No luck there
either. West ruffed the third
heart and switched to clubs
and the defense took two
clubs and one diamond for
one down.
When Ace Bob Wolff
played the hand, he also
ruffed the first spade and
led the diamond queen.
When West played low.
Wolff finessed successfully,
a play that was against the
odds in that one suit. The
rest was easy • and the
defenders were held to only
one club trick.
After the session, the losing declarer asked Wolff.
"How come you took the
diamond finesSe? Did West
give the show away?"
"Not at all," replied
Wolff. "I took the .play that
would assure the contract.
Had the finesse lost to East.
he could make no return to
hurt me and I would have
had plenty of time to discard two club losers from

Bit in 1971, two years after tanooga, Tenn.).
The national organization
the car's termination, a
federal study found the Cor- puts out a monthly
vair no more dangerous than magazine, Corsa Communiother contemporary cars que, and stages yearly conwhen driven at reasonable ventions featuring car
speeds. Consumer. Guide rallies and parts swaps.
subsequently • The Chicagoland Corvair
magazine
judged the last model year to Enthusiasts is part of Ice
Challenge Events,a group of
be a good used car buy.
Claypool belongs to the five Chicago car clubs that
Corvair Society of America, makes an annual winter
a group of 7,800 Corvair pilgrimage to Twin Lakes,
owners with 100 chapters Wis.,for ice races.
around the nation and in "The Corvairs do real well
beocun
Canada, Sweden an-a- m
aus
teed ew
riigtihneot,htenierir;
r
e:cr.Iceland, with names such as
Association of Corvair Nuts lion (on ice) is great,"
( Rochester, N.Y.) and Choo Claypool said.
Choo
Cow/airs (ChatCharles R. Bell, a Chicago

BELFAST, Northern not concede because to do so
Ireland I AP I
IRA hunger would give legitimacy to the
striker Francis Hughes, 25, IRA terrorist campaign to
died Tuesday in Maze end British rule here.
The IRA wants to unite
Prison, the Northern Ireland
this predominantly Protesoffice announced.
tant British province with
Hughes died after 59 days the mostly
Roman Catholic
without food -- one week Republic of
Ireland.
after fellow IRA prisoner
Sands death last Tuesday
Bobby Sands, 27, succumbed followed weeks
of sectarian
in his 66th day of fasting.
violence in Belfast.
The two, and three other
The Northern Ireland ofprisoners still fasting at the fice said
in
statement:
Maze, were trying to force "Francis
Hughes, a prisoner
the British government to in Her Majesty's
prison
grant imprisoned IRA guer- Maze.
died today_at 17:43
rillas privileges that would
Claypool now runs a mail give them .political prisoner p.m. He took his own life by
refusing food and medical inorder business in parts.
status. Britain said it would tervention for
59 days."

PRICES GOOD
THRU MAY 17th

BIGIIII

USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT
CARD
AT BIG K!

KING OF VALUES

10(•1Ii131 &kHz

S'13.A

•91 7 3
•J 9
•A 6 5 4 2
•K 6 5
WEST
•A K 8 4 2
V75
•K 3
411 Q ..I 7 3

"Then I got my driver's
license and started picking
Corvairs up regularly for $50
or so, fixed them up a little
and resold them."
Two dank, gloomy sheds
are treasure- troves of rare
Corvair parts Claypool has
collected. There are turbochargers, tinted windshields,
adjustable
telescopic steering columns,
chrome trims, wire wheel
rims, original upholstery
and, accessories such Hs
tissue dispensers, mounted
clocks and trailer hitches.

10.

G. CORN, JR.

NORTH

taxi driver, says a Corvair
he owned from 1965 to 1975
was the best Chevrolet ever
made. "I drove it to Arizona
and back three times," said
Bell, 59. "No kind of weather
stopped it. It was the sorriest
move I ever made to sell it. I
can tell Nader that to his
face."
Claypool says he helped
his older brother buy a new
1969 Corvair for a pittance a
"few weeks after they went
out of production.
A couple of years later,
Claypool found an abandoned, 1961 Corvair station
wagon. He located the owner
and bought the car for $10.

Cosco

EAST
•J 1 0 9 6 5
•8 6 4 3 2
•- - - 4A 1 0 4

S,ILIES
.
T013

Sht:TI1
A K Q 10
•Q J 10 98 7
4942

Vulnerable! Both. Dealer
South. The bidding:
South
1*
s•

West
I*
Pass

North
3•
All
pass

East
44

Opening lead. Spade king
the dummy."
Why look for pennies on
the ground when there are
dollars in the sky?
Bid with Corn
South holds:

5-13-B

•J 10 9 6 5
•8 6 4 3 2
•- - 4 A 10 4

North
117

South

A74

Cosco

5797

1847

SAVE 14.47

40 play yard with independent double drop sides
vinyl pad and hinge covers, and safety mesh Model 310C1s
REG. 3641

MAPLE SINGLE DROP.SIDE CRIB "COUNTRY .QUILT" ONE-STER-.
Features heavy post construction, teething rails on 2
sides, full foot panel end with pretty design; adjustable FOLDING HIGH CHAIR CAR SEAT

steel frame. Model 9302. REG. 72.44
ANSWER: Four hearts
With long trumps and good
distribution, gamble that
four hearts will make and
that the opponents will stay
out of the bidding.
---

29
97SAVE 6.91

"CALICO KIDS" FOLDING PLAYPEN
40 y

'
3
5
9
710.47
SAVE

SAVE 4.97

NAPTIMET 42-COIL INNERSPRING
CRIB MATTRESS,REG. isle

Send bridge questions to The A..3s
P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225
with self-addressed,stamped envelope
for reply

1397

Features upholstered padded seat,
plastic footrest. T•strap safety
restraint belt and chromed steel
frame. Model 341C0. REG. 23.44

Buckling of the padded shield
straps baby in. Dynamically tested-meets new Federal safety
standards for newborns thru toddlers. Model 401-74. REG. 46.44

BABY K

2

FOR

ABSORBENT
700 SUPER
DISPOSABLE DIAPERS
48-CT.

REG 533

TWIN
SIZE

FLAT OR FITTED
SHEETS
Save on polyester cotton
Pattern
Hillary
no-iron
sheets RfG. 4.111
577
FULL SIZE. REG r, 22
9)1
QUEEN SIZE pi, •

97

6
1 -PR. STANDARD SIZE
PILLOWCASES
REG 4 77 P,

GAL. .

28
99SAVE 9.00

REGINA'
ELECTRIKBROOM•

.AVE 3.00

BIG K HOUSE-PAINT

4"

Features Rug Pile Dial • No more paper
dust bags -exclusive dust cup empties
Pine an ash tray 400 watt motor Model
04516 REG. 31.99

Warranted 5 ways 5-year durability, one
coal cOverage, washable, colorfast and
spot resistant REG. OW

0

CONTINENTAL
COATINGS. INC

ConoKote
RUBBERIZED
ASPHALT
SEALER

88
SAVE 1.00
"REGINA" BATH TOWEL
Heavyweight combed cotton
Assorted solid colors. REG. 3.11
HAND TOWEL,ecti 2 it
WASH CLOTH,ma.'33

Glad
10 Ct.

Trash
Bags

terry
222
1'

I00
PER YARD
80" POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT Ponies and interlocks so RAINCIRECRS

588

SAVE 2.09
5-GAL. DRIVEWAY SEALER
The dout yourself protective preservative
for your driveway REG. 1.111

Breck
Shampoo

20.09

2-TON ROLLER JACK
An item no mechanic should be without'
Flocg lack with lifting range of 5" to 15
REG. 511.97

Miss Breck
Hair
Spray
90z.
Reg. & Super

REG. 1.44

I voliers11B.111111:1I-MCINNITCBINCEIL
Mr. Dwier You we authortred toed ae our agent tor
the redemption of thW coupon cirvikko Met it Is
rudemied on Me product specified Proof of purchase
of sufficient stock to cow coupons presented for
redemption must be furnished on request. Gee of Me
nulls to collect for coupons not property redeemed
constitutes fraud. My Indication of army/NI be
turned over to postal inapectoni. Coupons void if
lemied, prohibited or otherwise restricted by Me.Cash
mitre I/Me.Face amount of this coupon plus Te
handling chews will be paid by The E. H. Wright
Comperty.P.O. DRAWER SIM Srentwocal Tennessee
3707.OFFER EXPIRES December 3A SM.

3988SAVE

Bel Air Shopping Center

83*EACH

A.C., CHAMPION' OR
AUTOLITE SPARK PLUGS
REG. 1.13
AC., CHAMPION on AUTOLITE
RESISTOR PLUGS,ono rri

IA 994

Framed
Pictures
By Fordyce
Assorted Sizes
REG. 3.22

4.
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oat Production At
Highest In 1980 While
Consumption Dropped

WASHINGTON AP) The United States set a
record in 1980 for coal production while energy consumption by one measurement fell to its lowest level
since 1975, the Energy
Department said today.
In its annual report to Congress, the agency's Energy
Information Administration
reported that 835 million tons
of coal were mined in 1980.
Coal's percentage of total
U.S. energy production was
29.1 percent in 1980, up from
27.6 percent in 1979.
U.S. eonsurnption of imported oil also fell by 1.7
million barrels daily, dropping to 6.8 million barrels a
day. Foreign oil accounted
for 39.9 percent of total U.S.
needs. a 5.8 percent drop and
the lowest level since 1975.
Every man, woman and
child in the United States
consumed an average of 343
million British thermal units

of energy in 1980, the lowest
consumption total since 1975.
One Btu is the amount of
heat needed to increase the
temperature of a pound of By Abigail Van Buren
water
one
degree
Fahrenheit.
The government said the
drop in energy use reflected
the growing popularity of
conservation measures as.
prices rise, a slow-down in DEAR ABBY: My husband is 36, attractive and welleconomic activity during liked. He owns his own business, which requires some
traveling and night entertaining, but he's always come
1980 and warmer weather.
home at a reasonable hour. ready, willing and able to make
SCENTS OFF
love to me. so, I had no reason to worry.
WASHINGTON tAPt - One day last week before sending his suit to the dry
When applying fragrances,:leaners, I checked the pockets and found a paper cocktail
such as aerosol perfumes, napkin on which was scribbled "Margo" and a telephone
start by spraying your number. Then I did something I'm not very proud of. I wrote
w;n the number and kept it.
wrists. Continue behind your -1- 01.4h
When my husband came home I casually handed him the
ears, inside the elbow,cocktail.n,aa' kin„.saying. "This was in
your pocket; it might
behind the knees and on,yoilf
throat.
He took it very matter-of-factly and said, "She's a woman
• The idea is to spray the with *wholesale jewelry connection. I was going to surprise
warmest parts of your body you with something for your anniversaryipext month."
to release the scent faster Later that evening when I was,alone, I called the number
and make it moreand Margo answered. I told her I was interested in buying
noticeable, advises the some jewelry, and she said I must have the wrong Margo
because she was an airline stewardess'
Aerosol Packaging Council. So far I haven't
told my husband abo.ilt that call,, but it's
been bothering me. Should I tell him, or let it go?
NEEDS ADVICE

Husband's Jewelry Interest
Flies in Face of Facts

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

DEAR NEEDS:Tell him. But wait until after your
anniversary. One "surprise" deserves another.
• * •

ACROSS
2 Mountain in
1 Joint
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
Crete
4 Concoct
3 Courteous
E I
MA
OR
PA
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4 Financial
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DEAR ABBY: My parents are divorced. I live with my
mother but spend every other weekend with my father.
When I'm with Dad, he asks a lot of questions about Mom.
Like, "Does she go out very much? Who does she go out
with? Does she have company at the house? And does she
ever say anything about me?"
And after a weekend with Dad, Mom wants me to tell her
everything that happened and everything Dad said. Should
I tell?
I don't want to answer and I don't want to lie, but I feel
funny telling the truth. What should I do, Abby?
TO TELL OR NOT
DEAR TO TELL: Be honest. If you feel uncomfortable telling one parent about the other, ask both of
them, respectfully, not to question you.
•

•

DEAR ABBY: On a recent trip to Scotland, I stayed with
my 73-year-old maiden cousin who made our trip most
enjoyable with her humor and gracious hospitality.
One morning she said,"Where's the newspaper? I want to
see who quit smoking."
Amazed at this, I asked, "Do they publish the names of
people who quit smoking in the Scottish newspaper?"
"Aye," she said. "In the obituary column."
FRANK GALLAGHER, KENT, WASH.
CCC

DEAR ABBY: This question has been on my mind for a
long time. Which hand do you put the wedding band on if
The person is left-handed?
DUMMY
DEAR DUMMY: The left hand, the same side your
heart is on.
(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. For a personal reply, write to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please
enclose a stamped, aelf-addressed envelope.)

THE BATTLE OF
1,1,1ATEKLOO WA5 WON
ON THE PLAYIN6
P.ELOS OF ETON'

/
1
4

BUT WHEN YOU STAND
AROUND IN RIGHT FIELD,
L(OU NAVE 1D 5A11 SOMETHING

I. Edward E. Johnson, s of
May 13, 1981 will no longer
be responsible for any
debts other than my own.

2. Notice

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rates!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.

f
N/OU DOWN,
MISS
BUXL Es/

CUT THAT

ou-r, KILLER

s

Bible Facts Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.

Mexican
Imports
Retail& Wholesale

Pots, Stands, Shelves
& Figuriaes. Large
Selection Western
Pats & Feather Binds.

U-PICK
9 acres at North 166

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
H., 121
New Coma-4 ky
436 5353

and Poor Fenn Rood.
50' a quart. Opea
Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Saturdays at 7
a.m.
733-0195

••••

USED FURNITURE
Breakfast suites Bedroom Suites Recliners - Swivel
Rockers - Couches and
T.V.
's
Refrigerators • Why
Bed.
HODGE & SON

BEDDI
PLANTS
6 for 90'
SPECIAL:
TOMATO PLANTS
6 for 754
Flowers &
Vegetables

2055. sth

New Concord, Ky.
436-5353

BIBLE CALL
The Home: Responsibilities of Parents
759-4444; Bible Story
759-4445.

SAVE 20. TO 50'.

$31 50
• Multi Mile

What we do best is care
Needline. 753-6333.
Have your Tiny
Tots picture
made at Carter
Studio
and
the
keep
change.
Carter Studio
304 Main

7534660

PUBLIC
NOTICE
TIRE
PRICE
CUT!

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY

Polyester
Cord
A78-13 Multi-mile
78 Whitewall

$45"Mutti'Mile
Double -Belted
G78-15 -- MultiGlass II Whitewall

753 8298

For STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS merchandise call
Debbie Carter. 753-0913.

$69
0)
Multi Mile
Super wide radial
GR70-15 -Grand
AM GT white letters

Srawberries
Pick your own

20. Sports Equipment

Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751
Would like job house cleaning. Have referances. Call
759-1255.

Brownell Nylon line, sz. 21,
24, 30 $3.29 lb. Mustad
hooks 1/0 11.50/m, 2/0
13.50/m, 3/0 15.50/m,
4/0 18.50/m. Berkley
McMahon swivels, $2.75
per 100, $25.00/m. East y
Grocery, 753-8786.

13. For Sale or Trade
Hands for hire, will trade
hours work for small salary
and acreage. Negotiable.
Call 753-3058.
250 Yards of dark tobacco
for sale. 100 yards of Burley
plants, will trade plants for
pounds. Call 435-4131.
Wanted used clean small
refrigerator and electric
stove. Call 753-4602.
Wanted: Mercury outboard,
40 hp,- 1960 -series, for
parts. Call 767-4786.

15. Articles For Sale
For sale: Beige, vinyl couch
and chair. $100 or best offer. Also ladies large size
clothes, jr. sizes 11-14. Call
753-4487 between 4 iind 9
Pm.
16' Low car trailer, factory
made tandem axle with
ramps, electric brakes,
$1600. 759-4070.
Slabs and sawdust. Slabs
are bundled. Will deliver in
trailer load lots, or you
pickup. 1-901-352-5777.

16. Home Furnishings
All black wool long 3 sectional living room couch
$250. Call 753-4602.
Countertop gas stove, oven
above, yellow, $125. One
white gas range $150; One
yellow 2 door refrigerator
$150. One wagon wheel
light, 5 bulb, $50.00. One
dinette set with six swivel
chairs with center leaf. Call
753-0219.
Nice 3 piece gold hying
room suite. Call 753-0175.
Nice bar with 2 stools. Call
753-7635 after 5 pm.
Portible dishwsher $100.
36" electric range $100.
Washer and dryer $250.
Sears refrigerator freezer
with icemaker $250. Call
753-2435.
Used Lee's carpet, one in
gold, one in blue, very good
condition. Call 489-2118.
Wall to wall carpeting, gold,
sculptured. nylon. 12x16'.
Call 753-83.78.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Kirby Vacuum Sales & Service. New. used...See the
difference, No. 16 Dixieland. Phone 753-6050.

Goodyear
$800°
Wrangler Radials
GR 78-15 - All
Terrain Blackwall

454
Jessie Jones, Sedalia
1-328-8543.

Plus Many
Available

Otber Sizes

From $5.00 is $30.00

SHERRI'S
SOAP 8,
SHAPE

104 N. 13th St.
753-0556

Poo

WAtr-ER..
ANC)THE YOLKS

SALT, BUT JUST A PINCH
OF PEPPER A/40 DON'T
COOK THEM IN GREASE ft

15 'TALL RIGHT IF NE
HEN'S NAME WAS
GLORIA

•

1

Sherri Scott,
Owner
Professionally trained
groomer.
Call today for op
pointment.

They're
Here
AND EAT. WE'RE GOING TO BE HERE
A LONG TIME -JUST RELAX ANP

(
5IT

ENJOY

203 Main St

3. Card of Thanks
MANY THANKS
To all of the Community Chorus for the
lovely plant.
Irma Collins

5-.14s111-Fikin
-d-

An breed
dog grooming

MAKE THE WHITES HARD

Economy
Tire &
Service

A national energy
organization
is
seeking
one
aggressive distributor
for the Murray Area
representing quality
energy sad water conservation products.
For information send
resume to N.E.S. Box
3025, Paducah, Ky.
42001,

Kenny Rogers
Jeans
His/ Hers
Matching Sets
AN sizes
Only place
in Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Plaza
Op..9.... to 9
753-7113

A

tost: Yellow plastic bag in
Hamlin, KY area with gold
bracelet inside. Call 7530132 o'ii436.5433.

6. He

22. Musical
Begin Today
MUSIC
LESSONS
Piano
Orgon

14. Want To Buy

TRUCKLOAD
SALE

I SIGNALED FOR
A FAIR CATCW

1E1

14:74.1„

Open 9 am.to 5p..
753-7113

ENERGY
COMPANY

11.1•11••••••• 5••••cal• Inc

LITTLE
BRAT,,,

Special
lids Week
Stevens 12 gauge
double barrel Model
311
$149.95
GOLD &
SILVER PAWN
SHOP
0Irevic Plaza

9. Situation Wanted

sug Seketlen ell Used Tires

•

1 WANT TWO CRIED
DONE JUST
RIC,HT

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice

nted

CHRISTIAN Ti".\. NEIWORK
NEEDS ACTIVE CHURCH
BUSINESS PERSON AS AN
AREA REPRESENTATIVE for
37 western Kentucky counties. No experience is
necessary, will train. Requires $30,000 working
capital. This is not a' franchise. To arrange a meeting
in your City with our
Regional
Manager,
telephone 1-800/3282987.
Wanted reliable couple or
man to live in and manage
4 apartments. For more information call 759-4481
after 6 PM.

19. Farm Equipment
Allis Chalmers 10 hp riding
mower, used 1 year, excellent condition. Call 7591703.
Best tire deals in town! We
have a tire truck to repair
tires on the farm. Call us
for best prices and snappy
service! Vinson Tractor
Company. 753-4892.
Farmall cub tractor, disc,
plow and cultivators,
hydraulic, new tires. Call 1354-8640.
Super C Farmall with
cultivators. 2-row pull type
tobacco setter. 492-8949
after 6 pm.

20._Spot Equipment
The Pistol
ple: Invest in
a feeling of se rity, largest
variety, lowest 4ced. no
registration or red
in
Kentucky. Country :oy
Store. 9 miles west
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5. Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

Beginners ond Advonced

Clayton's
753-7575
For sale: Hammond organ
- and amplifier, $425. Phone
753-7777 after 3 pm.
New an& used 1-aTawl n
piano and organs. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN.
Piano. Baldwin, excellent
condition. Call 753-0908 or
762-2446.
Piano for sale, inexpensive,
excellent for beginning student. 753-9866 after 5 pm.
SPINET CONSOLE Piano for
sale. Wanted: Responsible
party to take over piano.
Can be seen locally. Write
Mr. Powers, Box 327,
Carlyle Illinois 62231.
Own a new 25"
Magnavox color
TV for only $24.46
a month. No
down payment.
Four year warranty available on
parts and labor.0
CLAYTON'S
Mosso
Ratertahumenat
Ctr.
Hwy.641 S.
753-7575
IMMS

24. Miscellaneous
A complete set of tools and
dyes for making buttons.
Call 753-3199.
Condominium for rent:
Milton Head Island. SC:
home of the famous Family
Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf Tournament. For more information.
call 1-926-4031.
For sale: Shop air
compressor, 10 hp, gas
motor. $21. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape, $275.
Call 753-8127.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free gift.
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Box
325 .(Irvan Cobb Road),
Murray. KY 42071. Phone
436-5894.
Logging equipment for sale
or trade, some financing
available. 20' Knuckle
boom log loader with or
without diesel 'power plant
or truck. Also 2 tandem air
brake log trucks. Evenings,
759-1739.
35 MM Camera, Pentax
Spotmak. $50.00. Call
436-5610.
One coke machine, See at
Public Ice Service 408 S
4th 753-1813
Sawmill slabs for sale. Call
753-7528 after 6 pm.
Tow Bar. Call 753-3058.
Unplaned pine, 8' 2x4's,
80t each. Also lx4's, 40t
each. 435-4494.

27. Mobile Home Sales
1974, 12x60 Furnished, 2
bedroom, all electric, good
condition. Located on long
lot on city water, garage.
Will sell cheap. Call 4365830 or 753i678.
19/4-Mobile home, 12x65,
2 bedroom, unfurnished,
underpinning, and has porch. Call 759-1797.
Town House, 12x70 mobile
home. 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath,
refrigerator, stove, disposal,
central air and gas heat,
new carpet and wallpaper.
Other extras included. Priced to sell! Call
two bedroom mobile
home plus 5 acres, located
6 miles from town on 121
South, Call 436-5366.

9-8-o

28. Mob. Home Rents
12 x 64 Mobile Home, part
furnished at Shady Oaks
Trailer ct. Call. 1-241-0200
efore 5 pm.

1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted
Attention business owners,
Out of Work accountant
seeking full or part time
bookkeeping work. 3 years
experience. Call 753-0034
after 6 pm.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or

SOCIALWORkER
Must hold college degree from accredited Social Work program. fxcepticon-Outwood Campus
Dawson Springs, Ky. 42408
Tel. No. 502-797-3771
An Neel Opportunity Employer

753-0144.
6
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28. Mob. Home Rents 311.10-ts.iiffiaiit 37. Livestock-Supplies 43. Real Estate
Take your pick, 2 or 3
bedroom mobile home, out
of town or in town. Coleman Real Estate, 7539898.
Two bedroom, all electric,
mobile home, 11
/
2 miles
from Murray. $150 per
month, $100 deposit.
Available June 1st. Call
753-9829.
Trailer for rent, see Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court.

29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air conditioners. Dill's Electric. Call 753-9104.
18.900 BTU Frigidaire Air
conditioner. 3 years old. 2
years warranty remaining..
$250 firm. Call 753-8782.

Nice 1 or 2 bedroom apartment with shaded yard and
private patio, kitchen applianes furnished. 7537559 or 753-7550.
New 2 bedroom duplex in
Northwood Subdivision.
Available now. Phone 7539400.
New duplex, large 2
bedroom, central heat and
air. Lease and deposit reguyed. Call 753-3343.
New 2 bedroom duplex in
Northwood. All kitchen appliances, furnished, private
deck. Call 753-0814.
One bedroom furnished
apartment, one block from
campus, $145, water furnished. No pets. Couples
only. Call 753-1203.
,
One room efficiency Apartment $90. "Corner of 16th
and Olive across from
University. Call 753-4793.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. 753-3949.
Two bedroom duplex, appliances furnished. Also
one bedroom apartment.
753-2967 after 5 pm.
Two, bedroom duplex Apt,
partially furnished, $165
per month, no pets. Call
753-8848 before 9 PM.
Two bedroom apartment,
close to hospital, no pets,
deposit required. Call 7537809.

Saddles, Eaglish &
Western Sales Repairs - Caste.
Work - Teats and Boat
Covers made.
TAYLOR
LEATHER CO.

Live in the country in
this modern 3
bedroom home on 1 1, 7
acres, carport and
detached garage for
less than $30,000.

41. Real -Estate
NO.363
JUST REDUCED - Nice 3
bedroom, brick, good
location m city, with city
water and sewer. On lot
1001250, blacktop street.
House features carport, lot
ul nice trees, with elec heat,
ranged and retrig. stays At,
a reduced price of $32,000.

75341191

116 S. 6ttiMayfield
1-247-3034

STROUT
REALTY
L.Kroam Broker

•
RIM istyrt
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd puppies, 28 champions in 5
generations. Also'registered
American Eskimo Spitz
puppies. 502-554-2153.
Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrillof knowing how your dog jeally
communicates. 436-2858.
11 Pit bulldog puppies. 4
white $200 each, others
$80 to $150. UKC
registered. Call 1-901-3642402

3[31E
11 1( 3103E3

Immediate
possesion
available on 3 attractive investment properties. One is
zone for business. Owners
want offers. C.O.Bondurant
Realty 753-9954.

1112 Celdwaier RA.

753-0186 Anythne
ppraisals
un s el ing
Management and
Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894
A

49. Used Cars

46. Homes For Sale
Attractive 2 bedroom house
with new carpet Must see!
Will show anytime. Priced
in the $20's. Also, new 4
bedroom house with all extras. Make offer. Call 7533903.
By owner 1505 Oak, 3
bedroom brick, large den
built-in kitchen combinabon, living room, lots of
storage, fully carpeted
Must see to appreciate Call
753-2378 or 753-9818
By owner 12x60 Mobile
home, large lot, nice deck
and covered patio, good
well and plumbing, two
good outbuildings, on
Highway 280, blacktop. 3
blocks from lake. 7591156.
By owner. 3 bedroom. - 2
batebtirk home in Sherwood Forest. Garage, central air, gas heat. Call 7531362 before 5 pm or 7539866 after 5 pm.
Beautiful brick home. near
University, marble bath,
new carpets, fireplace.
Reduced low $30's. 7533942.
Two bedroom, carport,
garden. nice lot, located
Stella, $14,800. $1500
down, balance monthly
12% 489-2595.

1981
Oldsmobile
Tommie, 9,200
isles, loaded.
PURDOM
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Mein
753-5315

50 Used Trucks
1970 Chevrolet pickup Call
759.4459 after 4 pm
1978 Chevrolet Luv excellent condition, tow
milage. Call 753-6084 or
753-9648.
1979 Ford 1 ton truck and
23 ft. dump trailer, 4-speed
transmission, dual wheel.
20,000 miles. Call Garrison
Motor Sales,
40,-1978 GMC short wheel base
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight
shift. topper. AM-FM
cassette stereo, good gas
mileage. $3300. Phone
901-247-5439.
Jeep, CJ-5, 1972, good low
mileage. 1975 Ford pickup,
rough. 492-8949 after 6
pm.

53-. Services-Offired 53. Semites Offered
Small
engine
and
mower repair.
S. 64) Shell
S. 12th St
739131 or
759 1'504

Complete small engine
repair Phone 4-:.6 2418
Aluminum Service Co.,
aluminum and vinyl
siding, custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed lailoy,
753-0689.

COLDWATER LAWN &
GARDEN
SHOP.
Lawnmowers Roto tillers
Need work on your trees?
chain saws
expertly Topping pruning shaping
repaired
Pickup and complete remoeal and
delivery available 489 more Call BOYER'S TREE
2853 8 AM to 5 PM
SERVICE for professional
DEPENDABLE LAWN MOW- tree care 753-8536
ING. References. Free REPAIR
SERVICE
estimates. Call Mike at 753- _Llectrical- refrigerator air
111177.
conditioner
appliances
Fence sales at Sears now icemakers well pumps Call
Cell Sears. 753-2310 for John PritChard 435-4284
free estimate for your S & H Painting Service HT
tenor and exterior painting
•
•
GENERAL. HOME REPAIR Free estimates Call Scott at
15 years experience carpen- 753-6316
try. masonary. plumbing Spraying, mowing and
roofing. and siding. Free pruning Call T & D LANDestimates No lob too small SCAPING, 436-2333
Call 414-2216 evenings or
474-2359 daytime
Expert car and home
Guttering by Sears. Sears
repair.
stereo
continous gutters installed
WORLD OF SOUND
per your specifications. Call
222 S. 12th St.
Sears 753-2310 for free
753-5865
estimate.
Heating, refrigeration, and
electrical repair. Bob's Wet basement' We make
Refrigeration
Service, wet basements dry, work
Hazel, KY. 498-8370 or completely guarenteed Call
or write Morgan Con753-7829. Bobby Lockhart
struction Co., Route 2. Box
Notching Sales. Route 5 409A Paducah KY 42001
Box 2221. The only factory or call day w night 1-442
authoftzed dealer for Fitter 7026
Queen sales and service in
this area. Days 753-6068. Will do lawn mower. garclen
tiller and chain saw repair
nights 436-2367.
Quality work. pickup and
K & K Stump Removal. Do delivery available. Call 753you need stumps removed 4162 or 753-9952 anytime.
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can Willie's interior and exterior
painting 13 years exremove stumps up to 24
below the ground, leaving perience, free estimates
only sawdust and chips Phone before 8 AM or after
Call for free estimate. Bob 5 PM, 759-1867.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob Will mow yards. 15 years
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
experience. Call 753-6564
Licensed electrician and Will haul driveway white
gas installation heating in- rock and Ag lime, also have
stallation and repairs' .Call any type of brown or white
753-7203
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work.
Call Roger Hudson
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs. under- 753-4545 or 753-6763
pinning, roofing, installing Warning! Don't read this
doors and windows. We also unless you're in need of
build porches and patios. roofing, carpentry, or elecCall 753-6973
trical work New or repair
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING All guaranteed Call Joe
Commercial and residen- 753-9226 for free estimate
tial Also patching, sealing Window cleaning fast serand striping 'For estimates vice. s satisfaction
call 753-41537
guaranteed Free estimates
.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS Call 753-7140
underpinning, roof's sealed. Will do auto and truck
patio awnings, and house - rem!. 19 years experrence
type roofs for mobile reasonable rates Phone
homes 753-1873. Jack 753-9292 or 753-4706
Glover.
18 Years experience in
bathroom and kitchen
WEST
work. brick
work
KENTUCKY
fireplaces. ceramic tile
Take advantage of fixing
ASPHALT
Coating and
your home while the craft is
sealing
available. Call James Ray
7 5 3 si3
Hamilton. 753-9400

LAKE:PROPERTY, OWNER
FINANCING. Owner needs
to sell in a hurray and will OWNER FINANCING TO
he10004.., :)r-part of a QUALIFIED BUYER. Interest
74 acre tract at the mouth rates are up again, but we
of Kentuky Lake on Blood can get you into this lovely
30. Business Rental
river. A lovely place to build home at a lower rate you
a home, an excellent land can afford. This 3 bedroom.
investment opportunity. IL? bath home, near town
Misi
41. Public Sale
Call Spann Realty has many extras, including
Worsham*
Carport sale, 1508 Oxford. Associates, 753-7724.
new family room, fireplace.
Stwege Space
Saturday, 8-5. Day bed,
.fenced yard, redwood porbaby clothes, play pen,
For Rust
ch, and large lot with many
One of the neatest
books, bicycle, lounge
_trees. This home is well
753-47511
mobile homes you've
chair, and more.
cared for and is in perfect
ever seen is thsi 14
condition.
Owner leaving
Everything
you
always
FOR WENT
x 70 Norris. Lived in
town must sell. Call Spann
wanted to find at a Garage
Building
ad,ocent
to
JEEPS,
less than a year.
Realty Associates, 753Buckingham Roy Ltd
sale but haven't been able
in
Central
1724.
Electric
Divieland Shopping Center
to find. Friday 8 - 6 913
CARS,
heat, underpinning,
gas heat and air. double
Waldrop, 753-8527.
47.
Motorcycl
es
TRUCKS
front over 1000 sq. ft
tie downs and furGarage sale. 504 Whitnell,
Available May 1
1981
Honda. 1976. 550 four,
niture remain with
Friday and Saturday. Air.
Coll 753 3018
10.000 miles. (901) 247Purchaser. Make
33. Rooms for Rent conditioner,
baby bed and
3339 after 5 pm.
your appointment
31. Want To Rent
available through
Boys only! Furnished room clothes, bicycles, dishes,
nowt
Two mopeds, 1979 ConApartments for rent at Em- for rent, one block from and plenty of other things.
government agencords, good condition. Call
Roberts Realty
bassey Apartments. Call M.S.U. Living room and kit- Hugh moving out of county
cies
in your area.
753-3716.
12th &Sycamore
753-3530 or 753-4331 chen facility, wall to wall sale, 12 to 7 PM everyday
Many
sell for unCOMMERCIAL LOT
carpet, private bath, $65 untill everything
1976 Yamaha 500. twin
after 5 pm.
7 3-1651
is gone,
month. Call 759-4538. typewriter, baby
cylinder $900. also 1975
FOR SALE
der $200. Call
furniture,
Want to rent nice 3 BR, 2 per
Yamaha 200 twin, excepLot measuring 65' x
602-941-8014,
bath home in Murray area. Furnished room for men 10 speed blender, etc Call
Nice 2 bedroom. 2 bath. 282' on Arcadia Court
tional low milage $500. Call
1 year Lease. Must have no students, half block from 767-4473, 413 College Cts.
Ext. No. 5067 for
Bel-Air house trailer. near the new city
474-2211 ext 204 between
less then 1700 sq ft of campus, 1626 Hamilton. Moving sale! Friday, May
your directory on
6 and 9 PM.
parl. All city utilities
space, lots of storage. Pro- Air-conditioned, kitchen, 15th, 5-8 pm, Saturday. 14x70, located in Scenic
Acres
on
3.
1
4
acre.
Call
today
available. Offered at
how to purchase.
48. Auto. Services
fessional couple, no private entry and parking. May 16th, 9-4 pm. From
for your appointment. $15,000 through Kop4
children no pets, Call 753- $100' per summer term. Hardin go East on 80, turn
Four tires, 8.75 x 16.5.
perud Realty, 711
4143 daily from 5:30-9:30 Call 753-8572 or 436-5479. on 962, go about 4 miles: Spann Realty Associates,
Sears adventurers, ex- 51.
753-7724.
Campers
Main in Murray.
Murray State Students sum- Items: antiques, books,
cellent condition, lots of
753-1222.
Phone
mer housing bi-session, clothes, dishes: furniture,
tread $100. Call 436-5610. For sale: 14' Shasta camper
32. Apts. For Rent
Pardons & Thurman 1
trailer, sleeps 6, electric,
single and double rooms. including freezer, tools, and
Insurance &
49. Used Cars
Apartments for rent, near
STATE OLDER
gas, or battery hookup.
753-9030.
many more items.
Call
downtown Murray. 753Real Estate
RESIDENCE
Stove, ice box, and shower.
Sleeping rooms in limn Yard sale, 1409 Sycamore,
4109.
Southshle(*art Sq.
1981 Mercury Lynx
Sell cheap! $1500. Call
the market
Fresh
on
Murray, Kentucky
Available now, country liv- close to campus. Cheap! Thursday, Friday, Saturday.
753-9787 or 753-5600.
GL, AM/FM," 4-speed
is this 2-story brick
753-4451
ing within city links at Call 753-9195 or 753-0387. Violets, antiques, quilts,
large
residence
on
transmissio
n.
The
52. Boats and Motors
Hamlet North Apartments. 34. Houses For Rent tomatoe plants, lots of
wooded main street
World Car. $5700.
goodies.
Plenty of "Stretchin'
14' Fishing boat, fully
Nice
2
bedroom Extra nice 3 BR house
lot. Upstairs consist
NATCNER
Room"! A really large home
townhouses with private located in Murray. $495 per 43. Real Estate
carpeted. 1979 35 hp
of 2 large modern
AUTO SALES
that can change to fit your
deck and central heat and month, security deposit and
Johnson electric start
apartments and 1st
515 S. 12th
needs. The home provides a
motor, trolling motor, and
air, kitchen appliances fur- 1 year lease required. No
floor is main
753-4961
living room, dining room,
nished. 753-7559 or 753- pets, Call 436-2935 or 753depth finder, $2000. Call
residence. New cenkitchen with all the counter
753-9235 after 3:30 pm.
7550.
0839.
tral gas .heating
space
and
cupboards
you
Apartment for rent close to Five room untarnished
50 HP Evinrude motor, ex1976
system, nevi 25 year
Camera
need. The den is plenty
Universit. Small deposit. house in the county. $150
automatic, air, power. tilt. cellent condition, 759roof, and home has
large.
back to back
BOYD-MAJORSa."
sport _wheels. $2195 753- 1233.
Call 753-6564.
been restored to an
per month plus $150
fireplaces in den and living
REAL
ESTATE
9710.
of
excellent
state
New Minn-Kota -565, trollFor rent: 2 bedroom, 2 bath deposit required. 753room
and
all the bedroomi,
753-8080
repair. Very attrac1976 Ford stationwagon ing motor, loot control. 21
apartment on College Farm 3293.
are spacious..let us show
tive assumable loan
good condition Call 753- lb thrust. Call 753-1556
Road. New heat pumps, Four bedroom house, $500,
Professional Seri.ices
you a new way of life by
With The Friendly Touch"
is available. Phone
after 5:30 pm.
1551
economical. $225 per mon- 3 bedroom house, $350, 2
calling 753-1492 at CENKopperud
753-1222,
th. 753-4632..
TURY
21 Loretta Jobs,
bedroom townhome. $275.
ORE FOR YOUR
15' Runabout boat with 70
Realty.
Realtors.
horse Johnson motor. and
MONEY in this
Furnished apartments for 1 bedroom duplex, $150
Appointment 753-5791
trailer. 435-4490
rent. Call 753-4684.
beautiful 4 year old
44.
Lots
For
brick
Sale
house.
rent,
House
for
close
20'
SUER
to
Sabracraft boat. 4
Furnished apartments. EffiBuy now, build later!
ciency, 1 or 2 bedrooms. Kentucky Lake on 94 East. Features include: 3
ANNIVERSARY cylinder 110 hp Mercury
2
Cruise, Al condition, with
Beautiful wooded one acre
Also sleeping rooms. Zim- 3 bedrooms, living room, bedrooms,
•
trailer.
lot. 4 miles north of Murmerman Apartments, South and 2 baths. $200 per mon- bathrooms, living
$2000 Call 1-382base
price
off
5%
room, formal dining
th. Call 354-6678.
2479.
ray. Owner financing
16th, 753-6609.
EVERY VW in
available. Call 753-0091.
stock including' Sailboat, 1978, Sanjuan 21,
Furnished apartment for Three bedroom home, large room, family room,
game
room,
heat
LAKE
FRONTAGE
living
room,
_
family
room,
boat. motor, and trailer.
Lake
rent, 11
/
2 blocks from
lot in Moon's Subdiviand
_diesels
Over 100' of lake
kitchen, carpet, drapes, ap- pump, heatolator
sion, _near Mansard Island
901-247-3339 after 5 pm.
M.S.U. $100 per month
during
Audi's
frontage with conpliances, near M.S.U. $330 and convenient locaCall 759-4538.
Resort. Good view of the
month of May.
53. Services Offered
month. Call 753-3006 tion. Call Boydper
crete
lake
wall
sea
and
with nice surrounding.
For rent: Near M.S.U., 2
CARROLL
VW
All of your plumbing and
Majors Realty 753after 4 pm.
Owner working out of town.
boat dock fronting on
bedroom apartment, with
800 Chestnut
air-conditioning,needs. Also
8080.
Priced
to
Kentucky
sell
at
Lake.
Pro$5,000
Call
large living room, kitchen, Two bedroom house fur753-8850
do carpentry, painting, roof901-642-2633.
perty also has very
bath with tub and shower, nished also two bedroom
ing, and concrete. All work
RYAN
1655
AVE.
/
1
4
comfortable
mobile
46. Homes Car Sale
ample closet space. Range, trailer furnished Call 753done to• satisfaction. 753Four bedroom home
home and large conrefrigerator, dishwasher, 1778.
9822.
(fourth
bedroom
crete block building
1978 Firebird Formula,
and garbage disposal. Has
FOR SALE
Now take a closer look at Reynolds A umirh,rn
36. For Rent Or Lease would be perfect
formerly used as a
Power steering, Power Asphalt driveways_and parkwasher-dryer hookup, cen
Aluminum has low-maintenance product, to help so!v
Modern
three
e
INHIMINIUNUMUNIMI
ing
sewing
room,
lots
sealed
study,
Sears.
For
by
repair or repamttng problems or all these areas
restaurant. Priced to
Brakes, air. tilt wheel,
tral heat and air, low utility
bedroom
home,
two
etc.), electric raNeed It?
AM,FM Casette. Call 1-527- free estimates call 753sell - Mid $30's. Concost. 753-7114 before 5:30
baths, 58 acres of
diant celing heat,
Rent It!
1181 or 753-3675 after 5 2310.
tact Kopperud Realpm.
Martin
land,
Stanley
s 1•-v
completely
PM.
'
ty, 753-1222 for full
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
Post Hole Diggers
homeplace Tocated
redecorated
,
in
extime
Real
Estate
vinyl
or
siding
trim.
and
Now Leasing
1962 Falcon, runs good,
three-quarters of mile
We got it and mooch,
ellent condition.
Service.
body sound. 1295. Cali Aluminum trim for brick
MUR-CM
121
Highway
off
on
much more.
ell landscaped lot,
houses. Jack Glover, 153LOOKING FOR
753-7418.
Murray-Paris
Old
ear MS.U., carport.
1873
AN INVESTMENT?
=MSS
APARTMENTS
1970 4 door Impalla, $175
Rood, 38 acres tillable
Reduced to $39,250.
Try this 10 room
RENTAL SALES
APPLIANCE
REPAIR. KenCall 753-8367
land, 7 acres posture,
s,utuo<
_Jew,
older home on a
more,
Whirlpool,
CENTER
1, 2 & 3 bedroom ruits from
10 acres woodland, 3 1980 Jeep C15 with 13,000 Westinghouse Experienced,
large corner lot.
Before OW maintenance problems get tougher to so ve
$165.00 per so. Hanand More expensive- act today Save yourself time and upkeep
miles, 4 cylinder, 4-speed independent service
acres wasteland. If inCould be an excellent
and
chores by calling our specialnd in Rxhnoids Ahdninurn Bin Img
with canvas top. Gets good parts. Bob's Appliance Serdicapped Nit Newly cow
terested
send
Products He has the experience to discuss the work
buy for someone that
Hidden Treasure! It will do
2001. Mein 753-8201
home
needs and give you a FREE. no-obligation estimate
*acted central beat and air,
inquiries to P.O. Box gas mileage. $5700. 1-527- vice. 753-4872
can do their own
your heart good to say
carpeted. Widen appliances,
remodeling. Zoned
230, Murray, Ken- 0962.
For rent: Lake cottage, sum- nothing about your pocketBob's Home Improvement
Office Hours Nos.-Fri. 11401970 Nova, 6 cylinder, Service. Remodeling, painR-3 and priced at
tucky or call 753mer vacations, by day or book when you inspect this
200
$16,000 through Kop2633. Crop land and automatic, $295. Call 753- ting, cement work, general
week. Families only. Phone home we have located just
for
you...Three
bedroom
Realty,
perud
711
753-4647 after 7:30 pm.
residence under 1 2 9710.
home maintenenace and inbrick- located on quiet
Main.
1973 Pontiac 4-door hard- spections. Free estimates.
months lease.
37. Livestock-Supplies street in nice -1111M,_
top, slightly damaged in 753-4501.
Nalliwood Dr.
front, will sell whole car or Beat the
REE MAR ARABIANS. neighborhood. Priced in the
Murray, Ky.
heat! Have your
parts. Can be seen at Hut- air-conditioners cleaned
Purebreds for sale. Trained mid $30's...See this home
502-759-4984
before
all
others
by
calling
son Auto Repair, South 3rd now!! We also have
and started. 753-6126 or
corn
Equal Housing Opportunity
St. Extended.
753-6100.
Visitors 753-1492 at CENTURY 21
plete appliance service
Loretta
Realtors.
Route 8 Box 1005
Jobs,
welcome
•PRESCRIPTIONS•FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
1969 Pontaic Catalina. Phone 159.1322 '
Murray, Ky.
502-753-0689
runs, body rough, $100 Concrete and block, brick
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Panorama Shores berm near
Call 753-3781 after 5 pm
the water w /2 ampler? 2
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
work
Basements,
Mt apts. 8:40 simperch,
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
driveways,
Sharp
storm cellars.
cdstomized
1976
Season Passes for the MurrayWIN MN
hitches appliances.
MO
=111
IM
Free Delivery on Prescription'. in City limits
Nova. Call Michael. 759- porches. 20 years exIan, a homeowner PlpaSe Sonr1 mu, y
REYNOLDS I
full information on the Reynolds
Calloway County Swimming Pool may
perience.
before
1775
5 pm.
753-5476.
Completely remodeled 4 Mt
▪ Aluminum products checked here
ALUMINUM
country Immo on 80 acres
be purchased now thru May 29. Pur1971 Type 3 Volkswagen Carpenter Service. New
ld American Classic
[ Shadow Grain". sia.na
.
I
Central beat and air,
engine for Squareback or homes. remodeling.
11 tirnyi-Turtf &Poop 11 Gutters Downspout% Soffit and Tr,n,
chase prior to May 5 to be eligible
basesnowt; 40'Kr's timber.
stationwagon. $350 plus cabinets, decks. anything
[1 Aturnorum Classic Shawl. Shakes Rolling
for a free season pass.
$75 if installed. Call 753- with wood, quality work
225 L. P. Miller St.(A
I Climate Guard* Replacement Wfndows
from Community Center)
101
3058 after 5 pm, or 753- Phone 753-0565
L1 Storm loohndows and Doors
Family Passes $60.00
Specializi
ng
in Senior Citizens
8450.
Merray-Callemay
O Name
Single Passes $30.00
Open Hours
Comsty Realty
THUNDERBIRD, 1976,
Addre•s
(302)7534146
Passes may be purchased at the
limited edition. gold and
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Oil M. 12* St,
cream, low mileage, good
Coly
Park Office, 10th & Payne Sts.,
8-12 753-3685
Nisionay, ay. 471171
condition. See at Shady
phone 753-7640.
Oaks Trailer Court, number
For Appointment
INT A. Issese.frehow
Illee MIN MIN WM INN
24.
WIN IN,

1

r

(by)

/14VA1/
1

Take a
close look at
your house
J.

mr. tit

)
0
1. 61

753-8080

Aluminum
Service Co.

WALLIS DRUG

Will Ed Bailey

PRE-SEASON SALE

I

HORNBUalE BARBER SHOP

1
I
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OUTDOOR LIVING!

TitI'm

IT!

Gas Powered Weed-Eater

CUT IT!

Powerful Weed-Eater trirenteiledgar 04111
cycle engine and solid stele ignition gem where
extension cords cen't. Tap-N-Go 6n atterosee
and 14-in, cutting path. XRSO. 480-7622

REG. $139.95
3 HP

11
In
95
4

28995

95
189
E3
3'. HP

11-HP$949°

Sale

Lawn Tractor

Peeturws powerful Briggs engin* with electric start,
sesty interlock system,3-speed transmit, drive, disc
Wakes and 38" twin blade. 461-3762

Push or Power
Propelled Mowers
A

8,4gs & Sualtan

.

.

481 3184
4 d'td,-'
8,14,7,

•

4 posotion rultrng

29995
Inset

S119 95
$1295)4
HP BrigOS
r,e,ght
$18995
$1995
482 3221

1995
5-HP TillersBriggs &

A. 5-HP tiller features
Stratton engine. 2 step chain
reduction drive, 16 self -sharpening 13" dia. tines 26" tilling
width 135 RPM forward tine
speed 481-3622
3-HP till -it for home gardens.
$219.95
481-3606 '

CLIP
IT

'164"

TILL IT!

Deluxe 20"
31/2-HP Mower

Rear Tine Tiller

3

sabot

Heavy duty 21" garden tiller features 3
step chain reduction tine drive. 4 step
chain reduction wheel drive and 9 position handle Choose from 5 integrated
ground/tone speeds or reverse Tine
speeds 170 to 340 RPM 481-3663

22" 4-HP Power
Propelled Rear Rag Mower

Dix, push mower with
3'4-HP Briggs I Stratton
engine features vertical
pull start, folding handle
and 5 position manual
height self 461-3065

Power propelled mower features 4 HP Briggs & Stratton
engine vertical pull starter, super low tone Muffler, and 5
P0511i011 external wheel adjustment Grass catcher included
481-3259
$199.95
20" 3':-HP rear bag push mower 481-3150

Sale

DECKS
ADD AN OUTSIDE
LIVING ROOM
BUILD-IT-BETTER
YOURSELF

GRILL IT!

147
SINGLE
BURNER
GAS GRILL

SPRAY PAINT
Interiorsiterlor spray paint for wood
or metal. Choose from 36 color.
Non-toxic and sato for use on
children's furniture. 579-4003 thru
579-4441

Features 203 sq. In.
cooking area, 16,000
BTU complete with
20-lb. LP cylinder and
black finish. 35" high
x24" wide x18" deep,
272-2882

Sale

BUILD
IT!

8
149

Sale

9999

TWIN BURNER GAS GRILL
Features Individually controlled burners
for total 24,000 BTU output, 306 sq. In.
cooking area and 20-lb. LP tank. Complete with Turcolli• - the automatic
Igniter. 272-291€

159
2"x4"x8'studs.
First quality stycl grade
lumber. Ideal for framing
or other structural uses.
390-3051(Z). $1.59

LIGHTER FLUID

STAES
- COOK
IT!

Guff charcoal fluid for fast,
sure charcoal starts. 1-qt.
272-6107

Furring

strips.-

flat, level base for
fastening wall paneling or
8-ft.
material. 1x2
ceiling
length, and smooth-surfaced.
390-3010(2).
ProvideS a

Nails. Choose

49'

common nails 8D-10016D or smooth box nails 80-10D-16D. 3520111(Z) 0160(Z), 0210(Z) 1069(Z) 1119(Z).

The help you
need is here!

CLIP THIS COUPON_
FOR YOUR FREE

Endless Projects Made Easy

KETTLE COOKER
Features black porcelainized finish,
rtveted aluminum vents and Internal
ash catcher.221
2"diameter.272-4003
/

Detailed ProjectPlans

IDEA BOOK
DECKS, PLANTERS,
PATIOS, GYM SETS, SUNFENCES,
SCREENS,
STORAGE SHEDS AND
MORE!

Sale 3999

NUMEROUS
LEISURE TIME
PROJECTS

CoasttoCoast

99
9
In Ctn.
Tabletop Gas Grill 6
Portable gas grill cute/rites food on top of the lid or raise lid
for conventional barbecuing Fold down handles turn into
legs Uses 1 -lb. propane fuel tank (not included) 170 Sq
in cooking area 272-2866

.„„ l'AttiAMPWAR..
Central Shopping
Center
Hwy.641 N.
Murray,Ky.
753-8604

Store Hours
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
I-6 Sun.

110
VISA'

